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Burke, S. M., L. Vogelnest, P. Thompson, E. R. Tovey and P. Williamson (2017). "DETECTION OF
AEROSOLIZED BACTERIA IN EXPIRED AIR SAMPLES FROM ASIAN ELEPHANTS (ELEPHAS MAXIMUS)." J
Zoo Wildl Med 48(2): 431‐439.
Elephant‐mediated transmission of tuberculosis is assumed to be similar to human models,
which state close and prolonged contact with an infected individual is required for transmission.
Although considered a risk factor for infection, several case studies have reported that close
contact with an elephant is not always necessary for transmission, and the role of aerosolized
bacteria remains unclear. To investigate aerosol‐mediated transmission of pathogenic bacteria
from elephants, a method for the detection of aerosols using an adapted sampling system was
developed. A commensal bacterium was isolated from the upper respiratory tract of elephants (
Elephas maximus ) and was used as a proxy organism to detect aerosolized droplets in the
sampling system. It was found that elephants are capable of producing aerosolized bacterial
particles of a size small enough to remain airborne for prolonged periods and penetrate the
lower regions of the human respiratory tract.
Casadevall, A. (2017). "Antibodies to mycobacterium tuberculosis." New England Journal of Medicine
376(3): 283‐285.
Chandranaik, B. M., B. P. Shivashankar, K. S. Umashankar, P. Nandini, P. Giridhar, S. M. Byregowda and
B. M. Shrinivasa (2017). "Mycobacterium tuberculosis Infection in Free‐Roaming Wild Asian Elephant."
Emerg Infect Dis 23(3): 555‐557.
Postmortem examination of a wild Asian elephant at Rajiv Gandhi National Park, India, revealed
nodular lesions, granulomas with central caseation, and acid‐fast bacilli in the lungs. PCR and
nucleotide sequencing confirmed the presence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis. This study
indicates that wild elephants can harbor M. tuberculosis that can become fatal.
Ghielmetti, G., M. Coscolla, M. Ruetten, U. Friedel, C. Loiseau, J. Feldmann, H. W. Steinmetz, D. Stucki
and S. Gagneux (2017). "Tuberculosis in Swiss captive Asian elephants: microevolution of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis characterized by multilocus variable‐number tandem‐repeat analysis and
whole‐genome sequencing." Sci Rep 7(1): 14647.
Zoonotic tuberculosis is a risk for human health, especially when animals are in close contact
with humans. Mycobacterium tuberculosis was cultured from several organs, including lung
tissue and gastric mucosa, of three captive elephants euthanized in a Swiss zoo. The elephants
presented weight loss, weakness and exercise intolerance. Molecular characterization of the M.
tuberculosis isolates by spoligotyping revealed an identical profile, suggesting a single source of
infection. Multilocus variable‐number of tandem‐repeat analysis (MLVA) elucidated two
divergent populations of bacteria and mixed infection in one elephant, suggesting either
different transmission chains or prolonged infection over time. A total of eight M. tuberculosis
isolates were subjected to whole‐genome sequence (WGS) analysis, confirming a single source
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of infection and indicating the route of transmission between the three animals. Our findings
also show that the methods currently used for epidemiological investigations of M. tuberculosis
infections should be carefully applied on isolates from elephants. Moreover the importance of
multiple sampling and analysis of within‐host mycobacterial clonal populations for investigations
of transmission is demonstrated.
Magnuson, R. J., L. M. Linke, R. Isaza and M. D. Salman (2017). "Rapid screening for Mycobacterium
tuberculosis complex in clinical elephant trunk wash samples." Res Vet Sci 112: 52‐58.
Mycobacterium tuberculosis can infect and be transmitted between elephants and humans. In
elephants, the 'gold standard' reference test for detection of tuberculosis is culture, which takes
a minimum of eight weeks for results and has limited sensitivity. A screening test that is rapid,
easily implemented, and accurate is needed to aid in diagnosis of tuberculosis in elephants.
Ninety‐nine clinical trunk wash samples obtained from 33 elephants were utilized to validate
three molecular extraction techniques followed by a polymerase chain reaction for detection of
M. tuberculosis. Diagnostic sensitivity and specificity were estimated compared to culture.
Kappa coefficients were determined between molecular results and various culture categories
and serological test results. An internal amplification control was developed and assessed to
monitor for PCR inhibition. One molecular test (the Column method) outperformed the other
two, with diagnostic sensitivity and kappa agreement estimates of 100% (CI 57‐100) and 0.46 (CI
0.2‐0.74), respectively, compared to culture alone. The percentage of
molecular‐positive/culture‐negative samples was 8.4% overall. The molecular extraction
technique followed by PCR provides a much‐needed rapid screening tool for detection of
tuberculosis in elephants. Immediate procedures can be implemented to further assess
PCR‐positive animals and provide personnel biosecurity. While a positive result is not a
definitive test for elephant tuberculosis, the molecular test results can be used to support
current diagnostic procedures applied by veterinarians for treatment decisions to prevent the
spread of tuberculosis in elephants.
Rosen, L. E., T. G. Hanyire, J. Dawson, C. M. Foggin, A. L. Michel, K. P. Huyvaert, M. A. Miller and F. J.
Olea‐Popelka (2017). "Tuberculosis serosurveillance and management practices of captive African
elephants (Loxodonta africana) in the Kavango‐Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area." Transbound
Emerg Dis.
Transfrontier conservation areas represent an international effort to encourage conservation
and sustainable development. Their success faces a number of challenges, including disease
management in wildlife, livestock and humans. Tuberculosis (TB) affects humans and a
multitude of non‐human animal species and is of particular concern in sub‐Saharan Africa. The
Kavango‐Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area encompasses five countries, including
Zimbabwe, and is home to the largest contiguous population of free‐ranging elephants in Africa.
Elephants are known to be susceptible to TB; thus, understanding TB status, exposure and
transmission risks to and from elephants in this area is of interest for both conservation and
human health. To assess risk factors for TB seroprevalence, a questionnaire was used to collect
data regarding elephant management at four ecotourism facilities offering elephant‐back tourist
rides in the Victoria Falls area of Zimbabwe. Thirty‐five working African elephants were screened
for Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex antibodies using the ElephantTB Stat‐Pak and the DPP
VetTB Assay for elephants. Six of 35 elephants (17.1%) were seropositive. The risk factor most
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important for seropositive status was time in captivity. This is the first study to assess TB
seroprevalence and risk factors in working African elephants in their home range. Our findings
will provide a foundation to develop guidelines to protect the health of captive and free‐ranging
elephants in the southern African context, as well as elephant handlers through simple
interventions. Minimizing exposure through shared feed with other wildlife, routine TB testing
of elephant handlers and regular serological screening of elephants are recommended as
preventive measures.
Simpson, G., R. Zimmerman, E. Shashkina, L. Chen, M. Richard, C. M. Bradford, G. A. Dragoo, R. L. Saiers,
C. A. Peloquin, C. L. Daley, P. Planet, A. Narachenia, B. Mathema and B. N. Kreiswirth (2017).
"Mycobacterium tuberculosis Infection among Asian Elephants in Captivity." Emerg Infect Dis 23(3):
513‐516.
Although awareness of tuberculosis among captive elephants is increasing, antituberculosis
therapy for these animals is not standardized. We describe Mycobacterium tuberculosis
transmission between captive elephants based on whole genome analysis and report a
successful combination treatment. Infection control protocols and careful monitoring of
treatment of captive elephants with tuberculosis are warranted.
Thapa, J., C. Nakajima, K. P. Gairhe, B. Maharjan, S. Paudel, Y. Shah, S. K. Mikota, G. E. Kaufman, D.
McCauley, T. Tsubota, S. V. Gordon and Y. Suzuki (2017). Wildlife Tuberculosis: An Emerging Threat for
Conservation in South Asia. Global Exposition of Wildlife Management. G. S. A. Lameed. On‐line, Intech.
Wildlife tuberculosis (TB) is becoming one of the emerging challenges for conservation globally.
South Asian region is home to many endangered species like Asian elephants, rhinoceros, and
Bengal tigers. Although it carries more than one‐third of global burden of human TB, TB in
livestock and wildlife has not been adequately studied. This chapter reviews the present
knowledge and information about animal‐adapted members of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
complex and wildlife TB in South Asia. Recent studies of TB from different wild animals in Nepal
and Bangladesh have found that M.orygis is an emerging threat of wildlife TB in the region.
These studies have demonstrated wide diversity of M. orygis strains circulating in the region
indicating its endemic distribution. M. orygis–associated TB was discovered from a free‐ranging
rhinoceros in Nepal and the finding could signify threat of TB in other wild animals, including a
possibility of unknown maintenance host. Recent studies also revealed an emerging challenge
caused by TB to elephants in different South Asian countries like Nepal, India, and Sri Lanka.
Wildlife TB is becoming a conservation challenge in South Asia, but given the paucity of research
in this area, it is overlooked and underexplored.
Veerasami, M., K. Venkataraman, C. Karuppannan, A. A. Shanmugam, M. C. Prudhvi, T. Holder, P.
Rathnagiri, K. Arunmozhivarman, G. D. Raj, M. Vordermeier and B. Mohana Subramanian (2017). "Point
of Care Tuberculosis Sero‐Diagnosis Kit for Wild Animals: Combination of Proteins for Improving the
Diagnostic Sensitivity and Specificity." Indian Journal of Microbiology: 1‐12.
Tuberculosis is a significant problem globally for domestic animals as well as captive and free
ranging wild life. Rapid point of care (POC) serology kits are well suited for the diagnosis of TB in
wild animals. However, wild animals are invariably exposed to environmental non‐pathogenic
mycobacterium species with the development of cross reacting antibodies. In the present study,
POC TB diagnosis kit was developed using a combination of pathogenic Mycobacteria specific
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recombinant antigens and purified protein derivatives of pathogenic and non‐pathogenic
Mycobacteria. To benchmark the TB antibody detection kit, particularly in respect to specificity
which could not be determined in wildlife due to the lack of samples from confirmed uninfected
animals, we first tested well‐characterized sera from 100 M. bovis infected and 100 uninfected
cattle. Then we investigated the kit’s performance using sera samples from wildlife, namely
Sloth Bears (n = 74), Elephants (n = 9), Cervidae (n = 14), Felidae (n = 21), Cape buffalo (n = 2),
Wild bear (n = 1) and Wild dog (n = 1).In cattle, a sensitivity of 81% and a specificity of 90% were
obtained. The diagnostic sensitivity of the kit was 94% when the kit was tested using known TB
positive sloth bear sera samples. 47.4% of the in‐contact sloth bears turned seropositive using
the rapid POC TB diagnostic kit. Seropositivity in other wild animals was 25% when the sera
samples were tested using the kit. A point of care TB sero‐diagnostic kit with the combination of
proteins was developed and the kit was validated using the sera samples of wild animals. ©
2017 Association of Microbiologists of India
Zachariah, A., J. Pandiyan, G. K. Madhavilatha, S. Mundayoor, B. Chandramohan, P. K. Sajesh, S.
Santhosh and S. K. Mikota (2017). "Mycobacterium tuberculosis in Wild Asian Elephants, Southern
India." Emerg Infect Dis 23(3): 504‐506.
We tested 3 ild Asian elephants (Elephas maximus) in southern India and confirmed infection in
3 animals with Mycobacterium tuberculosis, an obligate human pathogen, by PCR and genetic
sequencing. Our results indicate that tuberculosis may be spilling over from humans (reverse
zoonosis) and emerging in wild elephants.
Egelund, E. F., R. Isaza, A. Alsultan and C. A. Peloquin (2016). "ISONIAZID AND RIFAMPIN
PHARMACOKINETICS IN TWO ASIAN ELEPHANTS (ELEPHAS MAXIMUS) INFECTED WITH
MYCOBACTERIUM TUBERCULOSIS." Journal of Zoo and Wildlife Medicine 47(3): 868‐871.
This report describes the pharmacokinetic profiles of chronically administered oral isoniazid and
rifampin in one adult male and one adult female Asian elephant (Elephas maximus) that were
asymptomatically infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Rifampin's half‐life was reduced
when compared to previous single‐dose pharmacokinetic profiles of healthy uninfected Asian
elephants. Both elephants experienced delayed absorption of isoniazid and rifampin as
compared to previous pharmacokinetic studies in this species. The altered pharmacokinetics of
both drugs in repeated‐dosing clinical situations underscores the need for individual therapeutic
drug monitoring for tuberculosis treatment.
Hildebrandt, B., J. Saragusty, I. Moser, S. Holtze, T. Voracek, A. Bernhard, F. Goritz and R. Hermes (2016).
Bronchalveloar lavage technique: a new approach for diagnosis of tuberculosis infection in elephants.
Joint AAZV / EAZWV / IZW.
Tuberculosis in pachyderms was put into the spotlight two decades ago when circus elephants in
North America were diagnosed with Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex. Because of the close
association between elephants and humans, zoonotic risk, and high susceptibility to
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, periodic testing was enacted in many zoological institutions
around the world.1,2 Presently the gold standard is bacterial culture of trunk wash. Trunk wash,
however, puts the operator at risk, it is insensitive, and is prone to contamination. We describe
here a new technique that increases the safety and sensitivity while reducing the risk of
cross‐contamination. It was applied in one male and five female African and one male and three
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female Asian elephants. The technique relies on performing standing sedation with butorphanol
0.1 mg/kg combined with detomedine hydrochloride 0.02 mg/kg i.m. and additional nerve
blocks in four locations to the trunk base 10 ml per location lidocaine hydrochloride 2%. A
customized 3.5‐m long videochip endoscope is inserted through the trunk and up to the larynx
or the trachea. A sterile newly developed 6‐hole‐TBH‐catheter named after inventor Thomas
Bernd Hildebrandt with a length of 6 m is then placed through the 4 mm working channel of the
endoscope further into the respiratory system. The lavage is performed using up to 100 ml
sterile saline solution. Collection of the sample is done in closed system. The technique is safe
for the operator, and has higher probability of harvesting the bacteria when such are shed while
keeping environmental and trunk‐related contamination to a minimum.
Mikota, S. K., G. E. Kaufman, N. Subedi and I. P. Dhakal (2016). Mycobacterium tuberculosis in
Elephants in Asia ‐ Taking a One Health Approach. One Health Case Studies: Addressing Complex
Problems in a Changing World. S. Cork, Hall, D.C., and Liljebelke, K. . Sheffield, U.K. , 5m Publishing:
54‐64.
Paudel, S. and T. Tsubota (2016). "Tuberculosis in Elephants: A Zoonotic Disease at the
Human‐Elephant Interface." Japanese Journal of Zoo and Wildlife Medicine 21(3): 65‐69.
Tuberculosis (TB) in elephants is a re‐emerging disease predominantly caused by
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, a human type of TB. Elephant to human TB transmission has been
reported from several zoological facilities which have public health implications. Culture of
respiratory samples obtained using a trunk wash procedure is regarded as the gold standard for
TB diagnosis in elephants; however, this technique has many limitations. Serological methods
have been developed and are widely used for TB testing in elephants in zoos around the world
and elephant facilities in Asian elephant range countries. Regular TB screening of elephants and
their handlers should be performed; infected elephants and handlers should be segregated and
treated with anti‐TB drugs according to established treatment regimens. Screening, segregation,
and treatment will aid in the prevention of TB transmission between species and will contribute
to the conservation of endangered wild elephants by mitigating TB spread at the captive‐wild
interface.
Paudel, S., M. A. Villanueva, S. K. Mikota, C. Nakajima, K. P. Gairhe, S. Subedi, N. Rayamajhi, M. Sashika,
M. Shimozuru, T. Matsuba, Y. Suzuki and T. Tsubota (2016). "Development and evaluation of an
interferon‐gamma release assay in Asian elephants (Elephas maximus)." J Vet Med Sci 78(7):
1117‐1121.
We developed an interferon‐gamma release assay (IGRA) specific for Asian elephants (Elephas
maximus). Whole blood collected from forty captive Asian elephants was stimulated with three
different mitogens i.e., phytohemagglutinin (PHA), pokweed mitogen (PWM) and phorbol
myristate aceteate/ionomycin (PMA/I). A sandwich ELISA that was able to recognize the
recombinant elephant interferon‐gamma (rEIFN‐gamma) as well as native interferon‐gamma
from the Asian elephants was performed using anti‐elephant IFN‐gamma rabbit polyclonal
antibodies as capture antibodies and biotinylated anti‐elephant IFN‐gamma rabbit polyclonal
antibodies as detection antibodies. PMA/I was the best mitogen to use as a positive control for
an Asian elephant IGRA. The development of an Asian elephant‐specific IGRA that detects native
IFN‐gamma in elephant whole blood provides promising results for its application as a potential
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diagnostic tool for diseases, such as tuberculosis (TB) in Asian elephants.
Paudel, S., J. L. Brown, S. Thapaliya, I. P. Dhakal, S. K. Mikota, K. P. Gairhe, M. Shimozuru and T. Tsubota
(2016). "Comparison of cortisol and thyroid hormones between tuberculosis‐suspect and healthy
elephants of Nepal." Journal of Veterinary Medical Science 78(11): 1713‐1716.
We compared cortisol and thyroid hormone (T3 and T4) concentrations between tuberculosis
(TB)‐suspected (n=10) and healthy (n=10) elephants of Nepal. Whole blood was collected from
captive elephants throughout Nepal, and TB testing was performed using the ElephantTB
STAT‐PAK® and DPP VetTB® serological assays that detect antibodies against Mycobacterium
tuberculosis and M. bovis in elephant serum. Cortisol, T3 and T4 were quantified by competitive
enzyme immunoassays, and the results showed no significant differences in hormone
concentrations between TB‐suspect and healthy elephants. These preliminary data suggest
neither adrenal nor thyroid function is altered by TB disease status. However, more elephants,
including those positively diagnosed for TB by trunk wash cultures, need to be evaluated over
time to confirm results. © 2016 The Japanese Society of Veterinary Science.
Randima, G. D. D., K. G. D. D. A. Abeysinghe, R. P. G. Vandercone and T. C. Bamunuarachchige (2016).
"Screening of Asian elephants (Elephas maximus) in captivity at elephant orphanage, Pinnawala and
ETH, Udawalawe for Mycobacterium tuberculosis and elephant endotheliotropic herpes virus type1
(EEHV 1) using direct amplification of pathogen DNA from trunk washes." International Journal of
Biomedical Science & Bioinformatics 3(2).
There are many case reports of elephant pathogenic bacteria and viruses that require quick and
sensitive diagnostic techniques due to the impact they generate.
Out of these the occurrence of TB in elephants, especially in captivity, leading to zoonotic risk
for humans who live at the animal‐human interface and the different strains of elephant
endotheliotropic herpes virus (EEHV) that pose a threat to Asian elephants are of extreme
importance. Hence, this study aims to evaluate the PCR based molecular techniques for the
rapid and direct detection of TB in captive elephants by primers targeting gene hsp65 and EEHV
1 strain by primers targeting the terminase gene. Serologically positive captive Asian elephants
at Elephant orphanage, Pinnawala were screened for TB by specific primer PCR assay for hsp65
gene of M.tuberculosis using direct DNA isolates from trunk wash samples. Among 21 trunk
washes, only a single amplification was observed, with a size closer to 441bp. Sequencing of this
resulted a 415bp fragment which was not responsible for TB. Although, there have been no
recorded cases of EEHV in Sri Lanka, many healthy Asian elephants are asymptomatically
infected by EEHV1 in the neighboring Indian region. Therefore, asymptomatic Asian elephants in
captivity at ETH, Udawalawe were screened for 336bp partial EEHV1 terminase gene using direct
DNA isolates from blood, eye swabs and buccal cavity swabs. All tested samples were negative
for EEHV1. Since these elephants were closely monitored even after the study and none of them
developed classical symptoms of either EEHV or TB, it is difficult to prove the fact that they were
originally infected. The nonspecific amplification proves that it is possible to extract microbial
DNA from elephant trunk washes.
Risco, D., F. J. Salguero, R. Cerrato, J. Gutierrez‐Merino, S. Lanham‐New, O. Barquero‐Perez, J. Hermoso
de Mendoza and P. Fernandez‐Llario (2016). "Association between vitamin D supplementation and
severity of tuberculosis in wild boar and red deer." Research in Veterinary Science 108: 116‐119.
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Tuberculosis (TB) is a chronic disease affecting humans and other mammal species. Severity of
TB caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis in humans seems to be influenced by nutritional
factors like vitamin D3 intake. However, this relationship has been scarcely studied in cattle and
other mammals infected with Mycobacterium bovis. The aim of this work was to assess if
wildlife reservoirs of M. bovis show different levels of TB severity depending on the level of
vitamin D found in serum after supplementation with vitamin D3. Forty hunted wildlife
mammals were included in this study: 20 wild boar and 20 red deer. Ten wild boar and ten red
deer had been supplemented with a vitamin D3‐enriched food, whereas the remaining animals
had received no supplementation. TB diagnosis was carried out in each animal based on
microbiological isolation of M. bovis. Animals infected with M. bovis were then classified as
animals with localized or generalized TB depending on the location and dissemination of the
lesions. Furthermore, serum levels of vitamin D2 and D3 were determined in each animal to
evaluate differences not only between supplemented and non‐supplemented animals but also
between those with localized and generalized TB. Levels of vitamin D3 found in both,
supplemented wild boar and red deer, were significantly higher than those found in the
non‐supplemented animals. Interestingly, higher levels of vitamin D3 were observed in animals
suffering localized TB when compared to animals with generalized TB suggesting that vitamin D3
concentration correlates negatively with TB severity in these wildlife reservoirs. (C) 2016 Elsevier
Ltd. All rights reserved.
Steinmetz, H. and M. Rutten (2016). TB or Not TB: Diagnosis of tuberculosis in a group of Asian
elephants (Elephas maximus). AAZV /EAZWV/IZW Joint Conference.
Animal and human health is inextricably interwoven; a good example is tuberculosis (TB).
Although recognized as a disease of elephants for over 20 centuries, investigations into TB’s
prevalence in the captive Asian elephant (Elephas maximus) population only go back 20 yr.3,4
The increasing problem of human TB combined with the susceptibility of elephants and the
close contact between human and elephant, makes surveillance based on reliable early
diagnosis essential.3 Although the availability of diagnostics for clinical applications has
improved in recent years, there is still a wide discrepancy between their sensitivities and
specificities.1,2
In a group of 10 Asian elephants, tuberculosis was suspected from clinical observations and
various clinical tests. Nevertheless, despite over 200 trunk washes being taken for analysis over
a period of 14 mo, culture and RT‐PCR tests for M. tuberculosis were negative. Three animals
were euthanatized due to severe geriatric health problems. Pathologic examination revealed
typical M. tuberculosis lesions in lung and lymph nodes. Culture and RT‐PCR performed from the
lesions, of postmortem collected tracheal secretions and of stomach wall tissues confirmed M.
tuberculosis infection.
Based on these results, utilization of a combination of clinical signs (e.g., chronic weight loss),
standard tests (e.g., comparative intradermal tuberculin test, trunk wash culture or PCR) and
newer serologic tests (e.g., sero‐diagnostic tests ‐ Dual Path Platform [DPP] VetTB and
multiantigen print immunoassay [MAPIA]), and repeated testing to increase antemortem
validity are recommended. Gastric and bronchial lavage should also be investigated to improve
accuracy of antemortem diagnostics.
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Thapa, J., S. Paudel, A. Sadaula, Y. Shah, B. Maharjan, G. E. Kaufman, D. McCauley, K. P. Gairhe, T.
Tsubota, Y. Suzuki and C. Nakajima (2016). "Mycobacterium orygis‐Associated Tuberculosis in
Free‐Ranging Rhinoceros, Nepal, 2015." Emerg Infect Dis 22(3): 570‐572.
Yakubu, Y., B. L. Ong, Z. Zakaria, L. Hassan, A. R. Mutalib, Y. F. Ngeow, K. Verasahib and M. F. Razak
(2016). "Evidence and potential risk factors of tuberculosis among captive Asian elephants and wildlife
staff in Peninsular Malaysia." Prev Vet Med 125: 147‐153.
Elephant tuberculosis (TB) caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis is an important re‐emerging
zoonosis with considerable conservation and public health risk. We conducted prospective
cohort and cross‐sectional studies in elephants and wildlife staff respectively in order to identify
potential risk factors associated with TB in captive Asian elephants and their handlers in
Peninsular Malaysia. Sixty elephants in six different facilities were screened for TB longitudinally
using the ElephantTB STAT‐PAK and DPP VetTB assays from February 2012 to May 2014, and
149 wildlife staff were examined for tuberculosis infection using the QuantiFERON‐TB Gold
In‐tube (QFT) assay from January to April, 2012. Information on potential risk factors associated
with infection in both elephants and staff were collected using questionnaires and facility
records. The overall seroprevalence of TB amongst the elephants was 23.3% (95% CI: 13.8‐36.3)
and the risk of seroconversion was significantly higher among elephants with assigned mahouts
[p=0.022, OR=4.9 (95% CI: 1.3‐18.2)]. The percentage of QFT responders among wildlife staff
was 24.8% (95% CI: 18.3‐32.7) and the risk of infection was observed to be significantly
associated with being a zoo employee [p=0.018, OR=2.7 (95% CI: 1.2‐6.3)] or elephant handler
[p=0.035, OR=4.1 (95% CI: 1.1‐15.5)]. These findings revealed a potential risk of TB infection in
captive elephants and handlers in Malaysia, and emphasize the need for TB screening of newly
acquired elephants, isolating sero‐positive elephants and performing further diagnostic tests to
determine their infection status, and screening elephant handlers for TB, pre‐ and
post‐employment.
Yakubu, Y., B. L. Ong, Z. Zakaria, L. Hassan, A. R. Mutalib, Y. F. Ngeow, K. Verasahib and M. F. A. A. Razak
(2016). "Evidence and potential risk factors of tuberculosis among captive Asian elephants and wildlife
staff in Peninsular Malaysia." Preventive Veterinary Medicine 125: 147‐153.
Elephant tuberculosis (TB) caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis is an important re‐emerging
zoonosis with considerable conservation and public health risk. We conducted prospective
cohort and cross‐sectional studies in elephants and wildlife staff respectively in order to identify
potential risk factors associated with TB in captive Asian elephants and their handlers in
Peninsular Malaysia. Sixty elephants in six different facilities were screened for TB longitudinally
using the ElephantTB STAT‐PAK and DPP VetTB assays from February 2012 to May 2014, and
149 wildlife staff were examined for tuberculosis infection using the QuantiFERON‐TB Gold
In‐tube (QFT) assay from January to April, 2012. Information on potential risk factors associated
with infection in both elephants and staff were collected using questionnaires and facility
records. The overall seroprevalence of TB amongst the elephants was 23.3% (95% CI: 13.8‐36.3)
and the risk of seroconversion was significantly higher among elephants with assigned mahouts
[p = 0.022, OR = 4.9 (95% CI: 1.3‐18.2)]. The percentage of QFT responders among wildlife staff
was 24.8% (95% CI: 18.3‐32.7) and the risk of infection was observed to be significantly
associated with being a zoo employee [p = 0.018, OR = 2.7 (95% CI: 1.2‐6.3)] or elephant handler
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[p = 0.035, OR = 4.1 (95% CI: 1.1‐15.5)]. These findings revealed a potential risk of TB infection in
captive elephants and handlers in Malaysia, and emphasize the need for TB screening of newly
acquired elephants, isolating sero‐positive elephants and performing further diagnostic tests to
determine their infection status, and screening elephant handlers for TB, pre‐ and
post‐employment. © 2016 Elsevier B.V.
Young, L., S. Scott, M. Salfinger and E. Ramsay (2016). Serum concentrations of antimycobacterial drugs
in Asian Elephants (Elephas maximus). AAZV / EAZWV / IZW Joint Conference.
Mycobacterium tuberculosis is an important disease of captive Asian elephants (Elephas
maximus.) In this study six adult Asian elephants which had Mycobacterium tuberculosis
cultured from trunk wash samples or had reactive DPP/MAPIA serologic responses were treated,
concurrently, with one to three antimycobacterial drugs. Enrofloxacin hydrochloride, 2.5 mg/kg
p.o., s.i.d., was administered to all animals in various foodstuffs for 9‐15 mo. Serum enrofloxacin
concentrations ranged from 230‐2380 μg/ml (targeted concentrations = 125‐1000 μg/ml).1
Pyrazinamide (PZA), 30 mg/kg p.o., s.i.d., was administered to five elephants in various
foodstuffs for 9‐12 mo. Serum PZA concentrations ranged from 26‐57 μg/ml (targeted
concentrations = 20‐ 60 μg/ml).2 Ethambutol (EMB), 30 mg/kg p.o., s.i.d., was administered to
one elephant for 12 mo. A serum EMB concentration of 4.07 μg/ml was achieved (targeted
concentration = 2‐6 μg/ml).2 Rifampin (RIF), 10 mg/kg p.o., s.i.d., was administered to one
elephant for 9 mo. A serum RIF concentration of 16 μg/ml was achieved (targeted concentration
= 8‐24 μg/ml). All elephants were monitored for adverse clinical effects throughout
treatments. Notable side effects were limited to excess, foamy lacrimation, believed to have
occurred secondary to PZA administration. Clinical chemistries and complete blood counts were
monitored in all animals and values remained within reference intervals throughout treatments.
This study shows antimycobacterial drug dosages may require individuation, but concurrent,
long‐term, multidrug regimens for the treatment of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in Asian
elephants can achieve appropriate therapeutic levels with minimal detrimental side effects.
Zlot, A., J. Vines, L. Nystrom, L. Lane, H. Behm, J. Denny, M. Finnegan, T. Hostetler, G. Matthews, T.
Storms and E. DeBess (2016). "Diagnosis of Tuberculosis in Three Zoo Elephants and a Human Contact ‐
Oregon, 2013." MMWR Morb Mortal Wkly Rep 64(52): 1398‐1402.
In 2013, public health officials in Multnomah County, Oregon, started an investigation of a
tuberculosis (TB) outbreak among elephants and humans at a local zoo. The investigation
ultimately identified three bull elephants with active TB and 118 human contacts of the
elephants. Ninety‐six (81%) contacts were evaluated, and seven close contacts were found to
have latent TB infection. The three bulls were isolated and treated (elephants with TB typically
are not euthanized) to prevent infection of other animals and humans, and persons with latent
infection were offered treatment. Improved TB screening methods for elephants are needed to
prevent exposure of human contacts.
Behr, M. A. and S. V. Gordon (2015). "Why doesn't Mycobacterium tuberculosis spread in animals?"
Trends in Microbiology 23(1): 1‐2.
Chan, K. G., M. F. Loke, B. L. Ong, Y. L. Wong, K. W. Hong, K. H. Tan, S. Kaur, H. F. Ng, M. Razak and Y. F.
Ngeow (2015). "Multiphasic strain differentiation of atypical mycobacteria from elephant trunk wash."
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PeerJ . 17 pages. D.O.I 10.7717/peerj.1367.
Background. Two non‐tuberculous mycobacterial strains, UM_3 and UM_11, were isolated from
the trunk wash of captive elephants in Malaysia. As they appeared to be identical phenotypes,
they were investigated further by conventional and whole genome sequence‐based methods of
strain differentiation. Methods. Multiphasic investigations on the isolates included species
identification with hsp65 PCR‐sequencing, conventional biochemical tests, rapid biochemical
profiling using API strips and the Biolog Phenotype Microarray analysis, protein profiling with
liquid chromatography‐mass spectrometry, repetitive sequence‐based PCR typing and whole
genome sequencing followed by phylogenomic analyses. Results. The isolates were shown to be
possibly novel slow‐growing schotochromogens with highly similar biological and genotypic
characteristics. Both strains have a genome size of 5.2 Mbp, G+C content of 68.8%, one rRNA
operon and 52 tRNAs each. They qualified for classification into the same species with their
average nucleotide identity of 99.98% and tetranucleotide correlation coefficient of 0.99999. At
the subspecies level, both strains showed 98.8% band similarity in the Diversilab automated
repetitive sequence‐based PCR typing system, 96.2% similarity in protein profiles obtained by
liquid chromatography mass spectrometry, and a genomic distance that is close to zero in the
phylogenomic tree constructed with conserved orthologs. Detailed epidemiological tracking
revealed that the elephants shared a common habitat eight years apart, thus, strengthening the
possibility of a clonal relationship between the two strains.
Egelund, E. F., R. Isaza, A. P. Brock, A. Alsultan, G. An and C. A. Peloquin (2015). "Population
pharmacokinetics of rifampin in the treatment of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in Asian elephants."
Journal of Veterinary Pharmacology and Therapeutics 38(2): 137‐143.
The objective of this study was to develop a population pharmacokinetic model for rifampin in
elephants. Rifampin concentration data from three sources were pooled to provide a total of
233 oral concentrations from 37 Asian elephants. The population pharmacokinetic models were
created using Monolix (version 4.2). Simulations were conducted using ModelRisk. We
examined the influence of age, food, sex, and weight as model covariates. We further optimized
the dosing of rifampin based upon simulations using the population pharmacokinetic model.
Rifampin pharmacokinetics were best described by a one‐compartment open model including
first‐order absorption with a lag time and first‐order elimination. Body weight was a significant
covariate for volume of distribution, and food intake was a significant covariate for lag time. The
median Cmax of 6.07 μg/mL was below the target range of 8‐24 μg/mL. Monte Carlo simulations
predicted the highest treatable MIC of 0.25 μg/mL with the current initial dosing
recommendation of 10 mg/kg, based upon a previously published target AUC0‐24/MIC > 271
(fAUC > 41). Simulations from the population model indicate that the current dose of 10 mg/kg
may be adequate for MICs up to 0.25 μg/mL. While the targeted AUC/MIC may be adequate for
most MICs, the median Cmax for all elephants is below the human and elephant targeted
ranges. © 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
Landolfi, J. A., K. A. Terio, M. Miller, B. F. Junecko and T. Reinhart (2015). "Pulmonary tuberculosis in
Asian elephants (Elephas maximus): histologic lesions with correlation to local immune responses."
Vet Pathol 52(3): 535‐542.
Although Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection is an important health concern for Asian
elephants (Elephas maximus), no studies have evaluated the associated local immune responses
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or histologic lesions. In primates including humans, latent tuberculosis is distinguished by
well‐organized granulomas with TH1 cytokine expression, whereas active disease is
characterized by poorly organized inflammation and local imbalance in TH1/TH2 cytokines. This
study examined archival, formalin‐fixed, paraffin‐embedded lung samples from 5
tuberculosis‐negative and 9 tuberculosis‐positive Asian elephants. Lesions were assessed by
light microscopy, and lymphoid infiltrates were characterized by CD3 and CD20 immunolabeling.
Expression of TH1 (interferon [IFN]‐gamma, tumor necrosis factor [TNF]‐alpha) and TH2
(interleukin [IL]‐4, IL‐10, transforming growth factor [TGF]‐beta) cytokines was determined using
in situ hybridization. In 6 of 9 samples, inflammation was similar to the pattern of primate active
disease with low to moderate numbers of lymphocytes, most of which were CD20 positive. In 1
sample, inflammation was most similar to latent tuberculosis in primates with numerous
CD3‐positive lymphocytes. Expression of IFN‐gamma was detected in 3 of 8 tuberculosis‐positive
samples. Expression of TNF‐alpha was detected in 3 of 8 positive samples, including the one with
latent morphology. Low‐level expression of IL‐4 was present in 4 of 8 positive samples. Only
single positive samples displayed expression of IL‐10 and TGF‐beta. Tuberculosis‐negative
samples generally lacked cytokine expression. Results showed heterogeneity in lesions of
elephant tuberculosis similar to those of latent and active disease in primates, with variable
expression of both TH1 and TH2 cytokines.
Lassausaie, J., A. Bret, X. Bouapao, V. Chanthavong, J. Castonguay‐Vanier, F. Quet, S. K. Mikota, C.
Theoret, Y. Buisson and B. Bouchard (2015). "Tuberculosis in Laos, who is at risk: the mahouts or their
elephants?" Epidemiol Infect 143(5): 922‐931.
SUMMARY Tuberculosis (TB) in elephants has the potential to infect humans and is an increasing
public health concern. Lao PDR is one of the last countries where elephants are still used for
timber extraction and where they live in close contact with their mahouts. There are 500
animals at work in the country, some interacting with wild herds. Although human TB
prevalence is known to be high in Laos, studies on elephant TB had yet to be undertaken. From
January to July 2012, screening was performed using the ElephantTB Stat‐Pak assay on 80
elephants working around the Nam Pouy National Park in Sayaboury Province. This represents
more than 18% of the total registered national working elephant population. Here we report
that 36% of the elephants were seroreactive to the test. Of these, 31% had contacts with wild
individuals, which suggests potential transmission of mycobacteria to the local wild herds.
Clinical examination, chest X‐rays, sputum microscopy and culture were performed on their 142
mahouts or owners. Despite high TB seroreactivity in elephants, no participant was smear‐ or
culture‐positive for Mycobacterium tuberculosis or M. bovis, although atypical mycobacteria
were isolated from 4% of participants.
Lassausaie, J., A. Bret, X. Bouapao, V. Chanthavong, J. Castonguay‐Vanier, F. Quet, S. K. Mikota, C.
Théorêt, Y. Buisson and B. Bouchard (2015). "Tuberculosis in Laos, who is at risk: The mahouts or their
elephants?" Epidemiology and Infection 143(5): 922‐931.
Tuberculosis (TB) in elephants has the potential to infect humans and is an increasing public
health concern. Lao PDR is one of the last countries where elephants are still used for timber
extraction and where they live in close contact with their mahouts. There are 500 animals at
work in the country, some interacting with wild herds. Although human TB prevalence is known
to be high in Laos, studies on elephant TB had yet to be undertaken. From January to July 2012,
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screening was performed using the ElephantTB Stat‐Pak assay on 80 elephants working around
the Nam Pouy National Park in Sayaboury Province. This represents more than 18% of the total
registered national working elephant population. Here we report that 36% of the elephants
were seroreactive to the test. Of these, 31% had contacts with wild individuals, which suggests
potential transmission of mycobacteria to the local wild herds. Clinical examination, chest
X‐rays, sputum microscopy and culture were performed on their 142 mahouts or owners.
Despite high TB seroreactivity in elephants, no participant was smear‐ or culture‐positive for
Mycobacterium tuberculosis or M. bovis, although atypical mycobacteria were isolated from 4%
of participants. © 2014 Cambridge University Press.
Maslow, J. N. and S. K. Mikota (2015). "Tuberculosis in elephants‐a reemergent disease: diagnostic
dilemmas, the natural history of infection, and new immunological tools." Vet Pathol 52(3): 437‐440.
Tuberculosis (TB) in elephants has been described since ancient times. However, it was not until
1996 when infection with Mycobacterium tuberculosis was identified in a herd of circus
elephants that significant research into this disease began. The epidemiology and natural history
of TB were unknown in elephants since there had been no comprehensive screening programs,
and diagnostic techniques developed for cervidae and bovidae were of unknown value. And,
while precepts of test and slaughter were the norm for cattle and deer, this was considered
untenable for an endangered species. With no precedent for the treatment of TB in animals,
treatment regimens for elephants were extrapolated from human protocols, which guided
changes to the Guidelines for the Control of Tuberculosis in Elephants. In the absence of
diagnostic testing to confirm cure in elephants, the efficacy of these treatment regimens is only
beginning to be understood as treated elephants die and are examined postmortem. However,
because of pressures arising from public relations related to elephant husbandry and the added
considerations of TB infection in animals (whether real or imagined), sharing of information to
aid in research and treatment has been problematic. Here we review the challenges and
successes of the diagnosis of tuberculosis in elephants and discuss the natural history of the
disease to put the work of Landolfi et al on the immunological response to tuberculosis in
elephants in perspective.
Mikota, S. K., K. Gairhe, K. Giri, K. Hamilton, M. Miller, S. Paudel, K. Lyashchenko, R. S. Larsen, J. B.
Payeur, W. R. Waters, R. Greenwald, G. Dumonceaux and B. Vincent (2015). "Tuberculosis surveillance
of elephants (Elephas maximus) in Nepal at the captive‐wild interface." Eur J Wildl Res 61: 221‐229.
A comprehensive elephant tuberculosis (TB) survey using culture and four serological screening
tests was conducted in Nepal in response to concern raised by wildlife officials that TB could
threaten wild populations of elephants, rhinos, and other susceptible species. Captive elephants
come into close contact with wild animals during conservation and tourism activities inside
Nepal's national parks. Private and government‐owned male and female captive Asian elephants
(Elephas maximus) were included in the study. The mean reported age was 38 years (range 5‐60
years). A total of 289 samples from 120 elephants were collected for mycobacterial culture.
Culture samples were processed at the National Tuberculosis Centre (NTC) in Nepal and the
National Veterinary Services Laboratories (NVSL) in Ames, IA. Acid‐fast organisms were observed
in 11 and 21 samples processed at NTC and NVSL, respectively, and nontuberculous
mycobacteria (NTMs) were isolated from six elephants. There were no isolations of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis or Mycobacterium bovis. Blood samples were also collected from
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115 of the elephants for serological testing using the Chembio ElephantTB STAT‐PAK®, the
Chembio MultiAntigen Print Immunoassay test, a multi‐antigen ELISA, and an immunoblot assay.
Culture and serological results were variable and required careful interpretation to develop
criteria to assess TB risk. Elephants were assigned to one of four disease risk groups (high,
moderate, low, and undetermined), and management recommendations for each group were
made to government authorities. Serological results were prioritized in developing
recommendations because of culture limitations and inconclusive culture results. This strategy
was based on evidence for the early predictive value of serological tests and the urgent need
expressed by wildlife authorities in Nepal to protect their captive elephants, mitigate TB at the
captive‐wild interface, and safeguard tourism.
Mikota, S. K., K. P. Lyashchenko, L. Lowenstine, D. Agnew and J. N. Maslow (2015). "Mycobacterial
Infections in Elephants." Tuberculosis, Leprosy and Mycobacterial Diseases of Man and Animals: The
Many Hosts of Mycobacteria: 259‐276.
Miller, M., P. Buss, J. Hofmeyr, F. Olea‐Popelka, S. Parsons and P. van Helden (2015). "Antemortem
Diagnosis of Mycobacterium bovis Infection in Free‐ranging African Lions (Panthera leo) and
Implications for Transmission." Journal of Wildlife Diseases 51(2): 493‐497.
Diagnosis of tuberculosis in wildlife often relies on postmortem samples because of logistical
challenges and lack of field‐friendly techniques for live animal testing. Confirmation of infection
through detection of infectious organisms is essential for studying the pathogenesis and
epidemiology of disease. We describe the application of a technique to obtain respiratory
samples from free‐ranging living lions to facilitate detection of viable Mycobacterium bovis
under field conditions. We identified M. bovis by mycobacterial culture and PCR in
tracheobronchial lavage samples from 8/134 (6.0%) lions tested in Kruger National Park, South
Africa. This confirms the respiratory shedding of viable M. bovis in living lions. The implications
of these results are that infected lions have the potential to transmit this disease and serve as
maintenance hosts.
Miller, M. A., R. Greenwald and K. P. Lyashchenko (2015). "POTENTIAL FOR SERODIAGNOSIS OF
TUBERCULOSIS IN BLACK RHINOCEROS (DICEROS BICORNIS)." Journal of Zoo and Wildlife Medicine
46(1): 100‐104.
A case of fatal Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection was diagnosed postmortem in a captive
33‐yr‐old male black rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis) after a nonspecific illness in April 2013.
Retrospective testing of sera from this individual revealed that it had been seroreactive by
ElephantTB STAT‐PAK, dual‐path platform VetTB, and multi‐antigen print immunoassay for over
12 yr prior to death. Although samples collected at the time of intradermal tuberculin test
performed in October 2000 were nonreactive in all three serologic assays, the animal appeared
to seroconvert approximately 2.5 wk after the skin test administration. The antibody response
remained detectable for the duration of the animal's life (12+yr), indicating ongoing
immunologic stimulation. The current case report supports the use of serologic assays for
diagnosis of TB in black rhinoceros and may provide information for earlier detection. However,
further research is needed to develop tools for recognition of mycobacterial infections in
rhinoceros.
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Perera, B. V. P., M. A. Salgadu, G. S. P. d. S. Gunwardena, N. H. Smith and H. R. N. Jinadasa (2015). "First
confirmed case of fatal tuberculosis in a wild Sri Lankan elephant." Gajah 41: 28‐31.
Vogelnest, L., F. Hulst, P. Thompson, K. P. Lyashchenko and K. A. Herrin (2015). "Diagnosis and
management of tuberculosis (Mycobacterium tuberculosis) in an Asian elephant (Elephas maximus)
with a newborn calf." J Zoo Wildl Med 46(1): 77‐85.
In 2006, five Asian elephants (Elephas maximus) were imported to Taronga Zoo, Australia, from
Thailand. Pre‐import and initial postarrival tuberculosis screening was performed by trunk wash
(TW) culture and was negative for Mycobacterium tuberculosis. In April 2009, the ElephantTB
STAT‐PAK (SP) assay was used to test the elephants. A 15.5‐yr‐old pregnant cow was reactive.
TW frequency for this cow was increased from annually to quarterly. TW cultures remained
negative on all other elephants. In February 2010, the Dual Path Platform (DPP) VetTB assay was
used for the first time, and the SP‐reactive cow also reacted on the DPP. A SP was run
concurrently and was reactive. All other elephants were nonreactive on both assays. Treatment
was not initiated due to concern about the effect of antituberculous drugs on the fetus.
Quarterly TW cultures continued. The cow gave birth on 2 November 2010. A routine TW on 24
November 2010 was culture positive for M. tuberculosis. Although previous shedding could not
be ruled out, reactivation of latent infection or exacerbation of subclinical disease due to
parturition was suspected. Treatment with isoniazid, pyrazinamide, rifampicin, and ethambutol
commenced. A 12‐mo treatment course was completed within a 15‐mo period. The isolate was
susceptible to these drugs and genotyped as a Beijing strain. Stored serum samples from 2004
and 2006 were tested retrospectively and were reactive on SP and DPP. TW, SP, and DPP
screening frequency increased to monthly for the positive cow on commencement of treatment
in January 2011. Monthly serum biochemistry indicated drug‐induced hepatitis. Therapeutic
drug monitoring was conducted to ensure therapeutic levels were achieved. The infant calf was
reactive on DPP, but TW culture negative, and was not treated. Serial DPP results for the cow
and calf during and after treatment indicated that the antibody levels were declining, suggesting
a favorable response to therapy in the dam, and that the origin of the antibodies in the calf were
maternal, rather than a response to infection.
Brock, A. P., R. Isaza, E. F. Egelund, R. P. Hunter and C. A. Peloquin (2014). "The pharmacokinetics of a
single oral or rectal dose of concurrently administered isoniazid, rifampin, pyrazinamide, and
ethambutol in Asian elephants (Elephas maximus)." Journal of Veterinary Pharmacology and
Therapeutics 37(5): 472‐479.
Tuberculosis, caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis, is a disease of concern in captive Asian
elephants (Elephas maximus). Treatment for tuberculosis in elephants utilizes multidrug
protocols combining isoniazid, rifampin, pyrazinamide, and/or ethambutol. In this study, a
single, coformulated dose of isoniazid 5mg/kg, rifampin 10mg/kg, pyrazinamide 30mg/kg, and
ethambutol 30mg/kg was administered orally to six Asian elephants, and rectally to five
elephants using a cross‐over design. Blood samples were collected serially over 24h.
Pyrazinamide and ethambutol concentrations were determined using validated gas
chromatography assays. Isoniazid and rifampin concentrations were determined using validated
high‐performance liquid chromatography assays. Rectal isoniazid produced an earlier T‐max
compared with oral administration. Oral isoniazid resulted in a comparatively lower C‐max, but
higher AUC values compared with rectal isoniazid. Oral rifampin and oral ethambutol were well
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absorbed while rectal rifampin was not. Oral pyrazinamide produced comparatively higher
C‐max and AUC values compared with rectal pyrazinamide. Results of this study indicate that
currently recommended therapeutic monitoring sample collection times for rectal isoniazid and
oral rifampin do not provide an accurate assessment of exposure for these drugs. This study
demonstrates notable individual variability, indicating that dosing of these medications requires
individual monitoring and provides additional information to guide the clinician when treating
elephants.
Fagen, A., N. Acharya and G. E. Kaufman (2014). "Positive reinforcement training for a trunk wash in
Nepal's working elephants: demonstrating alternatives to traditional elephant training techniques." J
Appl Anim Welf Sci 17(2): 83‐97.
Many trainers of animals in the zoo now rely on positive reinforcement training to teach animals
to voluntarily participate in husbandry and veterinary procedures in an effort to improve
behavioral reliability, captive management, and welfare. However, captive elephant handlers in
Nepal still rely heavily on punishment‐ and aversion‐based methods. The aim of this project was
to determine the effectiveness of secondary positive reinforcement (SPR) in training
free‐contact elephants in Nepal to voluntarily participate in a trunk wash for the purpose of
tuberculosis testing. Five female elephants, 4 juveniles and 1 adult, were enrolled in the project.
Data were collected in the form of minutes of training, number of offers made for each training
task, and success rate for each task in performance tests. Four out of 5 elephants, all juveniles,
successfully learned the trunk wash in 35 sessions or fewer, with each session lasting a mean
duration of 12 min. The elephants' performance improved from a mean success rate of 39.0% to
89.3% during the course of the training. This study proves that it is feasible to efficiently train
juvenile, free‐contact, traditionally trained elephants in Nepal to voluntarily and reliably
participate in a trunk wash using only SPR techniques.
Landolfi, J. A., M. Miller, C. Maddox, F. Zuckermann, J. N. Langan and K. A. Terio (2014). "Differences in
immune cell function between tuberculosis positive and negative Asian elephants." Tuberculosis
(Edinb) 94(4): 374‐382.
Tuberculosis is an important health concern for Asian elephant (Elephas maximus) populations
worldwide, however, mechanisms underlying susceptibility to Mycobacterium tuberculosis are
unknown. Proliferative responses assessed via brominated uridine incorporation and cytokine
expression measured by real‐time RT‐PCR were evaluated in peripheral blood mononuclear cell
(PBMC) cultures from 8 tuberculosis negative and 8 positive Asian elephants. Cultures were
stimulated with Mycobacterium bovis purified protein derivative (PPD‐B), M. tuberculosis
culture filtrate protein (CFP)‐10, and Mycobacterium avium PPD (PPD‐A). Following stimulation
with PPD‐B, proliferation was higher (alpha = 0.005) in positive samples; no significant
differences were detected following CFP‐10 or PPD‐A stimulation. Tumor necrosis factor
(TNF)‐alpha, interleukin (IL)‐12, and interferon (IFN)‐gamma expression was greater in samples
from positive elephants following stimulation with PPD‐B (alpha = 0.025) and CFP‐10 (alpha =
0.025 TNF‐alpha and IL‐12; alpha = 0.005 IFN‐gamma). Stimulation with PPD‐A also produced
enhanced IL‐12 expression in positive samples (alpha = 0.025). Findings suggested that
differences in immune cell function exist between tuberculosis positive and negative elephants.
Proliferative responses and expression of TNF‐alpha, IL‐12, and IFN‐gamma in response to
stimulation with PPD‐B and CFP‐10 differ between tuberculosis positive and negative elephants,
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suggesting these parameters may be important to tuberculosis immunopathogenesis in this
species.
Lassausaiae, J., A. Bret, X. Bouapao, V. Chanthavong, J. Castonguay‐Vanier, F. Quet, S. K. Mikota, C.
Theoret, Y. Buisson and B. Bouchard (2014). "Tuberculosis in Laos, who is at risk: the mahouts or their
elephants?" Epidemiol Infect 143(5): 922‐931.
Tuberculosis (TB) in elephants has the potential to infect humans and is an increasing public
health concern. Lao PDR is one of the last countries where elephants are still used for timber
extraction and where they live in close contact with their mahouts. There are 500 animals at
work in the country, some interacting with wild herds. Although human TB prevalence is known
to be high in Laos, studies on elephant TB had yet to be undertaken. From January to July 2012,
screening was performed using the ElephantTB Stat‐Pak assay on 80 elephants working around
the Nam Pouy National Park in Sayaboury Province. This represents more than 18% of the total
registered national working elephant population. Here we report that 36% of the elephants
were seroreactive to the test. Of these, 31% had contacts with wild individuals, which suggests
potential transmission of mycobacteria to the local wild herds. Clinical examination, chest
X‐rays, sputum microscopy and culture were performed on their 142 mahouts or owners.
Despite high TB seroreactivity in elephants, no participant was smear‐ or culture‐positive for
Mycobacterium tuberculosis or M. bovis, although atypical mycobacteria were isolated from 4%
of participants.
McGee, J. L., E. Wiedner and R. Isaza (2014). "Prenatal passive transfer of mycobacterium tuberculosis
antibodies in asian elephant (Elephas maximus) calves." Journal of Zoo and Wildlife Medicine 45(4):
955‐957.
Asian elephant (Elephas maximus) dams and their newborn calves were tested for
Mycobacterium tuberculosis antibodies in serum. Blood was drawn from dams prior to calving
and from calves on their day of birth. All six calves born to tuberculosis‐reactive dams were also
tuberculosis reactive, suggesting prenatal passive placental transfer of tuberculosis antibodies.
In contrast, all three calves born to tuberculosis‐nonreactive dams lacked detectable
tuberculosis antibodies in pre‐suckling or day‐of‐birth blood samples. Of the living
tuberculosis‐reactive calves observed from 1 to 11 yr of age, none exhibited clinical signs of
tuberculosis infection or became tuberculosis culture positive. This is the first report of prenatal
passive placental transfer of tuberculosis antibodies in elephants and demonstrates that
detectible tuberculosis antibodies in newborn elephant calves should not be assumed to
correlate with clinical tuberculosis. © Copyright 2014 by American Association of Zoo
Veterinarians.
Paudel, S., S. K. Mikota, C. Nakajima, K. P. Gairhe, B. Maharjan, J. Thapa, A. Poudel, M. Shimozuru, Y.
Suzuki and T. Tsubota (2014). "Molecular characterization of Mycobacterium tuberculosis isolates from
elephants of Nepal." Tuberculosis (Edinb) 94(3): 287‐292.
Mycobacterium tuberculosis was cultured from the lung tissues of 3 captive elephants in Nepal
that died with extensive lung lesions. Spoligotyping, TbD1 detection and multi‐locus variable
number of tandem repeat analysis (MLVA) results suggested 3 isolates belonged to a specific
lineage of Indo‐Oceanic clade, EAI5 SIT 138. One of the elephant isolates had a new synonymous
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) T231C in the gyrA sequence, and the same SNP was also
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found in human isolates in Nepal. MLVA results and transfer history of the elephants suggested
that 2 of them might be infected with M. tuberculosis from the same source. These findings
indicated the source of M. tuberculosis infection of those elephants were local residents,
presumably their handlers. Further investigation including detailed genotyping of elephant and
human isolates is needed to clarify the infection route and eventually prevent the transmission
of tuberculosis to susceptible hosts.
Waters, W. R., M. F. Maggioli, J. L. McGill, K. P. Lyashchenko and M. V. Palmer (2014). "Relevance of
bovine tuberculosis research to the understanding of human disease: historical perspectives,
approaches, and immunologic mechanisms." Vet Immunol Immunopathol 159(3‐4): 113‐132.
Pioneer studies on infectious disease and immunology by Jenner, Pasteur, Koch, Von Behring,
Nocard, Roux, and Ehrlich forged a path for the dual‐purpose with dual benefit approach,
demonstrating a profound relevance of veterinary studies for biomedical applications.
Tuberculosis (TB), primarily due to Mycobacterium tuberculosis in humans and Mycobacterium
bovis in cattle, is an exemplary model for the demonstration of this concept. Early studies with
cattle were instrumental in the development of the use of Koch's tuberculin as an in vivo
measure of cell‐mediated immunity for diagnostic purposes. Calmette and Guerin demonstrated
the efficacy of an attenuated M. bovis strain (BCG) in cattle prior to use of this vaccine in
humans. The interferon‐gamma release assay, now widely used for TB diagnosis in humans, was
developed circa 1990 for use in the Australian bovine TB eradication program. More recently, M.
bovis infection and vaccine efficacy studies with cattle have demonstrated a correlation of
vaccine‐elicited T cell central memory (TCM) responses to vaccine efficacy, correlation of
specific antibody to mycobacterial burden and lesion severity, and detection of antigen‐specific
IL‐17 responses to vaccination and infection. Additionally, positive prognostic indicators of
bovine TB vaccine efficacy (i.e., responses measured after infection) include: reduced
antigen‐specific IFN‐gamma, iNOS, IL‐4, and MIP1‐alpha responses; reduced antigen‐specific
expansion of CD4(+) T cells; and a diminished activation profile on T cells within antigen
stimulated cultures. Delayed type hypersensitivity and IFN‐gamma responses correlate with
infection but do not necessarily correlate with lesion severity whereas antibody responses
generally correlate with lesion severity. Recently, serologic tests have emerged for the detection
of tuberculous animals, particularly elephants, captive cervids, and camelids. B cell aggregates
are consistently detected within tuberculous lesions of humans, cattle, mice and various other
species, suggesting a role for B cells in the immunopathogenesis of TB. Comparative
immunology studies including partnerships of researchers with veterinary and medical
perspectives will continue to provide mutual benefit to TB research in both man and animals.
Angkawanish, T., D. Morar, P. van Kooten, I. Bontekoning, J. Schreuder, M. Maas, W. Wajjwalku, A.
Sirimalaisuwan, A. Michel, E. Tijhaar and V. Rutten (2013). "The elephant interferon gamma assay: a
contribution to diagnosis of tuberculosis in elephants." Transbound Emerg Dis 60 Suppl 1: 53‐59.
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tb) has been shown to be the main causative agent of
tuberculosis in elephants worldwide. M. tb may be transmitted from infected humans to other
species including elephants and vice versa, in case of prolonged intensive contact. An accurate
diagnostic approach covering all phases of the infection in elephants is required. As M. tb is an
intracellular pathogen and cell‐mediated immune (CMI) responses are elicited early after
infection, the skin test is the CMI assay of choice in humans and cattle. However, this test is not
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applicable in elephants. The interferon gamma (IFN‐gamma) assay is considered a good
alternative for the skin test in general, validated for use in cattle and humans. This study was
aimed at development of an IFN‐gamma assay applicable for diagnosis of tuberculosis in
elephants. Recombinant elephant IFN‐gamma (rEpIFN‐gamma) produced in eukaryotic cells was
used to immunize mice and generate the monoclonal antibodies. Hybridomas were screened for
IFN‐gamma‐specific monoclonal antibody production and subcloned, and antibodies were
isotyped and affinity purified. Western blot confirmed recognition of the rEpIFN‐gamma. The
optimal combination of capture and detection antibodies selected was able to detect
rEpIFN‐gamma in concentrations as low as 1 pg/ml. The assay was shown to be able to detect
the native elephant IFN‐gamma, elicited in positive‐control cultures (pokeweed mitogen (PWM),
phorbol myristate acetate plus ionomycin (PMA/I)) of both Asian and African elephant
whole‐blood cultures (WBC). Preliminary data were generated using WBC from non‐infected
elephants, a M. tb infection‐suspected elephant and a culture‐confirmed M. tb‐infected
elephant. The latter showed measurable production of IFN‐gamma after stimulation with
ESAT6/CFP10 PPDB and PPDA in concentration ranges as elicited in WBC by Mycobacterium
tuberculosis complex (MTBC)‐specific antigens in other species. Hence, the IFN‐gamma assay
presented potential as a diagnostic tool for the detection of elephant tuberculosis. Validation of
the assay will require its application in large populations of non‐infected and infected elephants.
Comas, I., M. Coscolla, T. Luo, S. Borrell, K. E. Holt, M. Kato‐Maeda, J. Parkhill, B. Malla, S. Berg, G.
Thwaites, D. Yeboah‐Manu, G. Bothamley, J. Mei, L. Wei, S. Bentley, S. R. Harris, S. Niemann, R. Diel, A.
Aseffa, Q. Gao, D. Young and S. Gagneux (2013). "Out‐of‐Africa migration and Neolithic coexpansion of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis with modern humans." Nat Genet 45(10): 1176‐1182.
Tuberculosis caused 20% of all human deaths in the Western world between the seventeenth
and nineteenth centuries and remains a cause of high mortality in developing countries. In
analogy to other crowd diseases, the origin of human tuberculosis has been associated with the
Neolithic Demographic Transition, but recent studies point to a much earlier origin. We analyzed
the whole genomes of 259 M. Tuberculosis complex (MTBC) strains and used this data set to
characterize global diversity and to reconstruct the evolutionary history of this pathogen.
Coalescent analyses indicate that MTBC emerged about 70,000 years ago, accompanied
migrations of anatomically modern humans out of Africa and expanded as a consequence of
increases in human population density during the Neolithic period. This long coevolutionary
history is consistent with MTBC displaying characteristics indicative of adaptation to both low
and high host densities. © 2013 Nature America, Inc. All rights reserved.
Coscolla, M., A. Lewin, S. Metzger, K. Maetz‐Rennsing, S. Calvignac‐Spencer, A. Nitsche, P. W. Dabrowski,
A. Radonic, S. Niemann, J. Parkhill, E. Couacy‐Hymann, J. Feldman, I. Comas, C. Boesch, S. Gagneux and
F. H. Leendertz (2013). "Novel Mycobacterium tuberculosis Complex Isolate from a Wild Chimpanzee."
Emerging Infectious Diseases 19(6): 969‐976.
Tuberculosis (TB) is caused by gram‐positive bacteria known as the. Mycobacterium tuberculosis
complex (MTBC). MTBC include several human‐associated lineages and several variants adapted
to domestic and, more rarely, wild animal species. We report an M. tuberculosis strain isolated
from a wild chimpanzee in Cote d'Ivoire that was shown by comparative genomic and
phylogenomic analyses to belong to a new lineage of MTBC, closer to the human‐associated
lineage 6 (also known as M. africanum West Africa 2) than to the other classical
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animal‐associated MTBC strains. These results show that the general view of the genetic
diversity of MTBC is limited and support the possibility that other MTBC variants exist,
particularly in wild mammals in Africa. Exploring this diversity is crucial to the understanding of
the biology and evolutionary history of this widespread infectious disease.
Feldman, M., R. Isaza, C. Prins and J. Hernandez (2013). "Point prevalence and incidence of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex in captive elephants in the United States of America." Veterinary
Quarterly 33: 25‐29.
Ghodbane, R. and M. Drancourt (2013). "Non‐human sources of Mycobacterium tuberculosis."
Tuberculosis (Edinb) 93(6): 589‐595.
Mycobacterium tuberculosis is a successful pathogen responsible for the vast majority of deadly
tuberculosis cases in humans. It rests in a dormant form in contaminated people who constitute
the reservoir with airborne interhuman transmission during pulmonary tuberculosis. M.
tuberculosis is therefore regarded majoritary as a human pathogen. Here, we review the
evidence for anthroponotic M. tuberculosis infection in non‐human primates, other mammals
and psittacines. Some infected animals may be sources for zoonotic tuberculosis caused by M.
tuberculosis, with wild life trade and zoos being amplifying factors. Moreover, living animals and
cadavers can scatter M. tuberculosis in the environment where it could survive for extended
periods of time in soil where amoebae could play a role. Although marginal in the epidemiology
of human tuberculosis, these data indicate that M. tuberculosis is not uniquely adapted to
humans.
Maas, M., A. L. Michel and V. P. M. G. Rutten (2013). "Facts and dilemmas in diagnosis of tuberculosis
in wildlife." Comparative Immunology, Microbiology and Infectious Diseases 36(3): 269‐285.
Mycobacterium bovis, causing bovine tuberculosis (BTB), has been recognized as a global threat
at the wildlife‐livestock‐human interface, a clear "One Health" issue. Several wildlife species
have been identified as maintenance hosts. Spillover of infection from these species to livestock
or other wildlife species may have economic and conservation implications and infection of
humans causes public health concerns, especially in developing countries. Most BTB
management strategies rely on BTB testing, which can be performed for a range of purposes,
from disease surveillance to diagnosing individual infected animals. New diagnostic assays are
being developed for selected wildlife species. This review investigates the most frequent
objectives and associated requirements for testing wildlife for tuberculosis at the level of
individual animals as well as small and large populations. By aligning those with the available
(immunological) ante mortem diagnostic assays, the practical challenges and limitations wildlife
managers and researchers are currently faced with are highlighted. © 2012 Elsevier Ltd.
Mikota, S. K., S. Subedi, K. Gairhe, S. Paudel, J. Thapa, B. Vincent and G. Kaufman (2013). Nepal elephant
(Elephas maximus) Healthcare and Tuberculosis Surveillance Program Update. American Association of
Zoo Veterinarians.
The Nepal Elephant Healthcare and Tuberculosis (TB) Surveillance Program was initiated by
Elephant Care International in 2007 following the first comprehensive TB testing of Asian
elephants in 2006. Previous reports have described the challenges that TB presents to wildlife,
humans, and domestic livestock in Nepal 1‐3 and a recent report has demonstrated the risk of
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transmission to the wild.4
The program is based near Chitwan National Park where a field office and lab are staffed by a
full‐time veterinarian. Program goals are to 1) mitigate transmission of TB to wild elephants,
rhinos and other ungulates by controlling TB at the captive‐wild interface, 2) ensure the health
of government elephants used for anti‐poaching patrols, rhino censuses, and other conservation
purposes, 3) safeguard tourism that supports the national parks, 4) build wildlife veterinary
capacity, 5) encourage the development of elephant TB control programs other Asian elephant
range countries, and 6) advance our knowledge of TB in elephants.
Ninety‐three percent of the captive population has been tested using the Elephant TB Stat‐Pak®
and / or DPP® Vet TB™ assays.a Over 20 elephants have been treated prophylactically or
therapeutically for TB based on serology results, culture, and /or exposure history.
The Program has facilitated multiple research projects, involving students and investigators from
Tufts University, Michigan State University, Murdoch University, and the Institute of Agriculture
and Animal Science (Nepal).
In 2010 the Ministry of Forestry approved the Elephant Tuberculosis Control and Management
Action Plan (2011‐2015), the first such plan in Asia. The plan is on‐line at www.elephantcare.org.
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A cross‐sectional study was conducted from 10 January to 9 April 2012, to determine the
seroprevalence of tuberculosis (TB) of all captive Asian elephants and their handlers in six
locations in Peninsular Malaysia. In addition, trunk‐wash samples were examined for tubercle
bacillus by culture and polymerase chain reaction (PCR). For 63 elephants and 149 elephant
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hsp65‐based sequencing as non‐tuberculous mycobacteria. The Mycobacterium
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were also seropositive. Conversely, the trunk wash from seven seropositive elephants were PCR
negative. Hence, there was evidence of active and latent TB in the elephants and the high
seroprevalence in the elephants and their handlers suggests frequent, close contact, two‐way
transmission between animals and humans within confined workplaces.
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were euthanatized. Mycobacterium bovis was isolated from one of those with an inconclusive
skin test result, whereas Mycobacterium fortuitum was detected in the other gemsbok. Eight
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detected in the other two gemsboks by any of the immunoassays. Among the onagers, Elephant
TB STAT‐PAK, MAPIA, and DPP VetTB revealed gradually increasing antibody response in the
animal that died of bovine tuberculosis, but not in the three disease‐free herd mates
euthanatized. Seroconversion in the M. bovis‐infected onager was first noticed 5 yr before
death when the tuberculin skin test was negative. Copyright 2013 by American Association of
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Mycobacterium tuberculosis is primarily a pathogen of humans. Infections have been reported
in animal species and it is emerging as a significant disease of elephants in the care of humans.
With the close association between humans and animals, transmission can occur. In November
2010, a clinically healthy Asian elephant in an Australian zoo was found to be shedding M.
tuberculosis; in September 2011, a sick chimpanzee at the same zoo was diagnosed with
tuberculosis caused by an indistinguishable strain of M. tuberculosis. Investigations included
staff and animal screening. Four staff had tuberculin skin test conversions associated with
spending at least 10 hours within the elephant enclosure; none had disease. Six chimpanzees
had suspected infection. A pathway of transmission between the animals could not be
confirmed. Tuberculosis in an elephant can be transmissible to people in close contact and to
other animals more remotely. The mechanism for transmission from elephants requires further
investigation.
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Tuberculosis (TB) is a disease of antiquity. Yet TB today still causes more adult deaths than any
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other single infectious disease. Recent studies show that contrary to the common view
postulating an animal origin for TB, Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTBC), the causative
agent of TB, emerged as a human pathogen in Africa and colonized the world accompanying the
Out‐of‐ Africa migrations of modern humans. More recently, evolutionarily 'modern' lineages of
MTBC expanded as a consequence of the global human population increase, and spread
throughout the world following waves of exploration, trade and conquest. While
epidemiological data suggest that the different phylogenetic lineages of MTBC might have
adapted to different human populations, overall, the phylogenetically 'modern' MTBC lineages
are more successful in terms of their geographical spread compared with the 'ancient' lineages.
Interestingly, the global success of 'modern' MTBC correlates with a hypo‐inflammatory
phenotype in macrophages, possibly reflecting higher virulence, and a shorter latency in
humans. Finally, various human genetic variants have been associated with different MTBC
lineages, suggesting an interaction between human genetic diversity and MTBC variation. In
summary, the biology and the epidemiology of human TB have been shaped by the
long‐standing association between MTBC and its human host.
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Three serologic methods for antibody detection in elephant tuberculosis (TB), the multiantigen
print immunoassay (MAPIA), ElephantTB STAT‐PAK kit, and DPP VetTB test, were evaluated
using serial serum samples from 14 captive elephants infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis
in 5 countries. In all cases, serological testing was performed prior to the diagnosis of TB by
mycobacterial culture of trunk wash or tissue samples collected at necropsy. All elephants
produced antibody responses to M.tuberculosis antigens, with 13/14 recognizing ESAT‐6 and/or
CFP10 proteins. The findings supported the high serodiagnostic test accuracy in detecting
infections months to years before M. tuberculosis could be isolated from elephants. The MAPIA
and/or DPP VetTB assay demonstrated the potential for monitoring antimycobacterial therapy
and predicting TB relapse in treated elephants when continuously used in the posttreatment
period. History of exposure to TB and past treatment information should be taken into
consideration for proper interpretation of the antibody test results. Data suggest that the more
frequent trunk wash culture testing of seropositive elephants may enhance the efficiency of the
TB diagnostic algorithm, leading to earlier treatment with improved outcomes.
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MYCOBACTERIUM BOVIS IN KRUGER NATIONAL PARK, SOUTH AFRICA." Journal of Zoo and Wildlife
Medicine 43(2): 317‐323.
Bovine tuberculosis (TB), caused by Mycobacterium bovis, has become established in Kruger
National Park, South Africa, in the cape buffalo (Syncerus caffer) population and in other
species. TB in prey species has resulted in infection and morbidity in the resident lion (Panthera
leo) prides. The only validated live animal test currently available for lions is the intradermal
tuberculin test. Because this test requires capture twice, 72 hr apart, of free‐ranging lions to
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read results, it is logistically difficult to administer in a large ecosystem. Therefore, development
of a rapid animal‐side screening assay would be ideal in providing information for wildlife
managers, veterinarians, and researchers working with free‐living lion prides. This study reports
preliminary descriptive results from an ongoing project evaluating two serologic tests for M.
bovis (ElephantTB Stat‐Pak and dual path platform VetTB). Disease status was determined by
postmortem culture and presence of pathologic lesions in 14 free‐ranging lions. Seropositivity
was found to be associated with M. bovis infection. Extended field studies are underway to
validate these rapid animal‐side immunoassays for antemortem screening tests for TB in lions.
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"Serodiagnosis of tuberculosis in Asian elephants (Elephas maximus) in southern India: a latent class
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"Genitourinary and pulmonary multidrug resistant Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection in an Asian
elephant (Elephas maximus)." J Zoo Wildl Med 42(4): 709‐712.
A female Asian elephant (Elephas maximus) developed vaginal and trunk discharge. Cultures
were positive for pan‐susceptible Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Isoniazid and pyrazinamide were
given rectally and monitored by serum levels. After being trained at 10 mo to accept oral dosing,
treatment was changed and rifampin was added. Oral medications were administered for
another 10 mo. A year after completion of therapy, the vaginal discharge increased and cultures
yielded M. tuberculosis, resistant to isoniazid and rifampin. Treatment with oral ethambutol,
pyrazinamide, and enrofloxacin and intramuscular amikacin was initiated. Although followup
cultures became negative, adverse reactions to medications precluded treatment completion.
Due to public health concerns related to multidrug resistant M. tuberculosis (MDR‐TB), the
elephant was euthanized. Postmortem smears from the lung, peribronchial, and abdominal
lymph nodes yielded acid‐fast bacteria, although cultures were negative. This case highlights
important considerations in the treatment of M. tuberculosis in animals and the need for a
consistent approach to diagnosis, treatment, and follow‐up.
Kay, M. K., L. Linke, J. Triantis, M. D. Salman and R. S. Larsen (2011). "Evaluation of DNA extraction
techniques for detecting Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex organisms in Asian elephant trunk
wash samples." J Clin Microbiol 49(2): 618‐623.
Rapid and sensitive diagnostic assays for the detection of tuberculous mycobacteria in elephants
are lacking. DNA extraction with PCR analysis is useful for tuberculosis screening in many species
but has not been validated on elephant trunk wash samples. We estimated the analytical
sensitivity and specificity of three DNA extraction methods to detect Mycobacterium
tuberculosis complex organisms in trunk wash specimens. A ZR soil microbe DNA kit (ZR) and a
traditional salt and ethanol precipitation (TSEP) approach were evaluated under three different
treatment conditions: heat treatment, phenol treatment, and contamination with
Mycobacterium avium. A third approach, using a column filtration method, was evaluated for
samples contaminated with soil. Trunk wash samples from uninfected elephants were spiked
with various concentrations of M. bovis cells and subjected to the described treatment
conditions prior to DNA extraction. Extracted DNA was amplified using IS6110‐targeted PCR
analysis. The ZR and TSEP methods detected as low as 1 to 5 M. bovis cells and 10 M. bovis cells,
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respectively, per 1.5 ml of trunk wash under all three conditions. Depending on the amount of
soil present, the column filtration method detected as low as 5 to 50 M. bovis cells per 1.5 ml of
trunk wash. Analytical specificity was assessed by DNA extraction from species of
nontuberculous mycobacteria and amplification using the same PCR technique. Only M. bovis
DNA was amplified, indicating 100% analytical specificity of this PCR technique. Our results
indicate that these DNA extraction techniques offer promise as useful tests for detection of M.
tuberculosis complex organisms in elephant trunk wash specimens.
McManamon, R. and S. Terrell (2011). Elephant Postmortem Examination. Tuberculosis in Elephants:
Science, Myth and Beyond, USDA, APHIS Center for Animal Welfare.
Mikota, S. K. and J. N. Maslow (2011). "Tuberculosis at the human‐animal interface: an emerging
disease of elephants." Tuberculosis (Edinb) 91(3): 208‐211.
Over the past 15 years, cases of infection with organisms of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis
complex have been diagnosed among captive elephants in the United States and worldwide.
Outbreak investigations have documented that among staff employed at facilities housing
infected animals, skin test conversion to purified protein derivative have been documented.
Clonal spread among animals in close contact and even inter‐species spread between elephant
and human has been documented. Detection of actively infected animals relies on samples
obtained by trunk wash. Diagnosis has been augmented by the development of a multi‐antigen
serologic assay with excellent specificity and sensitivity. Treatment regimens are still in
development with efficacy largely unknown due to a paucity of both premortem follow‐up and
necropsy data of treated animals. The epidemiology, diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis in
elephants require additional careful study of clinical data.
Murphree, R., J. V. Warkentin, J. R. Dunn, W. Schaffner and T. F. Jones (2011). "Elephant‐to‐human
transmission of tuberculosis, 2009." Emerg Infect Dis 17(3): 366‐371.
In 2009, the Tennessee Department of Health received reports of 5 tuberculin skin test (TST)
conversions among employees of an elephant refuge and isolation of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis from a resident elephant. To determine the extent of the outbreak and identify risk
factors for TST conversion, we conducted a cohort study and onsite assessment. Risk for
conversion was increased for elephant caregivers and administrative employees working in the
barn housing the M. tuberculosis‐infected elephant or in offices connected to the barn (risk ratio
20.3, 95% confidence interval 2.8‐146.7). Indirect exposure to aerosolized M. tuberculosis and
delayed or inadequate infection control practices likely contributed to transmission. The
following factors are needed to reduce risk for M. tuberculosis transmission in the captive
elephant industry: increased knowledge about M. tuberculosis infection in elephants, improved
infection control practices, and specific occupational health programs.
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Soolingen (2011). "Nontuberculous mycobacteria in respiratory tract infections, Eastern Asia."
Emerging Infectious Diseases 17(3): 343‐349.
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To characterize the distribution of nontuberculous mycobacteria (NTM) species isolated from
pulmonary samples from persons in Asia and their association with pulmonary infections, we
reviewed the literature. Mycobacterium avium complex bacteria were most frequently isolated
(13%‐81%) and were the most common cause of pulmonary NTM disease (43%‐81%). Also
pathogenic were rapidly growing mycobacteria (M. chelonae, M. fortuitum, M. abscessus).
Among all NTM isolated from pulmonary samples, 31% (582/1,744) were considered clinically
relevant according to American Thoracic Society diagnostic criteria. Most patients were male
(79%) and had a history of tuberculosis (37%). In Asia, high prevalence of rapidly growing
mycobacteria and a history of tuberculosis are distinct characteristics of pulmonary NTM
disease. This geographic variation is not well reflected in the American Thoracic Society criteria
for NTM infections and could be incorporated in future guidelines.
Yong, H., C. Go‐Eun, B. S. Lee, J. Whang and S. J. Shin (2011). "Disseminated infection due to
Mycobacterium avium subsp. avium in an Asian elephant (Elephas maximus." Journal of Zoo and
Wildlife Medicine 42(4): 743‐746.
Anonymous (2010). Guidelines for the control of tuberculosis in elephants 2010. Proceedings of 114th
Annual Meeting of the United States Animal Health Association. 114: 578‐639.
Alexander, K. A., P. N. Laver, A. L. Michel, M. Williams, P. D. van Helden, R. M. Warren and N. C. G. van
Pittius (2010). "Novel mycobacterium tuberculosis complex pathogen, M. Mungi." Emerging Infectious
Diseases 16(8): 1296‐1299.
Seven outbreaks involving increasing numbers of banded mongoose troops and high death rates
have been documented. We identified a Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex pathogen, M.
mungi sp. nov., as the causative agent among banded mongooses that live near humans in
Chobe District, Botswana. Host spectrum and transmission dynamics remain unknown.
Angkawanish, T., W. Wajjwalku, A. Sirimalaisuwan, S. Mahasawangkul, T. Kaewsakhorn, K. Boonsri and
V. P. M. G. Rutten (2010). "Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection of domesticated Asian elephants,
Thailand." Emerg Infect Dis 16(12): 1949‐1951.
Jaroli, D. P., M. M. Mahawar and N. Vyas (2010). "An ethnozoological study in the adjoining areas of
Mount Abu wildlife sanctuary, India." J Ethnobiol Ethnomed 6: 6.
BACKGROUND: There is evidence that human beings are familiar with use of animals for food,
cloth, medicine, etc. since ancient times. Enormous work has been done on ethnobotany and
traditional medicine. Like plants, animal and their products are also possessing medicinal
properties that can be exploited for the benefit of human beings. In India, many ethnic
communities are dispersed all over the country and these people are still totally depended on
local traditional medicinal system for their health care. India is gifted with faunal and floral
biodiversity, Mount Abu wildlife sanctuary is also one of them, and thus the aim of this work
was to take an ethnozoological field survey among Garasiya people (main tribal group of this
area) in the adjoining areas of this sanctuary. METHOD: In order to document the
ethnozoological information about animal and their products prevalent among these people in
the adjoining area of Mount Abu wildlife sanctuary, a study was carried out from January, 2008
to April, 2008. Data were collected through semi‐structured questionnaire and open interview
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with 25 (16 male and 9 female) selected Garasiya people. The name of animal and other
ethnozoological information were documented. Photographs and discussion were also recorded
with the help of camera and voice recorder. RESULT: A total of 24 animal species were used in
35 different medicinal purposes including asthma, weakness, tuberculosis, cough, paralysis and
blister and for other religious purposes. It has been find out that animal used by Garasiya,
consist of fourteen mammals, five birds, three reptiles, one arthropods and one amphibian. The
meat of Cynopterus sphinx used to relieved fever and cough has the highest FL (96%) although
flesh of Sus scrofa and tooth of Elephas maximus have the lowest FL (12%). Some protected
species such as Elephas maximus (elephant), Semnopithecus priam (monkey), Cervus unicolor
(sambhar) were also mentioned as important medicinal resources. We also found that cough,
asthma and other respiratory diseases are the most frequently cited disease, as such, a number
of traditional medicine are available for the treatment. CONCLUSION: The present work
indicates that 24 animal species were being used to treat 34 various ailments in the
surroundings areas of Mount Abu wildlife sanctuary. The results show that ethnozoological
practices are an important alternative medicinal practice for the Garasiya people. This study also
indicates the very rich ethnozoological knowledge of these people in relation to traditional
medicine. So there is an urgent need to properly document to keep a record of the
ethnozoological information. We hope that this information will be useful for further research in
the field of ethnozoology, ethnopharmacology and conservation point of view.
Landolfi, J. A., S. K. Mikota, J. Chosy, K. P. Lyaschenko, K. Giri, K. Gairhe and K. A. Terio (2010).
"Comparison of systemic cytokine levels in Mycobacterium spp seropositive and seronegative Asian
elephants (Elephas maximus)." Journal of Zoo and Wildlife Medicine 41(3): 445‐455.
Mycobacterium spp. infection is an important health concern for Asian elephant (Elephas
maximus) populations worldwide. The disease is of particular concern considering its potential
to affect not only the individual animal but also herd and public health. Although elephant
tuberculosis susceptibility is poorly understood, immune function alterations are central to
disease pathogenesis in other species and probably affect outcome of mycobacterial infections
in elephants. Measurement of immune mediator (cytokine) levels within blood samples can
provide information regarding immune function that may elucidate disease susceptibility. For
this study, mRNA levels of interleukin (IL)‐2, IL‐4, IL‐10, and IL‐12; interferon (IFN)‐c; tumor
necrosis factor (TNF)‐a; and transforming growth factor (TGF)‐b were measured using
elephant‐specific, real‐time reverse transcriptionpolymerase chain reaction (RT‐PCR) assays in
RNA‐preserved whole blood samples from 106 Asian elephants, 15% of which were
Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex seropositive. The Elephant TB STAT‐PAKH (Chembio
Diagnostics, Inc., Medford, New York 11763, USA), a novel lateral flow antibody detection assay
developed for specific use in elephants, was used to determine serologic status for the study.
Seropositive animals had higher levels of TNF‐a and lower levels of TGF‐b than seronegative
animals; these differences between groups were statistically significant when levels were
analyzed as categorical variables. Trends toward higher levels of IFN‐c and IL‐4 and slightly lower
levels of IL‐10 and IL‐12 were noted in the seropositive group, although differences between
groups were not statistically significant. Presence of other inflammatory conditions was found to
be a significant confounding variable in the analysis of the relationship between tuberculosis
status and TNF‐a levels, necessitating its inclusion in statistical models. Age and sex were not
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found to significantly affect the relationship between tuberculosis status and any of the
cytokines measured. Interleukin‐2 levels were below the sensitivity of the realtime RT‐PCR assay
irrespective of tuberculosis status. These findings provide a foundation for future research
intothe immunopathogenesis of elephant tuberculosis.
Michel, A. L., B. Muller and P. D. van Helden (2010). "Mycobacterium bovis at the animal‐human
interface: A problem of not?" Veterinary Microbiology 140: 371‐381.
Mycobacterium bovis is a pathogen of significant importance in livestock and a wide range of
wild animal species worldwide. It is also known to cause tuberculosis disease in humans, a fact
which has raised renewed concerns regarding the zoonotic risk for humans, especially those
living at the animal‐human interface. This review consolidates recent reports in the literature
mainly on animal and zoonotic tuberculosis with an emphasis on evolution, epidemiology,
treatment and diagnosis. The information presented reveals thefundamental differences in the
complexity and level at which the disease affects the economy, ecosystem and human
population of regions where animal tuberculosis control is achieved and regions where little or
no control is implemented. In conclusion the review suggests that bovine tuberculosis has
essentially been reduced to a disease of economic importance in the developed world, while
low‐income countries are facing a multifaceted impact which potentially affects the health of
livestock, humans and ecosystems and which is likely to increase in the presence of debilitating
diseases such as HIV/AIDS and other factors which negatively affect human livelihoods.
Stanton, J. J., J. C. Zong, E. Latimer, J. Tan, A. Herron, G. S. Hayward and P. D. Ling (2010). "Detection of
pathogenic elephant endotheliotropic herpesvirus in routine trunk washes from healthy adult Asian
elephants (Elephas maximus) by use of a real‐time quantitative polymerase chain reaction assay." Am
J Vet Res 71(8): 925‐933.
OBJECTIVE: To investigate the pathogenesis and transmission of elephant endotheliotropic
herpesvirus (EEHV1) by analyzing various elephant fluid samples with a novel EEHV1‐specific
real‐time PCR assay. ANIMALS: 5 apparently healthy captive Asian elephants (Elephas maximus)
from the same herd. PROCEDURES: A real‐time PCR assay was developed that specifically
detects EEHV1. The assay was used to evaluate paired whole blood and trunk‐wash samples
obtained from the 5 elephants during a 15‐week period. Deoxyribonucleic acid sequencing and
viral gene subtyping analysis were performed on trunk‐wash DNA preparations that had positive
results for EEHV1. Viral gene subtypes were compared with those associated with past fatal
cases of herpesvirus‐associated disease within the herd. RESULTS: The PCR assay detected viral
DNA to a level of 1,200 copies/mL of whole blood. It was used to detect EEHV1 in trunk
secretions of 3 of the 5 elephants surveyed during the 15‐week period. Viral gene subtyping
analysis identified 2 distinct elephant herpesviruses, 1 of which was identical to the virus
associated with a previous fatal case of herpesvirus‐associated disease within the herd.
CONCLUSIONS AND CLINICAL RELEVANCE: EEHV1 was shed in the trunk secretions of healthy
Asian elephants. Trunk secretions may provide a mode of transmission for this virus. Results of
this study may be useful for the diagnosis, treatment, and management of EEHV1‐associated
disease and the overall management of captive elephant populations.
Chambers, M. A. (2009). "Review of the diagnosis and study of tuberculosis in non‐bovine wildlife
species using immunological methods." Transboundary and Emerging Diseases 56: 215‐227.
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Duncan, A. E., K. Lyashchenko, R. Greenwald, M. Miller and R. Ball (2009). "Application of elephant TB
stat‐pak assay and mapia (Multi‐Antigen Print Immunoassay) for detection of tuberculosis and
monitoring of treatment in black rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis)." Journal of Zoo and Wildlife Medicine
40(4): 781‐785.
Many wildlife species including rhinos are susceptible to infection with Mycobacterium
tuberculosis or M. bovis. Antemortem diagnostic testing in large exotic hoof stock species has
been limited by challenges associated with test administration, sample collection, and
interpretation. Hence, a simple, rapid, blood‐based test is needed. Two confirmed M.
tuberculosis‐infected black rhinoceros and one exposed suspect were evaluated for antibody
responses using a lateral‐flow rapid test (ElephantTB STAT‐PAK) and multi‐antigen print
immunoassay (MAPIA). All three animals were seropositive by both tests. MAPIA detected
antibodies to ESAT‐6, CFP10, and MPB83 antigens. When the rhinos were treated with
antitubercular therapeutics, their antibody responses gradually declined. One rhinoceros died
approximately 9 mo after initiation of treatment and showed an increase in antibody titer
shortly before death. The other two rhinoceros, which were treated for 1 and 2 yr, respectively,
had no clinical signs or positive culture for M. tuberculosis at the time of necropsy performed 2
or 6 yr later for unrelated reasons. The antibody levels in these rhinos continued to be
significantly decreased. The findings suggest that the ElephantTB STAT‐PAK and MAPIA may be
useful tools to detect M. tuberculosis infection and monitor treatment in black rhinoceros. ©
2009 American Association of Zoo Veterinarians.
Esple, I. W., T. M. Hlokwe, N. C. Van Gey Pittius, E. Lane, A. S. W. Tordiffe, A. L. Michel, A. Müller, A.
Kotze and P. D. Van Helden (2009). "Pulmonary infection due to mycobacterium bovis in a black
rhinoceros (Diceros bicomis minor) in South Africa." Journal of Wildlife Diseases 45(4): 1187‐1193.
We report a case of tuberculosis due to infection with Mycobacterium bovis in an elderly male
black rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis minor) from the Limpopo Province in South Africa. The animal
was euthanized due to very poor condition, old age, and dental attrition. Necropsy examination
revealed two small nonencapsulated granulomas (∼40‐mm diameter) in the dorsocaudal lobe of
the left lung. Sequencing of isolated crude lung tissue PCR product and boiled lung culture
samples confirmed that the causative organism was M. bovis. Genotyping revealed limited
similarities with M. bovis strains isolated thus far from South African cattle or wildlife. The
source of the infection could not be determined. This case illustrates that M. bovis could impact
conservation of free‐ranging rare and endangered species. Effective diagnostics are urgently
needed for different animal species, such as white or black rhinoceroses, to certify with a
reasonable degree of certainty that these animals are free of tuberculosis in natural habitats. ©
Wildlife Disease Association 2009.
Greenwald, R., O. Lyashchenko, J. Esfandiari, M. Miller, S. Mikota, J. H. Olsen, R. Ball, G. Dumonceaux, D.
Schmitt, T. Moller, J. B. Payeur, B. Harris, D. Sofranko, W. R. Waters and K. P. Lyashchenko (2009).
"Highly accurate antibody assays for early and rapid detection of tuberculosis in African and Asian
elephants." Clin Vaccine Immunol 16(5): 605‐612.
Tuberculosis (TB) in elephants is a reemerging zoonotic disease caused primarily by
Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Current methods for screening and diagnosis rely on trunk wash
culture, which has serious limitations due to low test sensitivity, slow turnaround time, and
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variable sample quality. Innovative and more efficient diagnostic tools are urgently needed. We
describe three novel serologic techniques, the ElephantTB Stat‐Pak kit, multiantigen print
immunoassay, and dual‐path platform VetTB test, for rapid antibody detection in elephants. The
study was performed with serum samples from 236 captive African and Asian elephants from 53
different locations in the United States and Europe. The elephants were divided into three
groups based on disease status and history of exposure: (i) 26 animals with culture‐confirmed TB
due to M. tuberculosis or Mycobacterium bovis, (ii) 63 exposed elephants from known‐infected
herds that had never produced a culture‐positive result from trunk wash samples, and (iii) 147
elephants without clinical symptoms suggestive of TB, with consistently negative trunk wash
culture results, and with no history of potential exposure to TB in the past 5 years. Elephants
with culture‐confirmed TB and a proportion of exposed but trunk wash culture‐negative
elephants produced robust antibody responses to multiple antigens of M. tuberculosis, with
seroconversions detectable years before TB‐positive cultures were obtained from trunk wash
specimens. ESAT‐6 and CFP10 proteins were immunodominant antigens recognized by elephant
antibodies during disease. The serologic assays demonstrated 100% sensitivity and 95 to 100%
specificity. Rapid and accurate antibody tests to identify infected elephants will likely allow
earlier and more efficient treatment, thus limiting transmission of infection to other susceptible
animals and to humans
Michel, A. L., M. L. Coetzee, D. F. Keet, L. Mare, R. Warren, D. Cooper, R. G. Bengis, K. Kremer and P. van
Helden (2009). "Molecular epidemiology of Mycobacterium bovis isolates from free‐ranging wildlife in
South African game reserves." Vet Microbiol 133: 335‐343.
Bovine tuberculosis is endemic in African buffalo and a number of other wildlife species in the
Kruger National Park (KNP) and Hluhluwe‐iMfolozi Park (HiP) in South Africa. It was thought that
the infection had been introduced into the KNP ecosystem through direct contact between
cattle and buffalo, a hypothesis which was confirmed in this study by IS6110 and PGRS
restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) typing. The molecular
characterisation of 189 Mycobacterium bovis isolates from nine wildlife species in the HiP, including
three smaller associated parks, and the Kruger National Park with adjacent areas showed that
the respective epidemics were each caused by an infiltration of a single M.bovis genotype. The
two M. bovis strains had different genetic profiles, as demonstrated by hybridisation with the
IS6110 and PGRS RFLP probes, as well as with regard to evidence of
evolutionary changes to the IS profile. While the M. bovis type in HiP was transmitted between
buffaloes and to at least baboon, bushpig and lion without obvious genetic changes in the RFLP
patterns, in the KNP a dominant strain was represented in 73% of the M. bovis isolates, whilst
the remaining 27% were variants of this strain. No species‐specific variants were observed,
except for one IS6110 type which was found only in a group of five epidemiologically related
greater kudu. This finding was attributed to species‐specific behaviour patterns rather than an
advanced host‐pathogen interaction.
Mikota, S. K., G. Kaufman, I. P. Dhakal and B. D. Pandey (2009). Tuberculosis in Nepal: Elephants,
Humans, Livestock, and Wildlife. Proceedings of the American Association of Zoo Veterinarians.
Tuberculosis (TB) is endemic among humans in Nepal. Almost 50% of the > 28 million
population are infected and up to 90,000 are active cases
(http://www.who‐int/infnew/tuber4.htm). Direct observed therapy short‐course (DOTS) was
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instituted in 1996 and now reaches 75% of the population. Implementation of DOTS nation‐wide
is hampered by the logistics of reaching and servicing remote hill areas. Between 5,000 and
7,000 people die every year despite DOTS therapy; some of these deaths may be due to
multidrug‐resistant (MDR) or extensively drug‐ resistant (XDR) TB. Four drug resistance surveys
have been carried out since 2005. MDR‐TB rates of 2.9% (1.8%‐3.2%) among new cases and
11.7% (7.1%‐18.3%) among re‐treatment cases were reported at the end of the fourth survey
(http://www.searo.who.int/en/Section10/Section2097/Section2100_14801.htm).
Nepal has a mixed farming system, including over four million buffaloes and almost seven
million cattle. Sporadic studies have identified a TB prevalence of 0‐24% among cattle and 4.5 to
41% among buffalo. In a recent study Mycobacterium bovis (M. bovis) was isolated from 17% of
buffalo and 16% of cattle positive on the single intradermal cervical test.1 There is no formal TB
surveillance or control program for cattle or buffalo in Nepal. Although the World Health
Organization recommends test and slaughter to eliminate bovine TB, Nepal is predominantly
Hindu and the slaughter of cattle is forbidden.
The prevalence of M. bovis (BTB) infection in humans is unknown as TB diagnostic laboratories
in Nepal (as in many countries) report positive culture results as "M. tuberculosis complex" but
do not speciate. Risks of TB / BTB transmission from livestock to people exist through direct
contact by farmers and slaughterhouse workers and consumption of contaminated meat and
unpasteurized milk. Buffalo meat comprises over 64% of the total meat consumed in Nepal. In
one study, tuberculosis was diagnosed in 14% of slaughtered buffaloes.2 Intensive livestock
production is rare, and human beings live in close association with their farm animals providing
increased opportunities for exposure.
Captive elephants in Nepal are cared for by humans, bred by wild elephant bulls, and graze with
domestic livestock. Government‐owned elephants patrol the Chitwan National Park (and other
protected areas) and are essential for rhino counts and other conservation programs. Privately
owned elephants used for safaris in the parks generate tourist dollars that support conservation
and local businesses.
TB has not yet been diagnosed in wild elephants, rhinos, or other wild mammals in Nepal but
poses a significant threat. Controlling TB at the captive elephant interface may decrease
transmission to the wild where it would be difficult if not impossible to control. An elephant TB
surveillance program was initiated in Nepal in 2006 following the postmortem diagnosis of TB in
several captive elephants. To date, 164 captive elephants (79% of the population) have been
tested using the ElephantTB STAT‐PAK Assay® (Chembio Diagnostic Systems, Inc., 3661
Horseblock Road, Medford, NY 11763, USA). Nineteen elephants are
receiving treatment for TB; one elephant has completed treatment, and one old elephant is
under permanent quarantine. Culture‐confirmation of TB infection has been unrewarding due to
1) difficulty in performing the trunk wash procedure, 2) sample contamination, and 3) limited
laboratory capacity to process elephant samples. Investigation of alternative direct methods for
diagnosis are being pursued.3 TB has not been detected in currently employed elephant
caretakers tested by the public health system.
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Tuberculosis will be a main focus of the newly established One Health‐Nepal, spearheaded by
the National Trust for Nature Conservation (a Nepal NGO) and the Zoological Society of London.
Elephant Care International, the Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine at Tufts University,
and the Institute of Agriculture and Animal Science are among the organizations that will
collaborate to address cross‐species TB issues in Nepal.
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meta‐analysis." Clinical and Vaccine Immunology 16(2): 260‐276.
Serological antibody detection tests for tuberculosis may offer the potential to improve
diagnosis. Recent metaanalyses have shown that commercially available tests have variable
accuracies and a limited clinical role. We reviewed the immunodiagnostic potential of antigens
evaluated in research laboratories (in‐house) for the serodi‐agnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis
and conducted a meta‐analysis to evaluate the performance of comparable antigens. Selection
criteria included the participation of at least 25 pulmonary tuberculosis patients and the use of
purified antigens. Studies evaluating 38 kDa, MPT51, malate synthase, culture filtrate protein
10, TbF6, antigen 85B, αa‐crystallin, 2,3‐diacyltrehalose, 2,3,6‐triacyltrehalose,
2,3,6,6'‐tetraacyltrehalose 2'‐sulfate, cord factor, and TbF6 plus DPEP (multiple antigen) were
included in the meta‐analysis. The results demonstrated that (i) in sputum smear‐positive
patients, sensitivities significantly ≥50% were provided for recombinant malate synthase (73%;
95% confidence interval [CI], 58 to 85) and TbF6 plus DPEP (75%; 95% CI, 50 to 91); (ii) protein
antigens achieved high specificities; (iii) among the lipid antigens, cord factor had the best
overall performance (sensitivity, 69% [95% CI, 28 to 94]; specificity, 91% [95% CI, 78 to 97]); (iv)
compared with the sensitivities achieved with single antigens (median sensitivity, 53%; range,
2% to 100%), multiple antigens yielded higher sensitivities (median sensitivity, 76%; range, 16%
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to 96%); (v) in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)‐infected patients who are sputum smear
positive, antibodies to several single and multiple antigens were detected; and (vi) data on
seroreactivity to antigens in sputum smear‐negative or pediatric patients were insufficient.
Potential candidate antigens for an antibody detection test for pulmonary tuberculosis in
HIV‐infected and ‐uninfected patients have been identified, although no antigen achieves
sufficient sensitivity to replace sputum smear microscopy. Combinations of select antigens
provide higher sensitivities than single antigens. The use of a case‐control design with healthy
controls for the majority of studies was a limitation of the review. Efforts are needed to improve
the methodological quality of tuberculosis diagnostic studies. Copyright © 2009, American
Society for Microbiology. All Rights Reserved.
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Meyers, D. A., R. Isaza and A. MacNeill (2008). Evaluation of acute phase proteins for diagnosis of
inflammation in Asian elephants (Elephas maximus). Proc American Associaton of Zoo Veterinarians
and Assoc of Reptile and Amphibian Veterinarians.
In many domestic species, routine hematology assays are useful diagnostic tools to diagnose
inflammatory conditions. Unlike other species, these hematologic tests apparently are
insensitive indicators of inflammation in elephants.1 We studied a novel group of blood
proteins, called acute phase proteins, which increase during inflammatory conditions, for their
usefulness in diagnosing elephants with inflammatory diseases. Although these proteins
currently are useful in humans and domestic animals, each species has a different set of
important proteins that must be individually investigated.2 We tested several acute phase
proteins (C‐reactive protein, alpha‐1 glycoprotein, alpha‐1 antitrypsin, serum amyloid A,
haptoglobin, fibrinogen, ceruloplasmin, and albumin) as well as complete blood counts,
chemistry panels, serum protein electrophoresis, and 3‐D gel electrophoresis to determine their
usefulness for diagnosing different types of inflammatory conditions in Asian elephants (Elephas
maximus). Animals with inflammatory conditions were classified as those individuals with
known illnesses such as mycobacteriosis, arthritis, nail bed abscesses, and malignant tumors.
Control animals were thoseanimals that were suspected to not have any inflammation and be
healthy at the time of testing as determined by physical examination and obtaining a thorough
medical history.
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Hamilton, K., S. K. Mikota, M. Miller, G. Dumonceaux, K. Giri, K. Gairhe, S. Paudel and G. Kaufman (2007).
Evaluation of blood chemistry values for possible relationship to tuberculosis infection status in
captive elephants in (Elephas maximus) Nepal. Proceedings AAZV,AAWV,AZA/NAG Joint Conference.
One hundred fifteen captive elephants (Elephas maximus) were examined in Nepal as part of a
tuberculosis (TB) survey in January 2006. Blood chemistry analysis was performed
at Disney's Animal Kingdom laboratory (USA). Trunk wash cultures were performed both in
Nepal and in the USA, and serologic TB tests were performed in the USA. Based on culture and
serology results, the elephants were grouped as follows: Group 1 (high risk, suggestive or
confirmatory for TB infection) and Group 2 (low risk, equivocal or negative for TB infection).
Within these groups, subgroups were created based on specific tests results. Blood chemistry
results were analyzed to reveal any relationships between these values and TB infection status.
Student t‐tests were performed on each value between Groups 1 and 2. The only significant
difference was a higher BUN/creatinine ratio (p=0.047) in Group 1. ANOVA analysis was
performed on each value between the various groups. Significant differences were found in the
albumin level (p=0.015) within the Group 1 subgroups and in the albumin level (p=0.002), alpha
globulin 1 level (p=0.030), and A/G ratio (p=0.012) within the Group 2 subgroups.
This study did not reveal an association between certain chemistry values and TB infection.
However, this may be due to a variety of age, reproductive statuses, stages of infections, and
other possible medical conditions. Future testing of this population will help better define the
TB infection status of elephants and may provide additional information to more precisely
determine any association between blood chemistry values and tuberculosis infection in Nepal
elephants.
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In Nepal, mycobacterial isolates obtained from the milk and feces of buffaloes and cattle that
were positive for the single intradermal cervical tuberculin (SICT) tests were genetically
identified. A total of 36 mycobacterial strains were isolated from 39% of the buffaloes (14 of 36)
and 34% of the cattle (11 of 32). Of the 36 strains, 13 were identified as M. bovis, and these
strains were isolated from 17% of the buffaloes (6 of 36) and 16% of the cattle (5 of 32). M.
bovis was isolated from both the milk and feces of one buffalo and one cattle, the milk alone of
three buffaloes and three cattle, and the feces alone of two buffaloes and one cattle. These
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results suggest that milking buffaloes and cattle infected with M. bovis exist in Nepal. The
remaining 23 strains were atypical mycobacteria. A program for the elimination of bovine
tuberculosis should be implemented as soon as possible, and the public health education and
proper hygienic practices may be required.
Lacasse, C., K. Terio, M. J. Kinsel, L. L. Farina, D. A. Travis, R. Greenwald, K. P. Lyashchenko, M. Miller and
K. C. Gamble (2007). "Two cases of atypical mycobacteriosis caused by Mycobacterium szulgai
associated with mortality in captive African elephants (Loxodonta africana)." J. Zoo. Wildl. Med 38(1):
101‐107.
Mycobacterium szulgai was associated with mortality in two captive African elephants
(Loxodonta africana) housed at Lincoln Park Zoo. The first elephant presented with severe, acute
lameness of the left rear limb. Despite extensive treatments, the animal collapsed and died 13
mo after initial presentation. Necropsy revealed osteomyelitis with loss of the femoral head and
acetabulum and pulmonary granulomas with intralesional M. szulgai. The second elephant
collapsed during transport to another institution with no premonitory clinical signs. This animal
was euthanized because of prolonged recumbency. Granulomatous pneumonia with
intralesional M. szulgai was found at necropsy. Two novel immunoassays performed on banked
serum samples detected antibody responses to mycobacterial antigens in both infected
elephants. It was not possible to determine when the infection was established or how the
elephants were infected. When reviewing the epidemiology of this organism in humans,
however, transmission between elephants seemed unlikely because human‐to‐human
transmission of this organism has never been reported and a third elephant in the herd was not
affected. In addition to Mycobacterium bovis and Mycobacterium tuberculosis, atypical
mycobacterial organisms need to be considered potentially pathogenic in elephants.
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interferon‐gamma (IFN‐gamma) and the production of rhinoceros IFN‐gamma specific antibodies."
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Bovine tuberculosis (BTB) is endemic in African buffalo (Syncerus caffer) in the Kruger National
Park (KNP). In addition to buffalo, Mycobacterium bovis has been found in at least 14 other
mammalian species in South Africa, including kudu (Tragelaphus strepsiceros), Chacma baboon
(Papio ursinus) and lion (Panthera leo). This has raised concern about the spillover into other
potentially susceptible species like rhinoceros, thus jeopardising breeding and relocation
projects aiming at the conservation of biodiversity. Hence, procedures to screen for and
diagnose BTB in black rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis) and white rhinoceros (Ceratotherium simum)
need to be in place. The Interferon‐gamma (IFN‐gamma) assay is used as a routine diagnostic
tool to determine infection of cattle and recently African buffalo, with M. bovis and other
mycobacteria. The aim of the present work was to develop reagents to set up a rhinoceros
IFN‐gamma (RhIFN‐gamma) assay. The white rhinoceros IFN‐gamma gene was cloned,
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sequenced and expressed as a mature protein. Amino acid (aa) sequence analysis revealed that
RhIFN‐gamma shares a homology of 90% with equine IFN‐gamma. Monoclonal antibodies, as
well as polyclonal chicken antibodies (Yolk Immunoglobulin‐IgY) with specificity for recombinant
RhIFN‐gamma were produced. Using the monoclonals as capture antibodies and the polyclonal
IgY for detection, it was shown that recombinant as well as native white rhinoceros IFN‐gamma
was recognised. This preliminary IFN‐gamma enzyme‐linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), has
the potential to be developed into a diagnostic assay for M. bovis infection in rhinoceros. (c)
2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Renwick, A. R., P. C. L. White and R. G. Bengis (2007). "Bovine tuberculosis in southern African wildlife:
A multi‐species host‐pathogen system." Epidemiology and Infection 135(4): 529‐540.
This review examines the current situation of bovine tuberculosis (bTB) in southern African
savannah systems, and uses theory on multi‐species host‐pathogen systems to suggest possible
options for future research and management. In southern Africa, the buffalo (Syncerus caffer)
and the Kafue lechwe [Marsh antelope] (Kobus leche) have been found to be maintenance hosts
for this disease, but the importance of other host species is becoming apparent. The role of
other host species in the maintenance and spread of the disease varies, depending on the
spatial distribution and resource utilization patterns of the species, disease susceptibility,
transmission modes and the ecology of both host(s) and vector(s). Future research needs to
identify the pathogenicity of bTB in each of the host species, and the mechanisms and rates of
inter‐ and intra‐specific transmission among different species, in order to develop multi‐host
models to understand the development and spread of the disease. © 2006 Cambridge
University Press.
Sreekumar, E., M. B. Janki, D. S. Arathy, R. Hariharan, C. A. Premraj and T. J. Rasool (2007). "Molecular
characterization and expression of interferon‐gamma of Asian elephant (Elephas maximus)." Vet.
Immunol. Immunopathol 118(1‐2): 75‐83.
Tuberculosis (TB) caused by Mycobacterial organisms has emerged as one of the major diseases
in captive elephants. In vitro Interferon‐gamma (IFN‐gamma) assay is being used as an ancillary
test for early detection of TB in domestic and captive wild animals. In the present study, basic
sequence information and immunological cross‐reactivity of this major cytokine of Asian
elephants were explored. At predicted amino acid level, IFN‐gamma of Asian elephant showed
maximum identity to that of horse (73%). Other IFN‐gamma amino acid sequences that showed
high level identity were that of giant panda (72%), dog (71%), nine‐banded armadillo (69%),
cattle (63%) and human (62%). IFN‐gamma promoter sequences of Asian elephant, human,
cattle and mouse showed high level conservation of the putative transcription factor binding
sites, TATA box and transcriptional start site. The functionally important human IFN‐gamma
promoter elements, such as AP‐2IRE‐BE, YY1‐gammaIFN‐BED, ATFCS and AP‐1gammaINF binding
sites, were absolutely conserved in the corresponding elephant sequence. There was only a
single nucleotide variation in the other two important elements, NFAT‐gammaINF and
IFN‐gammaPE, indicating the highly conserved regulation of IFN‐gamma expression across
different species. Phylogenetic analysis based on IFN‐gamma protein sequences revealed a
closer relation of Asian elephants and nine‐banded armadillo. This shows a closer evolution of
these members of Afrotheria and Xenarthra, respectively; and supports the previous reports
based on mitochondrial DNA studies. In Western blot analysis, IFN‐gamma of Asian elephant
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expressed in Escherichia coli was detected using an anti‐bovine IFN‐gamma monoclonal
antibody, indicating immunological cross‐reactivity
Sreekumar, E., M. B. V. Janki, D. S. Arathy, R. Hariharan, C. A. Premraj and T. J. Rasool (2007). "Molecular
characterization and expression of Interferon‐γ of Asian elephant (Elephas maximus)." Veterinary
Immunology and Immunopathology 118(1‐2): 75‐83.
Tuberculosis (TB) caused by Mycobacterial organisms has emerged as one of the major diseases
in captive elephants. In vitro Interferon‐gamma (IFN‐γ) assay is being used as an ancillary test for
early detection of TB in domestic and captive wild animals. In the present study, basic sequence
information and immunological cross‐reactivity of this major cytokine of Asian elephants were
explored. At predicted amino acid level, IFN‐γ of Asian elephant showed maximum identity to
that of horse (73%). Other IFN‐γ amino acid sequences that showed high level identity were that
of giant panda (72%), dog (71%), nine‐banded armadillo (69%), cattle (63%) and human (62%).
IFN‐γ promoter sequences of Asian elephant, human, cattle and mouse showed high level
conservation of the putative transcription factor binding sites, TATA box and transcriptional
start site. The functionally important human IFN‐γ promoter elements, such as AP‐2IRE‐BE,
YY1‐γIFN‐BED, ATFCS and AP‐1γINF binding sites, were absolutely conserved in the
corresponding elephant sequence. There was only a single nucleotide variation in the other two
important elements, NFAT‐γINF and IFN‐γPE, indicating the highly conserved regulation of IFN‐γ
expression across different species. Phylogenetic analysis based on IFN‐γ protein sequences
revealed a closer relation of Asian elephants and nine‐banded armadillo. This shows a closer
evolution of these members of Afrotheria and Xenarthra, respectively; and supports the
previous reports based on mitochondrial DNA studies. In Western blot analysis, IFN‐γ of Asian
elephant expressed in Escherichia coli was detected using an anti‐bovine IFN‐γ monoclonal
antibody, indicating immunological cross‐reactivity. © 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Une, Y. and T. Mori (2007). "Tuberculosis as a zoonosis from a veterinary perspective." Comp Immunol
Microbiol Infect Dis 30: 415‐425.
Tuberculosis is an important disease among many zoonoses, because both Mycobacterium
tuberculosis and Mycobacterium bovis, which are the major causes of tuberculosis, are highly
pathogenic, infect many animal species and thus are likely to be the source of infection in
humans. In particular, monkeys are highly susceptible to these bacteria and are important
spreaders. Recently, two outbreaks of M. tuberculosis occurred in four different kinds of
monkeys and humans were also infected with the disease in Japan. In zoos, tuberculosis was
reported not only in monkeys, but also in several different kinds of animals, including elephants.
Pets such as dogs and cats are believed to be generally less susceptible to M. tuberculosis, but in
this article we introduce a case of infection from man to dog by close contact. Japan is one of
the few countries that have been able to control M. bovis infection. In other countries, however,
cases of bovine tuberculosis and human M. bovis infection have been reported, and thus further
attention is still required in the future.
Ball, R. L., G. Dumonceaux, J. H. Olsen, M. S. Burton and K. Lyashchenko (2006). Comparison of trunk
wash results matched to multiantigen print immunoassay (MAPIA) in a group of captive Asian
elephants (Elephas maximus). 2006 Proceedings American Association of Zoo Veterinarians.
Introduction: Between 1994 and June 2005, there were 34 confirmed cases of tuberculosis in
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elephants in the U.S. population. Thirty‐one Asian (Elephas maximus) and three African
(Loxodonta africana) elephants were affected. Mycobacterium tuberculosis was the etiologic
agent in 33 cases and M. bovis in one case. Cases of tuberculosis caused by an unusual
nontuberculous mycobacteria, M. szulgai have recently occurred as well. Currently, TB in
elephants remains a diagnostic dilemma. The sensitivity of trunk wash culture, the currently
recommended test for diagnosis, is unknown. False negatives have been documented (trunk
wash negative elephants that were subsequently found to be culture positive at necropsy).
Other non‐culture techniques for TB diagnosis include ELISA, and PCR. A novel technology,
MultiAntigen Print ImmunoAssay (MAPIA) and lateral‐flow technology (Rapid Test) has been
evaluated and used to diagnose tuberculosis in captive elephants with encouraging results.
One concern with this serologic testing is the possibility of Mycobacterium other than
tuberculosis (MOTT) cross‐reacting with the antigen used in the Rapid Test or the MAPIA and
leading to a false positive. With numerous MOTT routinely cultured from trunk washes, this is
a valid concern. Methods and Materials: A retrospective analysis was done at Busch Gardens
Tampa Bay and Chembio, Inc. that matched trunk wash results to serum samples. All serum
was collected within 7 days of the trunk wash and analyzed with the Rapid Test and MAPIA. Four
Asian elephants with a total of 18 samples met this criteria and had serum submitted for testing.
Results and Discussion: Table 1 lists the results and the organisms cultured. While the sampling
is limited in this pilot project, it appears that MOTT does not evoke a response when assayed
with the Rapid Test or MAPIA. The recent cases of M. szulgai do demonstrate the potential
usefulness for this test when a disease develops from MOTT. The usefulness of this new
technology, taken in conjunction with other clinical data including trunk washes when indicated,
is a valuable tool in the healthcare of captive elephants.
LITERATURE CITED
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Ball, R. L. and J. Brown (2006). Preliminary results of a cabergoline trial in captive elephant with
hyperprolactinemia. 2006 Proceedings American Association of Zoo Veterinarians.
Introduction: An Asian elephant (Elephas maximus) at Busch Gardens Tampa Bay (BGT) was
diagnosed with hyperprolactinemia, with a persistently elevated serum prolactin concentration
greater than 15 ng/ml, by the Conservation & Research Center (CRC) laboratory in January 1996.
She also had a number of other problems, including uterine disorders that resulted in
consistently elevated progesterone. In March 2002, she was given cabergoline orally at a dose of
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1 mg twice weekly p.o. for 6 mo. Cabergoline is a long‐acting dopamine receptor agonist with a
high affinity for D2 receptors. It exerts a direct inhibitory effect on the secretion of prolactin.
Cabergoline (Dostinex®, Pfizer Inc. Kalamazoo, Michigan 49007 USA) was purchased from a local
pharmacy. Serum prolactin concentrations declined almost immediately after treatment
initiation, followed about 1 mo later by a drop in progesterone to baseline. Progesterone
secretion remained low until November 2002 when she resumed cycling based on the
observation of a normal luteal phase based on serum progesterone profile. From November
2002 through January 2004 she exhibited four normal estrous cycles. Prolactin secretion also
remained within the normal range for elephants, over 1 yr after treatment withdrawal. This
female suffered no adverse effects due to the cabergoline treatment. There were no behavioral
changes noted or changes in appetite. Given the need to increase reproductive rates of African
elephants (Loxodonta africana) to prevent captive extinction, it might be efficacious to treat
genetically valuable females with cabergoline in the hope it will reinitiate reproductive cyclicity.
Nearly 1/3 of African elephants with hormone data are not cycling normally, and in an earlier
study 1/3 of these (11 of 30) were found to have increased serum prolactin levels.
Methods and Materials:
A clinical trial was undertaken with six captive African elephant females that were identified as
good candidates for a cabergoline treatment study (i.e., they are acylic and had mean prolactin
concentrations of >15 ng/ml). The treatment consisted of 1 mg cabergoline given twice weekly
p.o. for 6 mo. Serum was banked and then analyzed at the CRC for progesterone and
prolactin. All elephants were thought to be otherwise healthy. Because prolactin is known to
be an inflammatory marker, all candidates were required to have a negative lateral flow
immunochromatograpy (Rapid Test) and multiple antigen immunoassay (MAPIA) for
Mycobacteria tuberculosis.
Results:
A summary of the results is given in Table 1. The treatment period is complete for three
elephants, all of which showed a decrease in prolactin levels. Elephant 1 showed a good
response while on treatment, but did not cycle and serum prolactin has subsequently risen to
pretreatment levels. Increasing the dose in Elephant 2 and 3 reduced prolactin to baseline
levels, but again did not result in a return to ovarian cyclicity. Elephant 4 was taken off the
study after only a few doses due to increased aggressive behaviors. This is believed to be due
to changes in the group social dynamics and not related to the cabergoline, as this behavior has
continued after withdrawal of the drug. Based on these findings, the two newest candidates,
Elephant 5 and 6, with very high prolactin concentrations have been placed on 2 mg/twice
weekly for 1 yr pending continuation of this project.
Discussion:
Normalization of prolactin levels facilitated the return of normal cycles in an Asian elephant, but
none of the African elephants have resumed cycling so far. Thus, while the use of cabergoline
shows promise in reducing elevated prolactin levels in both Asian and African elephants, other
factors may need to be considered or a longer course at higher doses may be required for
treatment to be successful in reinitiating ovarian activity. The latter suggestion is supported by
two of the animals (Elephants 2 and 3) in this limited trial, in which a decline in prolactin
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occurred after the dose was increased. Understanding the etiology of hyperprolactinemia in
elephants may also help in returning females to normal cycling.Relapse of hyperprolactinemia is
more common in humans with micro‐ or macroprolactinomas. Chronic estrogen stimulation is
also known to increase prolactin levels. A proposed pathophysiology is that elevated estrogen
levels from persistent cycling will lead to elevated prolactin levels and acyclicity. A difference
between the two species in the causes of and potential treatment options for
hyperprolactinemia should also be evaluated more closely.
1Busch Gardens Tampa Bay, 3605 Bougainvillea Drive, Tampa, FL 33674 USA;2Smithsonian
Institution, National Zoological Park, Conservation & Research Center, Front Royal, VA 22630
USA
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Ball, R. and O. Fad (2006). Serum cortisols in captive Asian elephants (Elephas maximus) in different
management systems at Busch Gardens Tampa Bay. 2006 Proceedings American Association of Zoo
Veterinarians.
Introduction:Cortisol is a widely accepted measure of stress in wild and captive animals. In the
past, captive elephant management systems have been criticized as potential stress inducers.
The analysis of fecal cortisols is non‐invasive and has been used to give long term evalutions of
social and ecologic pressures in elephants and other species. Salivary cortisols have also been
used as a minimally invasive technique to measure social stress in captive elephants. The herd of
Asian elephants at Busch Gardens Tampa Bay (BGT) changed from a traditional contact
managemnt (free ccontact, FC) to a protected contact (PC) system utilizing
positive‐reinforcement based operant conditioning in 2004. Serum cortisols were measured
after the change and evaluated along wth banked samples from before. Long term sampling will
be utilized to measure this transition but evaluating a single process will hopefully reflect the
overall changes that can be expected with this change in management. While the individual
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variations are notable and other issues potentially confound the issue, it appears that this
transition has lowered the serum cortisols in this herd. In addition to serum cortisol
measurements, the actual process of collecting the samples appears to be less stressful
behaviorally. Pathologic processes should not be discounted when considering cortisol levels in
evalauting stress in captive elephants.
Methods and Materials: Six female Asian elephants (Studbook numbers 30, 32, 304, 34, 35, 3)
had been managed in a free contact system for many years. Studbook number 304 was
captive born and the others were wild born. Serum was collected intermittently during this
management system to bank and for reproductive hormone analysis. The elephants were
placed in lateral recumbency by the handlers and blood collected from the ear vein on the
caudal aspect of the down ear. Reproductively sound animals were bled more frequently than
the others. Serum was frozen at ‐80°C until analyzed. In August 2004, the first group of three
animals was moved to the new barn and started the new positive‐reinforcement, PC
management system. Within 5 wk, all animals had been moved over. All animals had been
trunkwashed and were culture negative for Mycobacterium tuberculosis and negative on the
newly developed MultiAntigen Print ImmunoAssay (MAPIA) and lateral‐flow technology (Rapid
Test) developed to detected antigen to M. tuberculosis. As the caudal aspect of the ear was
used for sampling, each elephant was asked to station in a static chute designed to allow
training of voluntary ear‐presentation for manipulation and blood collection. Handler safety and
creating an effective learning environment for the elephants required training each to proceed
to the chute solo and station there calmly. General desensitization techniques were applied as
session durations were increased. Within the chute,individual elephants had significant room to
maneuver. Since no physical restraint or sedation was utilized,animals were trained to
cooperate fully and voluntarily allowing for blood sampling and other husbandry procedures. By
May 2005, training for voluntary bloods draws was firmly established on all six animals. The
first approximately 20 samples collected under this new system were matched against the
samples collected in the previous system. Samples were selected against if the animal had an
active problem or was on therapy for any reason. Several animals had undergone a drug trial
and these samples were selected against as well. Serum was again stored in ‐80°C freezer until
analyzed at Conservation and Research Center (CRC) Endocrine Research Laboratory,
Smithsonian Institution, National Zoological Park, Front Royal, VA. T‐tests were utilized to
discern any statistically significant results in the mean serum cortisols collected from animals
before and after the implementation of the new husbandry systems. Results were considered
significant at alpha levels <0.05.
Results: The results and simple means of serum cortisols are listed in Table 1. Elephant No. 34
had essentially the same level of cortisol in both systems. Elephant No. 32 had a reduction in
the mean cortisol level of approximately 32% (20.84 versus 14.28 ng/ml) from the FC to the PC
system. Elephant No. 304 had a similar reduction of 37% in the mean cortisol (22.59 versus
14.29 ng/ml). Statistical analyses results are reported here (means, standard deviations, t‐test
results).
Discussion: Serum was chosen over salivary and fecal sampling as a means to measure cortisol
for several reasons. While fecal and salivary cortisol changes can reflect stresses within a
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reasonable period after the stressor (approximately 24 hr), serum cortisols is more likely to be
reflective of the stressors closer to the moment of sampling. The methodology is
straightforward and less subject to the hazards for sample storage. Timeliness of the sample
result is also a benefit to serum sampling. Blood sampling is a required husbandry practice in
all elephant holding facilities belonging to the American Zoo and Aquarium Association (AZA).
While fecal cortisol samples may be useful to look at over a long term period to evaluate the
transition from FC to PC, we choose to additionally look at how one specific task, blood
collection, was affected by making this transition. Fecal cortisols have been used to measure
stress in transportation and environmental stress in some species, but are not thought to be
reflective of the stress in a diagnostic procedure itself. For this evaluation, the lag time period
between the potential stressor (blood collection) and the means to measure the stressor are
same. Elephants No. 304 and 32 both had significant reductions in the mean serum cortisol
levels. Both are in good health and had no apparent inflammatory problems. The logical
deduction here is that the sampling process itself is less stressful in the PC management than
the FC management. Elephant 34 and 30 had essentially the same level of serum cortisol as
measured by the mean in the different management systems. Elephant 34 has developed
significant uterine leiomyomas during the time period measured. Elephant 30 has recently had
clinical bouts of anterior enteritis and is suspected of having a dietary hypersensitivity to wheat.
Even with these two pathologic processes, the serum cortisol did not rise. Elevations in
cortisol are quite often explained as resulting from social, behavioral, or environmental causes
and little attention is paid to inflammatory causes. Associations between infections and
elevated cortisols have been noted in wild animals. It is reasonable to assume that if these
two processes did not exist, these levels would indeed be lower. Based on the other two
elephants, a reduction of approximately 30% could be expected. Overall it appears that
collecting blood from the elephants at BGT in the PC system is less stressful that the FC system.
As this is an example of how the routine husbandry and medical husbandry is now conducted, it
can be expected that the overall net effect is going to be lowered stress in the elephants at BGT.
……………………………………………………………………………
Ball, R., G. Dumonceaux, J. Olsen and M. S. Burton (2006). Comparison of trunk wash results matched
to Multiantigen Print Immunoassay (MAPIA) in a group of captive Asian elephants (Elephas maximus):
242‐243.
Dumonceaux, G. and S. Mikota (2006). "Tuberculosis treatment protocols and complications for
elephants." Proceedings International Elephant Conservation and Research Symposium: 84‐85.
Hildebrandt, T. B., R. Hermes, P. Ratanakorn, W. Rietschel, J. Fickel, D. RetNat, R. Frey, C. Reid and F.
Goeritz (2006). Ultrasonographic assessment and ultrasound‐guided biopsy of the retropharyngeal
lymph nodes in elephants. 2006 Proceedings American Association of Zoo Veterinarians.
So far there are no valid diagnostic tools available for identifying latent carriers of
endotheliotropic elephant herpes virus (EEHV). For this reason, the lateral retropharyngeal
lymph node complex (LARELYNOC) of elephants, identified during postmortem studies as target
organ for EEHV and suitable for transcutaneous biopsy, was grossly described. Transcutaneous
ultrasound (3.5 MHz) was applied behind the ear region to identify the LARELYNOC containing
up to four single lymph nodes on each side. The lymph node tissue is situated 20‐50 mm below
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the skin surface. An ultrasonographic assessment of the LARELYNOC and two biopsies were
performed on 39 healthy Asian elephants (Elephas maximus). Samples were tested for EEHV via
PCR. Whole blood samples were also collected and tested for active EEHV infection. Lymph
nodes were ultrasonographically classified as active (calculated mean volume=17.4 ± 6.9 cm3,
P>0.001), inactive (calculated mean volume=3.1 ± 0.6 cm3, P<0.001), or chronic active
(calculated mean volume=10.6 ± 1.0 cm3, P<0.05). Histology confirmed not only the presence of
lymph tissue but also the ultrasonographically diagnosed reactivity status of the lymph node
biospies. Although all samples including whole blood were found to be negative for the EEHV
DNA particles, the successful development of this procedure in elephants could prove beneficial
for the screening of not only latent EEHV infections but might also be a less dangerous
alternative method for the diagnosis of zoonotic infections such as tuberculosis.
Lutze‐Wallace, C. and C. Turcotte (2006). "Laboratory diagnosis of bovine tuberculosis in Canada for
calendar year 2005
401." Can. Vet. J 47(9): 871‐873.
Lyashchenko, K. P., R. Greenwald, J. Esfandiari, J. H. Olsen, R. Ball, G. Dumonceaux, F. Dunker, C. Buckley,
M. Richard, S. Murray, J. B. Payeur, P. Andersen, J. M. Pollock, S. Mikota, M. Miller, D. Sofranko and W.
R. Waters (2006). "Tuberculosis in elephants: antibody responses to defined antigens of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, potential for early diagnosis, and monitoring of treatment." Clin. Vaccine
Immunol 13(7): 722‐732.
Tuberculosis (TB) in elephants is a re‐emerging zoonotic disease caused primarily by
Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Current diagnosis relies on trunk wash culture, the only officially
recognized test, which has serious limitations. Innovative and efficient diagnostic methods are
urgently needed. Rapid identification of infected animals is a crucial prerequisite for more
effective control of TB, as early diagnosis allows timely initiation of chemotherapy. Serology has
diagnostic potential, although key antigens have not been identified and optimal immunoassay
formats are not established. To characterize the humoral responses in elephant TB, we tested
143 serum samples collected from 15 elephants over time. These included 48 samples from five
culture‐confirmed TB cases, of which four were in Asian elephants infected with M. tuberculosis
and one was in an African elephant with Mycobacterium bovis. Multiantigen print immunoassay
(MAPIA) employing a panel of 12 defined antigens was used to identify serologic correlates of
active disease. ESAT‐6 was the immunodominant antigen recognized in elephant TB. Serum
immunoglobulin G antibodies to ESAT‐6 and other proteins were detected up to 3.5 years prior
to culture of M. tuberculosis from trunk washes. Antibody levels to certain antigens gradually
decreased in response to antitubercular therapy, suggesting the possibility of treatment
monitoring. In addition to MAPIA, serum samples were evaluated with a recently developed
rapid test (RT) based on lateral flow technology (ElephantTB STAT‐PAK). Similarly to MAPIA,
infected elephants were identified using the RT up to 4 years prior to positive culture. These
findings demonstrate the potential for TB surveillance and treatment monitoring using the RT
and MAPIA, respectively
Michel, A. L., R. G. Bengis, D. F. Keet, M. Hofmeyr, L. M. de Klerk, P. C. Cross, A. E. Jolles, D. Cooper, I. J.
Whyte, P. Buss and J. Godfroid (2006). "Wildlife tuberculosis in South African conservation
areas:Implications and challenges." Veterinary Microbiology 112: 91‐100.
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Tuberculosis, caused by Mycobacterium bovis, was first diagnosed in African buffalo in South
Africa's Kruger National Park in 1990. Over the past 15 years the disease has spread northwards
leaving only the most northern buffalo herds unaffected. Evidence suggests that 10 other small
and large mammalian species, including large predators, are spillover hosts. Wildlife tuberculosis
has also been diagnosed in several adjacent private game reserves and in the Hluhluwe‐iMfolozi
Park, the third largest game reserve in South Africa. The tuberculosis epidemic has a number of
implications, for which the full effect of some might only be seen in the longterm. Potential
negative long‐term effects on the population dynamics of certain social animal species and the
direct threat for the survival of endangered species pose particular problems for wildlife
conservationists. On the other hand, the risk of spillover infection to neighboring communal
cattle raises concerns about human health at the wildlife‐livestock‐human interface, not only
along the western boundary of Kruger National Park, but also with regards to the joint
development of the Greater Limpopo Transfrontier Conservation Area with Zimbabwe and
Mozambique. From an economic point of view, wildlife tuberculosis has resulted in national and
international trade restrictions for affected species. The lack of diagnostic tools for most species
and the absence of an effective vaccine make it currently impossible to contain and control this
disease within an infected free‐ranging ecosystem. Veterinary researchers and policy‐makers
have recognized the need to intensify research on this disease and the need to develop tools for
control, initially targeting buffalo and lion.
Mikota, S. K., M. Miller, G. Dumonceaux, K. Giri, K. Gairhe, K. Hamilton, S. Paudel and B. Vincent (2006).
Elephant tuberculosis diagnosis: implications for elephant management in Asian range countries. 2006
Proceedings American Association of Zoo Veterinarians.
Serologic tests including the ELISA, MAPIA (Multi‐Antigen Print Immunoassay), and a rapid test,
VetTB StatPak® (Chembio Diagnostic Systems, Inc., Medford, New York 11763 USA) have
recently been developed and show great promise for the diagnosis of tuberculosis (TB) in
elephants. These serologic tests detect antibodies to antigens of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
complex organisms and in some cases have detected infection years in advance of active disease
and mycobacterial shedding. The diagnosis of active TB (by culture) or serologic conversion
presents management challenges for captive elephants in Asian range countries. Of the 2
billion humans world‐wide infected with TB, fewer than 10% will develop active disease. This
figure is unknown for elephants. The identification and management of infected elephants has
ramifications for elephants and humans alike and issues such as public health and tourism may
be impacted. TB is endemic among humans in Asia and where there is intermingling of
elephants and humans, both species may act as reservoirs for disease transmission. The
various situations in which elephants are kept in Asia (government‐owned, privately‐owned,
festivals, temples, zoos, etc.) make it difficult to develop a management strategy that will
address all circumstances. Other concerns are the cost of treatment for an elephant (~
$50,000 USD) and appropriate monitoring in resource‐poor countries. The authors have recently
undertaken the screening of 120 elephants in Nepal to further evaluate the above‐mentioned
(and other) diagnostic tests. To our knowledge, this is the first organized, large‐scale initiative
to screen Asian elephants within a range country. Preliminary discussions regarding the
management of both culture and serologically positive government‐owned and privately‐owned
elephants in Nepal have been initiated and may serve as a starting point for other countries as
more elephants are screened within Asia. Basic options for active (culturepositive) cases
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include (1) treatment, (2) segregation or (3) euthanasia. Options for latent disease
(culture‐negative, serologically positive) cases include (1) treatment, (2) segregation and
monitoring for active disease and (3) euthanasia. The particular ownership/husbandry system,
available resources and cultural constraints may dictate final management choices in range
countries.
Mikota, S. K., G. Dumonceaux, M. Miller, K. Gairhe, K. Giri, J. V. Cheeran, D. Abraham, K. Lyashchenko, S.
Larsen, J. Payeur, R. Waters, G. Kaufman and \ (2006). "Tuberculosis in elephants: An update on
diagnosis and treatment; implications for control in range countries." Proceedings International
Elephant Conservation and Research Symposium: 109‐118.
Moller, T., B. O. Roken, S. S. Lewerin and K. Lyashchenko (2006). "The elephant Rapid Test (RT) the
future diagnostic test for TB (M. tuberculosis) in elephants? Call for a validation study in Europe."
Proceedings International Elephant Conservation and Research Symposium: 119‐124.
Peloquin, C. A., J. N. Maslow, S. K. Mikota, A. Forrest, F. Dunker, R. Isaza, L. R. Peddie, J. Peddie and M.
Zhu (2006). "Dose selection and pharmacokinetics of rifampin in elephants for the treatment of
tuberculosis." Journal of Veterinary Pharmacology and Therapeutics 29(6): 581‐585.
Rothschild, B. M. and R. Laub (2006). "Hyperdisease in the late Pleistocene:validation of an early 20th
century hypothesis." Naturwissenschaften 93: 557‐564.
Rothschild, B. M. and L. D. Martin (2006). "Did ice‐age bovids spread tuberculosis?"
Naturwissenschaften 93: 565‐569.
Pathognomonic metacarpal undermining is a skeletal pathology that has been associated with
Mycobacterium tuberculosis in bovids. Postcranial artiodactyl, perissodactyl, and carnivore
skeletons were examined in major university and museum collections of North America and
Europe for evidence of this and other pathology potentially attributable to tuberculosis. Among
nonproboscidean mammals from pre‐Holocene North America, bone lesions indicative of
tuberculosis were restricted to immigrant bovids from Eurasia. No bone lesions compatible
with diagnosis of tuberculosis were found in large samples of other pre‐Holocene (164
Oligocene, 397 Miocene, and 1,041 Plio‐Pleistocene) North American mammals, including
114 antilocaprids. Given the unchanged frequency of bovid tubercular disease during the
Pleistocene, it appears that most did not die from the disease but actually reached an
accommodation with it (as did the mastodon) (Rothschild and Laub 2006). Thus, they were
sufficiently long‐lived to assure greater spread of the disease. The relationships of the
proboscidean examples need further study, but present evidence suggests a Holarctic spread of
tuberculosis during the Pleistocene, with bovids acting as vectors. While the role of other
animals in the transmission of tuberculosis could be considered, the unique accommodation
achieved by bovids and mastodons makes them the likely "culprits" in its spread.
Ceylan, E., A. Gülsün, M. Gencer and N. Aksoy (2005). "A new parameter in the detection of
tuberculosis activity: Reactive oxygen metabolites." Respiration 72(2): 156‐159.
Background and Objectives: In countries with a high frequency of tuberculosis, there are
problems not only with active lung tuberculosis but also with past lung tuberculosis. Cases with
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sequel tuberculosis very frequently present with complaints like tuberculosis, and it is very hard
to determine whether it is a sequel tuberculosis complication or reactivation of tuberculosis. In
this study, we measured the serum reactive oxygen metabolite (ROM) levels of patients with
active pulmonary tuberculosis and healthy controls, and investigated if these metabolites can be
used as a criterion for differentiation between active pulmonary tuberculosis and sequel
pulmonary tuberculosis. Methods: 40 patients with active tuberculosis, 35 patients with sequel
pulmonary tuberculosis and 30 healthy control subjects with a similar age range and sex
distribution were included in the study. Serum total ROM levels were detected in the patients
and control group. Results: Mean serum ROM values were 994 ± 236, 551 ± 135 and 236 ± 59
U/l among active lung tuberculosis cases, sequel lung tuberculosis cases and the healthy control
group, respectively. As a result of these findings, serum ROM levels of active lung tuberculosis
cases and sequel lung tuberculosis cases were significantly higher than those of the control
group (both p < 0.001). The serum ROM levels of active lung tuberculosis cases were also
significantly higher than those of sequel lung tuberculosis cases (p < 0.001). Conclusions: In the
light of our findings, it may be assumed that serum total ROM values can be used as an activity
criterion in the differentiation of active lung tuberculosis and sequel lung tuberculosis. Copyright
© 2005 S. Karger AG.
Clauss, M., N. Robert, C. Walzer, C. Vitaud and J. Hummel (2005). "Testing predictions on body mass
and gut contents: dissection of an African elephant Loxodonta africana Blumenbach 1797." Eur J Wildl
Res 51: 291‐294.
The values reported in the literature for the total gastrointestinal tract (GIT) content mass of
elephants are lower than expected from interspeci.c mammalian regression. This .nding agrees
with theoretical considerations that elephants should have less capacious GITs than other
herbivorous mammals, resulting in short ingesta retention times. However, the data on
elephants was so far derived from either diseased zoo specimens or free‐ranging animals
subjected to an unknown hunting stress. In this study, we weighed the wet contents of the GIT
segments of a captive African elephant that was euthanased because of a positive serological
tuberculosis test, but that was clinically healthy, did not show a reduced appetite, and ingested
food up to the time of euthanasia. The animal weighed 3,140 kg and its total gut contents were
542 kg or 17% of body mass. This is in close accord with the published mammalian herbivore
regression equation of Parra (Comparison of foregut and hindgut fermentation in herbivores. In:
Montgomery GG (ed) The ecology of arboreal folivores. Smithsonian Institution Press,
Washington DC, pp205‐230, 1978) and contradicts the notion that elephants have comparatively
less capacious gastrointestinal tracts. Data on the individual gut segments, however, do support
earlier suspicions that elephants have a comparatively less capacious caecum and a
disproportionally capacious colon.
Cousins, D. V. and N. Florisson (2005). "A review of tests available for use in the diagnosis of
tuberculosis in non‐bovine species." Rev Sci Tech Off Int Epiz 24(3): 1039‐1059.
Bovine tuberculosis is an important disease that has impacts on regional and international trade.
The disease can affect both social and economic stability and have a deleterious affect on
species diversity. The intradermal tuberculin test has been in use for almost a century and,
despite the technological advances of the last two decades, is still the only prescribed test for
the diagnosis of tuberculosis in cattle. Many other species of animal, including humans, can be
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infected with Mycobacterium bovis. This paper reviews the various tests that have been used by
researchers for detecting infection with M. bovis in a variety of animal species, and attempts to
prioritise or comment on the importance of having appropriately validated diagnostics for the
different species. The difficulties of test validation using small numbers of animals, especially
when tuberculosis occurs in only a few instances or the species of animal affected is rare and/or
valuable, are discussed.
Deem, S. L., J. L. Brown, L. Eggert, C. Wemmer, W. Htun, T. Nyunt, S. Murray and P. Leimgruber (2005).
Health and management of working elephants in Myanmar (Burma). Procedings American Association
of Zoo Veterinarians.
Myanmar has approximately 6,000 working elephants. Remaining wild elephants are
declining, partly because of live‐capture for captivity. Through health and reproductive
assessments, genetic analyses and GPS tracking of captive and wild elephants, we are exploring
linkages between the two populations and conducting studies to reduce morbidity and mortality
of captive elephants. Captive elephants live and work in Myanmar's forests in close proximity
and contact to the remaining wild herds. We propose that reducing morbidity and mortality in
the captive elephants will decrease the need for live‐capture, and the risk of disease
transmission, to wild elephants.
Introduction
There are an estimated 6,000 working elephants in Myanmar ‐ half owned by the government
operated Myanmar Timber Enterprise (MTE) and half owned privately.5 This may be one of the
largest captive elephant populations in the world and its management will have a significant
impact on remaining wild herds in Myanmar.4,6,8 With mortality rates higher than birth rates,
the working population is probably maintained by supplementing it with elephants captured
from the wild.5 There is evidence that continued harvest of wild elephants may have reduced
the remaining wild populations of Myanmar. Recent surveys of wild populations in two of
Myanmar's protected elephant ranges revealed extremely low dung counts, indicative of small
and declining herds. Constant contact with captive elephants in Myanmar's forests may
exacerbate the threat to Myanmar wild elephants by increasing the transmission of disease
between these two groups. For both the above reasons, we believe that the conservation of
wild elephants in Myanmar will require significant improvements in the care and management
of currently existing captive populations.
Elephants owned by MTE receive veterinary care from the Burmese veterinarians that work for
the timber company and travel extensively throughout the country to sites were the elephants
are located.1 There is a dire need for veterinary supplies and laboratory capabilities in the
country. Currently, veterinary practices are based on the extensive field experience of lead MTE
veterinarians. However, MTE veterinarians frequently rely on older published work 3,7 and would
benefit significantly from training that incorporates new insights into elephant health and new
veterinary techniques. Similarly, because of their close‐up experience of elephant health
problems in the forests, MTE veterinarians may be able to make important new contributions to
the care and management of elephants elsewhere.
The overall objective of our study is to work jointly with MTE veterinarians to develop long‐term
captive population management strategies to reduce mortality and increase births in the
working timber elephants and stop the continued off‐take of animals from the wild to
supplement captive herds.
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Methods
The health component of this study has five major objectives. These are to:
1
Conduct a training workshop, in conjunction with MTE veterinarians, on elephant
management and veterinary care.
2
Develop protocols so that the MTE veterinarians can collect samples for reproductive,
genetic, and health status assessments.
3
Analyze samples and provide data to MTE veterinarians to improve husbandry,
preventive care and disease treatment of working elephants.
4
Develop a comprehensive bibliography of all published information on the health and
management of Myanmar elephants.
5
Perform an epidemiologic evaluation of records available on the historic and current
working elephant population.
Specific steps to achieve these objectives include:
1
Determine causes and rates of morbidity and mortality of captive MTE elephants.
2
Determine causes of low rates of reproduction in captivity.
3
Develop a genetic profile of the captive herds.
4
Develop a protocol to assess oozies‐Burmese mahout‐expertise in parallel with
endocrine and health assessments to determine quality of care and potentially related
stress.
5
Develop small population viability models to assess how current mortality effects
long‐term survival of the captive population and what supplementation from the wild is
needed for short‐ and long‐term sustainability.
6
Use population viability models to demonstrate how supplementation from the wild will
negatively affect that population.
7
Get baseline health parameter data on free‐ranging elephants.
8
Quantify habitat/space use using GPS and satellite tracking of captive and wild
elephants.
Results and Discussion
During an initial exploratory visit in November 2004, we learned that the annual mortality rate
for MTE working elephants was 2.4% (66) in 2003. Deaths occurred in all age groups
(>18 yr, n = 40; 4 ‐ 17 yr, n = 11; <4 yr, n = 15) and included preventable diseases (i.e.,
poor nutrition, heat stroke, diarrhea, dystocia, infectious and parasitic agents).
Additionally, we collected samples for performing health, genetic and endocrine
analyses of 22 elephants maintained in one of the working camps (results to be
presented). A relationship also was established with the veterinary staff at the Yangon
Zoo, including follow up donations of veterinary literature and journals to the zoo. We
provided medical advice for the care of an orphaned elephant calf and other animals
housed at the zoo during our brief visit. We are seeking funds for a training course to be
conducted in late 2005 and hope to perform health evaluations on a larger number of
zoo and working elephants during that visit.
The National Zoo already has an extensive conservation program for wild elephants in
Myanmar.4,6,8 This program has focused on assessing wild elephant populations in
protected areas and satellite‐tracking of four wild elephants to learn more about their
conservation status and ecology in Myanmar. Currently this work is being extended to
a national elephant survey. Part of this work included collecting fecal samples for
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genetic and health assessments.
The Smithsonian team of researchers involved in this project includes a veterinarian,
reproduction physiologist, geneticist, conservation biologist, and landscape ecologist. All
members of this multidisciplinary team have extensive experience working with elephants and
together provide the necessary expertise to study and understand the numerous factors
affecting Myanmar's captive elephants and the long‐term survival of elephants in Myanmar.
These challenges range from human land use and elephant population fragmentation,
human‐elephant conflict, poor reproduction and health care of captive elephants and lack of
information on the health status of the wild elephants. A viable conservation initiative for the
elephants of Myanmar requires that health issues be addressed as one component of a
comprehensive program to address the anthropogenic pressures on both working and wild
elephants.2
The elephants of Myanmar are an excellent example of the fine line that exists between captive
and wild animals, especially as it relates to health. Captive and wild elephants are regularly in
direct and indirect contact. The working elephants live with their oozies who may expose
them to diseases, such as tuberculosis. The working elephants in turn may encounter wild
elephants at night in the forests where they forage and live during non‐working hours. In fact,
the majority of captive born calves are said to be sired by wild bulls. Potentially, the use of
working elephants in selectively extracting valuable timber provides new strategies for the
conservation of elephants and forests. Most likely, "elephant‐logging" is less damaging than
machine‐operated timbering projects that tend to clear‐cut areas and also damage the soil and
streams. However, decreasing the negative impact of such practices (i.e., minimizing off‐take
of elephants from the wild, decreasing disease risks to the wild elephants) is imperative.
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Tuberculosis, particularly Mycobacterium bovis and M. tuberculosis, is an important health issue
in zoological collections. Zoos are a particular public health concern because of the close
contact between tuberculosis‐susceptible animals and humans, specifically animal handlers and
visitors.16 Evidence of M. tuberculosis transmission between humans and elephants, confirmed
by DNA fingerprinting, has been reported.13 Between 1994 and 2001, M. tuberculosis was
isolated from trunk washes of captive elephants from 11 herds in the United States.17 To date,
most reported cases of tuberculosis have occurred in captive Asian elephants (Elephas
maximus).14 In 1997, the National Tuberculosis Working Group for Zoo and Wildlife Species
partnered with the USDA to formulate the "Guidelines for the Control of Tuberculosis in
Elephants." 15 This document outlines criteria for the testing, surveillance, and treatment of
tuberculosis in elephants. The guidelines recommend annual monitoring of elephants by
mycobacterial culture of three direct trunk washes collected over 1 wk. Isolation of
Mycobacterium avium and non‐tuberculous mycobacteria from elephant trunk wash samples is
common, but these organisms have not been associated with clinical disease.14,18 This case
report details clinical disease with fatal complications of an atypical mycobacterial infection in
an African elephant (Loxodonta africana). In September 2003, an African elephant presented
with acute, severe lameness of the left rear limb with subsequent swelling of the stifle.
Diagnostic procedures included aspiration cytology of the swelling, radiographs, and
thermographic imaging. The exact location of the injury could not be detected, but a lesion to
the stifle or coxofemoral articulation was suspected. After 13 mo of treatment, including pulse
therapy with a variety of nonsteroidal anti‐inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), weekly to biweekly
injections of polysulfated glycosaminoglycan, and intensive foot care efforts to treat secondary
pedal lesions of both rearlimbs, the animal died acutely. Gross necropsy revealed
granulomatous osteomyelitis with necrosis/loss of the femoral head and acetabulum and
pulmonary granulomas. Both of these lesions contained acid‐fast bacteria on cytology. While
awaiting confirmatory culture results, quarantine procedures were established for the elephant
facility and a program was established to screen all zoo personnel in close contact with the
elephant or who participated in the necropsy. All personnel were tested by the Chicago
Department of Public Health without documented conversion. Mycobacterium szulgai was
ultimately cultured from both coxofemoral and pulmonary lesions. Mycobacterium szulgai is an
uncommon nontuberculous mycobacterium that is usually isolated from pathologic lesions in
humans.21 This bacterial species was first identified in 1972.11 The lungs are the main locality for
pathologic manifestation in humans and several cases have been in patients with acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome.9,20,21 Infection due to M. szulgai most frequently produces
thin‐walled cavities in lungs resembling tuberculosis.4 Other documented sites of infection
include the skin, bone, and tendon sheath (causing a carpal tunnel syndrome).2,9,10,12,19,20
Intra‐operative contamination from ice water has led to M. szulgai keratitis after laser‐assisted
ophthalmic surgeries.6 A case of disseminated disease in a previously healthy young human has
been reported.5 No evidence of human‐to‐human transmission of this organism has been
documented and human cases are believed to originate from environmental sources.12 The
natural habitat of the organism is unknown, but previous reports suggest an association of the
bacteria with water of swimming pools and fish tanks.1,21 The organism has been cultured from a
snail and tropical fish.1,3 No standard recommendation for the treatment of M. szulgai infection
currently exists. In general, triple antibiotic therapies used in standard mycobacterial
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treatments are reported with a low rate of relapses and sterilization of sputum cultures within a
mean of 3 mo.3 Pulmonary lesions in this elephant were chronic; it was not possible to
determine when initial infection occurred. Infection could have occurred in captivity or in the
wild prior to captivity. Three trunk washes over the past year had been negative for
mycobacterial culture. Osteomyelitis in the hip may have developed secondary to
hematogenous spread from the lungs with the acute lameness resulting from a pathologic
fracture associated with this infection. Alternatively, though considered less likely, a traumatic
fracture of the hip could have occurred, with bacterial inoculation and secondary osteomyelitis
as a result of increased blood flow to the site. The source of infection for this elephant remains
unknown. Prevalence of this organism in the natural habitat or captive environment of the
elephants has not been previously documented.
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Larsen, R. S., M. Kay, J. Triantis and M. D. Salman (2005). Update on serological detection of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection in Asian elephants. 2005 Proceedings AAZV, AAWV, AZA
Nutrition Advisory Group.
Tuberculosis has become an important disease in captive elephants, particularly Asian elephants
(Elephas maximus). Diagnosing tuberculosis in elephants has been problematic as many tests
have inadequate sensitivity or specificity.2‐4 A multiple‐antigen enzyme‐linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA) was previously investigated for detecting infection in Asian elephants and African
elephants (Loxodonta africana); this test had excellent sensitivity and specificity, but needed
further evaluation.1 Modifications to the multiple‐antigen ELISA panel have since been made.
Valuable antigens were retained, other antigens were removed, and new ones were added.
This modified ELISA was re‐evaluated, using serum from 68 Asian elephants. Sixteen had M.
tuberculosis ‐positive trunk cultures, while 52 were either culture negative at necropsy or had a
history of negative trunk cultures and no contact with infected elephants. Seven elephants were
evaluated over time. The test was 100% (95% CI; 95‐100%) specific and 94% (95% CI; 79‐100%)
sensitive using two of the six antigens (M. bovis strain AN5 culture filtrate and M. tuberculosis
early secretory antigenic target 6). "Effectively‐treated" elephants had decreasing seroreactivity,
but those that were culture‐positive post‐treatment were more consistently seroreactive.
Although "effectivelytreated" elephants had declining seroreactivity, they still usually had higher
values than animals that had never been infected. Serology continues to show great promise in
detecting tuberculosis in elephants, often detecting infection months‐to‐years sooner than
trunk wash culture. Advances in techniques may soon make serology even more practical.
While serology should not replace trunk‐wash culture, it is a useful adjunct for early detection of
infection in elephants and for monitoring treatment.
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Swedish zoo." Vet. Rec 156(6): 171‐175.
Between 2001 and 2003, there was an outbreak of tuberculosis in a Swedish zoo which involved
elephants, giraffes, rhinoceroses and buffaloes. Cultures of trunk lavages were used to detect
infected elephants, tuberculin testing was used in the giraffes and buffaloes, and tracheal lavage
and tuberculin testing were used in the rhinoceroses. The bacteria isolated were investigated by
spoligotyping and restriction fragment length polymorphism. Five elephants and one giraffe
were found to have been infected by four different strains of Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
Lyashchenko, K., M. Miller and W. R. Waters (2005). Application of MAPIA (Multiple antigen print
immunoassay) and rapid lateral flow technology for tuberculosis testing of elephants. 2005
Proceedings AAZV, AAWV, AZA Nutrition Advisory Group.
Tuberculosis (TB) remains a serious re‐emerging disease in wildlife and zoo animals.
Mycobacterium tuberculosis has been isolated from 30 captive Asian elephant (Elephas maximus
within 14 herds in the United States (1994‐2004) and Mycobacterium bovis has been isolated
from one African elephant (Loxodonta africana) (Mikota, pers. comm.).3 There are several
challenges with elephant TB diagnosis. Culture of trunk wash has relatively poor sensitivity and
is subject to contamination. Skin test is not validated in elephants and there is little reliability
in these results.4
Serologic tests are appealing because samples can be stored for future
analysis, archived samples can be analyzed, various assay platforms can be directly compared,
and these assays are amenable to serial analysis (e.g., to monitor therapy). There is currently a
multiple antigen ELISA test available for experimental use in elephants.1
To improve tuberculosis control, new diagnostic tools should be rapid, accurate, and host
species‐independent. Two novel serologic methods, MultiAntigen Print ImmunoAssay (MAPIA)
and lateral‐flow technology (Rapid Test), have been adapted for use in white‐tailed deer,
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European badger, cattle, and Asian and African elephants for the detection of TB‐specific
antibody. Serologic markers of diagnostic importance have been identified for each host tested
so far. With MAPIA, a machine prints specific antigens horizontally on a nitrocellulose
membrane which can be cut into strips and used in Western blot.2
Strips are incubated with
test serum samples, then an anti‐Ig conjugate and color developer. Using this assay, an
antibody response to multiple mycobacterial antigens has been observed in sera from M.
tb‐infected elephants. No antibody response was detected to any antigens in non‐infected
elephant sera. Additionally, the kinetics of antibody responses by elephants undergoing
antibiotic therapy indicates that the MAPIA could be used for monitoring treatment and to
determine recrudescence of infection.
Using selected antigens, a lateral‐flow test was developed for rapid antibody detection that can
be used in multiple species. The Rapid Test can use serum, plasma, or whole blood and provides
results within 15 min. These tests are similar to in‐clinic tests for FIV/FeLV detection (snap
test, IDDEX). If a band is present in the test strip, it indicates a positive reaction (antibody
present). A panel of sera from healthy and TB infected elephants showed good correlation
between the MAPIA and the rapid test (Table 1).
In summary, it appears that TB‐infected elephants produce a robust antibody response that can
be detected in serologic assays. Of special significance is the kinetics of the response, which
may permit earlier detection of infection than current diagnostic methods. While initial results
are promising, additional studies are required to validate these two assays. A relatively small
set of serum samples from documented infected and non‐infected elephants was used, and
more samples are needed to further validate the tests. MAPIA has been used to optimize
antigen selection in order to make the most sensitive and specific Rapid Test. This strategy may
also allow for identification of "treatment‐sensitive" antigens that could be used in the MAPIA
format to monitor TB therapy. While elephants will be used as an initial "proof of concept"
species for test development, additional samples from other species will also be evaluated to
determine applicability to other species (i.e., a host species‐independent test), thus benefiting
other groups such as primates, rhinos, cervids, etc.
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Maslow, J. N., S. K. Mikota, M. Zhu, H. Riddle and C. A. Peloquin (2005). "Pharmacokinetics of
ethambutol (EMB) in elephants." J Vet Pharmacol Ther 28(3): 321‐323.
Maslow, J. N., S. K. Mikota, M. Zhu, R. Isaza, L. R. Peddie, F. Dunker, J. Peddie, H. Riddle and C. A.
Peloquin (2005). "Population pharmacokinetics of isoniazid in the treatment of Mycobacterium
tuberculosis among Asian and African elephants (Elephas maximus and Loxodonta africana)." J. Vet.
Pharmacol. Ther 28(1): 21‐27.
We recently described the clinical presentation and treatment of 18 elephants from six herds
infected with TB. Treatment protocols and methods varied between herds to include both oral
and rectal dosing using multiple drug doses and formulations. In this paper we present
information regarding the pharmacokinetics (PK) of isoniazid (INH) in elephants and provide
suggestions regarding initial treatment regimens. Forty‐one elephants received INH daily by
either oral or rectal administration with different formulations. Population PK analysis was
performed using Non‐linear Mixed Effect Modeling (NONMEM). Results of oral administration
indicated that compared with premixed INH solution, the drug exposure was highest with a
suspension prepared freshly with INH powder. When INH was concomitantly given as an
admixture over food, Tmax was delayed and variability in drug absorption was significantly
increased. Compared with oral administration, similar drug exposures were found when INH was
dosed rectally. The data generated suggest that a starting dose of 7.5 mg/kg of INH is
appropriate for initial TB treatment in elephants when premixed solution is administered
directly into the oropharynx or rectal vault and 4 mg/kg are when INH is administered following
immediate suspension from powdered form
Moller, T., B. Roken, L. Petersson, C. Vitaud and K. Lyashchenko (2005). Preliminary results of a new
serological test for detection of TB‐infection (Mycobacterium tuberculosis) in elephants (Elephas
maximus and Loxodonta africanum) ‐ Swedish Case studies. Verh.ber.Erkrg.Zootiere.
Naz, R. K., S. K. Gupta, J. C. Gupta, H. K. Vyas and A. G. Talwar (2005). "Recent advances in contraceptive
vaccine development: a mini‐review." Hum. Reprod 20(12): 3271‐3283.
Contraceptive vaccines (CV) may provide viable and valuable alternatives to the presently
available methods of contraception. The molecules that are being explored for CV development
either target gamete production [luteinizing hormone‐releasing hormone (LHRH)/GnRH, FSH],
gamete function [sperm antigens and oocyte zona pellucida (ZP)], and gamete outcome (HCG).
CV targeting gamete production have shown varied degrees of efficacy; however, they either
affect sex steroids causing impotency and/or show only a partial rather than a complete effect
in inhibiting gametogenesis. However, vaccines based on LHRH/GnRH are being developed by
several pharmaceutical companies as substitutes for castration of domestic pets, farm and wild
animals, and for therapeutic anticancer purposes such as in prostatic hypertrophy and
carcinoma. These vaccines may also find applications in clinical situations that require the
inhibition of increased secretions of sex steroids, such as in uterine fibroids, polycystic ovary
syndrome, endometriosis and precocious puberty. CV targeting molecules involved in gamete
function such as sperm antigens and ZP proteins are exciting choices. Sperm constitute the most
promising and exciting target for CV. Several sperm‐specific antigens have been delineated in
several laboratories and are being actively explored for CV development. Studies are focused on
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delineating appropriate sperm‐specific epitopes, and increasing the immunogenicity (specifically
in the local genital tract) and efficacy on the vaccines. Anti‐sperm antibody (ASA)‐mediated
immunoinfertility provides a naturally occurring model to indicate how a vaccine might work in
humans. Vaccines based on ZP proteins are quite efficacious in producing contraceptive effects,
but may induce oophoritis, affecting sex steroids. They are being successfully tested to control
feral populations of dogs, deer, horses and elephants, and populations of several species of zoo
animals. The current research for human applicability is focused on delineating infertility‐related
epitopes (B‐cell epitopes) from oophoritis‐inducing epitopes (T‐cell epitopes). Vaccines targeting
gamete outcome primarily focus on the HCG molecule. The HCG vaccine is the first vaccine to
undergo Phase I and II clinical trials in humans. Both efficacy and lack of immunopathology have
been reasonably well demonstrated for this vaccine. At the present time, studies are focused on
increasing the immunogenicity and efficacy of the birth control vaccine, and examining its
clinical applications in various HCG‐producing cancers. The present article will focus on the
current status of the anti‐sperm, anti‐ZP, anti‐LHRH/GnRH and anti‐HCG vaccines
Pandey, R. and G. K. Khuller (2005). "Antitubercular inhaled therapy: opportunities, progress and
challenges." Journal of Antimicrobial Therapy 55: 430‐435.
Waters, W. R., M. V. Palmer, J. P. Bannantine, R. Greenwald, J. Esfandiari, P. Andersen, J. McNair, J. M.
Pollock and K. P. Lyashchenko (2005). "Antibody responses in reindeer (Rangifer tarandus) infected
with Mycobacterium bovis." Clinical and Diagnostic Laboratory Immunology 12(6): 727‐735.
Despite having a very low incidence of disease, reindeer (Rangifer tarandus) are subject to
tuberculosis (TB) testing requirements for interstate shipment and herd accreditation in the
United States. Improved TB tests are desperately needed, as many reindeer are falsely classified
as reactors by current testing procedures. Sera collected sequentially from 11 (experimentally)
Mycobacterium bovis‐infected reindeer and 4 noninfected reindeer were evaluated by
enzyme‐linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), immunoblotting, and multiantigen print
immunoassay (MAPIA) for antibody specific to M. bovis antigens. Specific antibody was detected
as early as 4 weeks after challenge with M. bovis. By MAPIA, sera were tested with 12 native and
recombinant antigens, which were used to coat nitrocellulose. All M. bovis‐infected reindeer
developed responses to MPB83 and a fusion protein, Acr1/MPB83, and 9/11 had responses to
MPB70. Other antigens less commonly recognized included MPB59, ESAT‐6, and CFP10.
Administration of purified protein derivatives for skin testing boosted serum antibody
responses, as detected by each of the assays. Of the noninfected reindeer, 2/4 had responses
that were detectable immediately following skin testing, which correlated with pathological
findings (i.e., presence of granulomatous lesions yet the absence of acid‐fast bacteria). The
levels of specific antibody produced by infected reindeer appeared to be associated with disease
progression but not with cell‐mediated immunity. These findings indicate that M. bovis infection
of reindeer elicits an antibody response to multiple antigens that can be boosted by skin testing.
Serological tests using carefully selected specific antigens have potential for early detection of
infections in reindeer.
Zhu, M., J. N. Maslow, S. K. Mikota, R. Isaza, F. Dunker, H. Riddle and C. A. Peloquin (2005). "Population
pharmacokinetics of pyrazinamide in elephants." J. Vet. Pharmacol. Ther 28(5): 403‐409.
This study was undertaken to characterize the population pharmacokinetics (PK), therapeutic
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dose, and preferred route of administration for pyrazinamide (PZA) in elephants. Twenty‐three
African (Loxodonta africana) and Asian (Elephas maximus) elephants infected with or in contact
with others culture positive for Mycobacterium tuberculosis were dosed under treatment
conditions. PZA was dosed daily at 20‐30 mg/kg via oral (fasting or nonfasting state) or rectal
(enema or suppository) administration. Blood samples were collected 0‐24 h postdose.
Population PK was estimated using nonlinear mixed effect modeling. Drug absorption was rapid
with T(max) at or before 2 h regardless of the method of drug administration. C(max) at a mean
dose of 25.6 (+/‐4.6) mg/kg was 19.6 (+/‐9.5 microg/mL) for PZA given orally under fasting
conditions. Under nonfasting conditions at a mean dose of 26.1 +/‐ 4.2 mg/kg, C(max) was 25%
(4.87 +/‐ 4.89 microg/mL) and area under concentration curve (AUC) was 30% of the values
observed under fasting conditions. Mean rectal dose of 32.6 +/‐ 15.2 mg/kg yielded C(max) of
12.3 +/‐ 6.3 microg/mL, but comparable AUC to PZA administered orally while fasting. Both oral
and rectal administration of PZA appeared to be acceptable and oral dosing is preferred because
of the higher C(max) and lower inter‐subject variability. A starting dose of 30 mg/kg is
recommended with drug monitoring between 1 and 2 h postdose. Higher doses may be required
if the achieved C(max) values are below the recommended 20‐50 microg/mL range
Dangolla, A., D. K. Ekanayake, R. Rajapakse, J. P. Dubey and I. D. Silva (2004). Presence of Toxoplasma
gondii antibodies in captive elephants (Elephaus maximus maximus)) in Sri Lanka. Proceedings of the
Peradeniya University Research Sessions, Sri Lanka, Vol 9 November 10, 2004.
Forty‐five privately owned captive, apparently healthy elephants were blood sampled in order
to detect the presence of antibodies against Toxoplasma gondii during August 2003‐ June 2004.
The elephants were from 5 of the 11 districts in which, captive elephants live at present. Blood
samples were transported in ice to the laboratory, serum separated immediately and frozen
until analysed. A direct modified agglutination test was performed on serum. Sera of 14 of 45
(32%) elephants were found to be positive for the test. Highest titre reported was 1:400. A
significantly high number of females (11/14) were positive for T.gondii antibodies compared
with the male elephants (P = 0.02). The differences in titres among the age groups of elephants
were not significant (P > 0.05). It appears that Toxoplasmosis is common among the Sri Lankan
captive Elephants. Considering the nature of the infection, the sero‐positive animals could
become clinically diseased when immune‐compromised, such as observed in the case of
tuberculosis. Elephants, may have contacted this disease through faecal contamination from
wild, semi wild or domestic animals. The fate of the parasites within elephant's body and
investigating the possibility of elephants infecting humans or other animals may be of
importance. This is the first report on presence of antibodies to T.gondii infection in elephants in
Sri Lanka
Hirsch, D. C. and E. L. Biberstein (2004). Mycobacterium. Veterinary Microbiology. D. C. Hirsch, N. J.
MacLachlan and R. L. Walker. Ames, Iowa, Blackwell: 223‐234.
Janssen, D. L., J. E. Oosterhuis, J. Fuller and K. Williams (2004). Field technique: A method for obtaining
trunk wash mycobacterial cultures in anesthetized free‐ranging African elephants (Loxodonta
africana). 2004 PROCEEDINGS AAZV, AAWV, WDA JOINT CONFERENCE.
The Guidelines for the Control of Tuberculosis in Elephants 2003 (Guidelines) of the National
tuberculosis Working Group for Zoo and Wildlife Species were written to protect the health and
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safety of captive elephants together with their handlers and the viewing public.1 The Guidelines
specifically address the display and transport of captive elephants but do not address the unique
situation of free‐living elephants being imported and subsequently displayed to the public.
Although the Guidelines describe a technique for collecting and handling a trunk wash in a
trained, standing, non‐anesthetized elephant, it does not describe a similar technique for
anesthetized elephants in lateral recumbency. In an attempt to detect active mycobacterial
infection in a group of 3 male and 8 female free‐ranging African elephants scheduled for import
into the United States, a technique was developed for collecting trunk washes in recumbent,
anesthetized elephants for mycobacterial culture.
A South African game‐capture crew, experienced in translocating elephants, anesthetized
elephants in groups via remote drug delivery and from a helicopter. The ground crew
accomplished multiple simultaneous procedures including anesthesia maintenance and
monitoring, physical and reproductive examinations, collection of general diagnostic and
investigative samples, and trunk washes for mycobacterial cultures. This was accomplished
while the capture crew was preparing animals for loading into specially designed trailers for
transport to a holding boma. Little time was available for any one of procedure with multiple
animals being attended to at one time.
Once an elephant was stable in lateral recumbency, a 3‐m foal stomach tube, prepackaged and
sterilized, was inserted into the dependent side of the trunk tip. It was then gently fed up the
trunk approximately 2.5 m. A 50‐ml sample suction trap was attached to the end of the foal
tube.The suction trap was then attached to a battery powered, portable aspirator pump
designed for emergency medical care. The aspiration pump was activated to collect secretions
from the most proximal portion of the trunk. If little or no secretions were collected by this
means, the system was disconnected between the sample trap and the foal tube. Then, 100 ml
of sterile saline was placed into raised end of the foal tube allowing it to drain toward the tip
through gravity. The suction trap and aspiration pump were reattached to collect a sample in
the sample trap. Then, the sample trap was replaced with a new trap, and the foal tube was
inserted into the oral pharynx for collection of a separate oropharyngeal sample. This same
procedure was repeated with each elephant.
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Epidemiologic investigation of a Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection of multiple animal species in a
metropolitan zoo. 2004 PROCEEDINGS AAZV, AAWV, WDA JOINT CONFERENCE.
From 1997 to 2000, six cases of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (TB) infection were diagnosed in
three species of animals at, or recently originating from, the Los Angeles Zoo. Restriction
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis showed that five of six animal isolates shared an
identical IS6110 pattern, with the sixth differing only by one additional band. A multiinstitutional
epidemiologic investigation was conducted to identify and interrupt possible transmission
among the animal cases, and to screen personnel for active TB infection and TB skin‐test
conversion.
Animal Cases
In April and October of 1994, Asian elephant (Elephas maximus) #1 and Asian elephant #2
arrived at the Los Angeles Zoo from a private elephant facility where they had lived together.
They were housed together at the zoo until November of 1996 when elephant #2 was returned
to the facility for several months before transfer to another zoo. In the spring of 1997, Elephant
#1 (30 yr old) died of salmonellosis, with M. tuberculosis found in granulomatous lymph node
lesions from the thoracic and abdominal cavities, and Elephant #2 (30 yr old) was found to have
a positive trunk wash culture for M. tuberculosis. In July of 1998, one of a closed herd of three
Rocky Mountain goats (Oreamnos americanus) consisting of a sire and two offspring, died of
pulmonary M. tuberculosis at 6 yr of age. The goat's asymptomatic herdmates were screened
and had negative chest radiographs and tracheal wash cultures, but one of the two goats was
positive on tuberculin skin‐test. In October of 1998, a clinically normal Black rhinocerus (Diceros
bicornis) was diagnosed with Mycobacerium tuberculosis after a positive skin test and nasal
wash culture. In the winter of 1998, the two remaining goats were evaluated again with
negative chest radiographs and tracheal wash cultures. However, 1 yr later, both were
humanely euthanatized at 8 and 12 yr of age due to clinical evidence of tuberculosis on chest
radiographs (both animals), and active clinical signs in one (neither were able to be orally
treated). In January of 2001, a rhino was humanely euthanatized after a protracted illness that
was nonresponsive to aggressive treatment. The rhino was found to have severe multifocal
hemosiderosis and atypical mycobacterial infection in her lungs, with no M. tuberculosis
cultured. This animal had been treated with oral Isoniazid and Rifampin for 1 yr, cultured
routinely, and was never culture positive again.
Epidemiologic Investigation
Investigators examined medical and location histories of the affected animals, animal handling
practices, health‐care procedures, and performed an infection control assessment of the animal
compounds and health‐care facilities (including measuring air flow in the compounds by smoke
testing). We conducted a review of zoo employee medical records for evidence of TB symptoms,
tuberculin skin‐test results, and chest radiograph information. A list of current and former
employees was cross‐matched with reported TB cases in the California state registry from 1985
to 2000. As part of the annual occupational health screening in June of 2000, zoo employees
underwent questioning regarding TB symptoms, received tuberculin skin tests, and completed a
questionnaire on medical history, job type, and history of contact with the infected animals.
Epidemiologic Findings
No common cross‐species contact outside the animal compounds and no contact with an
infectious human were found. The distance at which the public was kept from the animals and
the distance of the compounds from each other (the elephant compound was 27 meters from
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the rhino compound and the goat compound was 90 m from both) suggests that direct
transmission was unlikely. No active TB cases in humans were found, and no matches were
found in the database of reporte d cases. The RFLP analysis of this strain of M. tuberculosis
matched that of three elephants with which #1 and #2 were housed at a private elephant facility
from September of 1993‐February of 1994.1 We hypothesize that elephants #1 and #2 were
infected at the private facility and were shipped with latent M. tuberculosis infection in 1994,
subsequently infecting the black rhino and Mountain goats at the Los Angeles Zoo.
Of interest, animal caretaking and animal contact were not associated with a positive tuberculin
skin‐test, while groundskeepers were found to have an increased risk of tuberculin skin‐test
conversion compared with other job categories. Employees attending the elephant necropsy
and employees who trained elephants were more likely to have tuberculin skin‐test conversion
than those who did not.
Conclusion
This is the first documented human and veterinary epidemiologic investigation of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis affecting multiple species in a zoo. 2 No evidence of transmission
from humans to animals or active infections in humans were found. Genotyping evidence
strongly suggests transmission from one species to another, although no evidence of
transmission was discovered. Human tuberculin skin‐test conversions associated with the
elephants were most likely due to lack of respiratory protection for these employees when the
risk of TB infection was not known. The finding that groundskeepers and not animal handlers
were associated with a higher risk of tuberculin skin‐test conversion was surprising, and we
hypothesized that this may have to do with groundskeepers as a group being more likely to have
been born outside of the United States.
Control measures to eliminate the spread of disease to people and animals were undertaken
immediately and throughout this outbreak, and no further cases of M. tuberculosis have been
diagnosed at the zoo in the past 3 yr despite ongoing surveillance. Four elephants and three
rhinos that had direct contact with the infected animals remain TB negative by trunk and nasal
wash culture methods as outlined by the USDA for elephant TB surveillance. Methods of indirect
transmission in mammalian zoo species and causes of variability in infection and morbidity
within and among species warrant further investigation. Ongoing vigilance, occupational health
programs and infection control measures in potentially exposed animals are recommended to
prevent ongoing transmission of M. tuberculosis in zoo settings.
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Asian elephants (Elephas maximus) are susceptible to a unique infection caused by elephant
endotheliotropic herpesvirus (EEHV).3,4 Worldwide, between the years 1983 and 2000, there
have been 26 confirmed deaths from this virus in Asian elephants.2 Although most cases have
been fatal, treatment with famciclovir (Famvir, SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals,
Philadelphia,PA 19101 USA) has been associated with survival in three cases of six cases of EEHV
infection proven by PCR.2,5,6 Dose selections for surviving elephants (5.5 ‐ 8.0 mg/kg, p.o. every
8 hr) were made without the benefit of elephant pharmacokinetics and were a direct
extrapolation from recommended human dosages (7 mg/kg, p.o. every 8 hr).5,6 In this study,
famciclovir was administered both orally and rectally in healthy young Asian elephants. The
doses tested in this study were 5 mg/kg orally, 5 mg/kg rectally, and 15 mg/kg rectally. Blood
samples were analyzed for famciclovir and penciclovir using a validated LC/MS assay.
Famciclovir was absorbed well by both routes and underwent rapid biotransformation to the
active compound penciclovir. None of the plasma samples had detectable famciclovir.
Pharmacokinetic parameters for penciclovir were determined using non‐compartmental
analysis. After a single oral dose of 5 mg/kg the Cmax was 1.3 ìg/mL with a Tmax at 1.1 h. After a
rectal dose of 5 mg/kg the Cmax was 1.2 ìg/mL with a Tmax at 0.34 hr. After a rectal dose of
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Cmax of 3.3 ìg/mL. A dose range of 8 ‐15 mg/kg given orally or rectally every 8 hours should
produce penciclovir concentrations in Asian elephants that are considered therapeutic in
humans.
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Between 1991 and 2001 a total of 12 cases of Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection in eight
different species were recorded in the National Zoological Gardens of South Africa in Pretoria
(Tshwane). The genetic relatedness between seven of the M. tuberculosis isolates was
determined by IS6110 restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis. For the majority of
the isolates that were analyzed, a high degree of polymorphism suggested different sources of
infection. Evidence of M. tuberculosis transmission between animals is reported in two
chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) housed together, from which samples were collected for analysis
29 mo apart.
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Results of Mycobacterium tuberculosis detection in animals from six Central European
countries (Croatia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia) spreading over
610402 km2 with a population of 11.8 million heads of cattle were analysed. In the monitoring
period between 1990 and 1999, M. tuberculosis from animals was isolated only in two countries
(Poland and Slovak Republic) from 16 animals with tuberculous lesions. These comprise 9 cattle
(Bos taurus), 4 domestic pigs (Sus scrofa f. domestica) and three wild animals, an African
elephant (Loxodonta africana), agouti (Dasyprocta aguti) and terrestrial tapir (Tapirus terrestris)
from a zoological garden Gdansk in Poland. A steady decrease in the incidence of tuberculosis in
humans was recorded during the monitoring period in all countries. The human population of
the study countries was 68.03 million. In the period monitored, infection caused by M.
tuberculosis was identified in a total of 241040 patients with a decreasing incidence of
tuberculosis found in all countries. The lowest relative bacteriologically confirmed disease was
found in the Czech Republic, Slovak Republic and Slovenia. Given the low number of infected
domestic and wild animals, the epidemiological and epizootiological situation may be
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Mycobacterium elephantis was isolated from a human respiratory specimen in April 1999,
demonstrating its presence in Europe. The biochemical reaction results, antimicrobial
susceptibility pattern, and sequence data for this strain are all in agreement with those of M.
elephantis strains isolated previously from other continents.
Rahman, T. (2003). Infectious and non‐infectious disease of elephants. Healthcare, Breeding and
Management of Asian Elephants. D. Das. New Delhi, Project Elephant. Govt. of India: 108‐118.
Ziccardi, M., H. N. Wong, L. A. Tell, D. Fritcher, J. Blanchard, A. Kilbourn and H. P. Godfrey (2003).
Further optimization and validation of the antigen 85 immunoassay for diagnosing mycobacteriosis in
wildlife. Proc Amer Assoc Zoo Vet.
Mycobacteriosis caused by Mycobacterium bovis, M. tuberculosis and M. avium has been a
well‐documented health problem for zoological collections as long ago as the late 19th century.
Prevalence estimation in these captive wildlife populations, however, has been hampered by
diagnostic test methods that are oftentimes difficult or impossible to conduct and/or interpret
(due to the requirement for multiple immobilizations for measurement of response), the
occurrence of non‐specific results with methods such as the intradermal skin test, and/or the
near‐total lack of validation, optimization and standardization of any of the available test
methods in the species of interest. Additionally, because intradermal skin testing is the
primary screening method for many of these species, the ability to compare exposure in captive
wildlife with exposure in free‐ranging populations has been limited due to the difficulty with
follow‐up in free‐ranging populations. Lastly, unlike testing methods that use serological
techniques, skin testing precludes retrospective studies of banked samples to determine onset
of reactivity.
Recently, human tuberculosis researchers working with tuberculosis in humans have developed
an immunoassay that detects a serum protein complex (the antigen 85, or Ag85, complex)
produced by mycobacteria in the early stages of mycobacterial infections1. Previous work has
shown that this method is a promising diagnostic tool in the evaluation of tuberculosis exposure
in some primate (including orangutan (Pongo pygmaeus), a species known for non‐specific
tuberculin responses)2 and captive hoofstock species3. In order to determine the feasibility
and applicability of a widespread use of this method for captive and free‐ranging wildlife
species, we have undertaken a number of pilot studies on different populations of interest, with
the goals of optimizing and validating the immunoassay through analysis of serum from known
infected and non‐infected individuals and through comparisons with other diagnostic methods.
Thus far, we have begun evaluating the applicability of the antigen 85 immunoassay in various
avian, primate, rhinoceros and hoofstock species for detecting tuberculosis and/or
paratuberculosis (Johne's disease) infections. Preliminary results, a summary of which will be
presented, indicate that this method may be a valuable adjunct to other testing methods
(including gamma interferon and multiple‐antigen ELISA) to allow a better evaluation of true
mycobacterial status in these species.
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Diseases 8(6): 598‐601.
Expansion of ecotourism‐based industries, changes in land‐use practices, and escalating
competition for resources have increased contact between free‐ranging wildlife and humans.
Although human presence in wildlife areas may provide an important economic benefit through
ecotourism, exposure to human pathogens may represent a health risk for wildlife. This report is
the first to document introduction of a primary human pathogen into free‐ranging wildlife. We
describe outbreaks of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, a human pathogen, in free‐ranging banded
mongooses (Mungos mungo) in Botswana and suricates (Suricata suricatta) in South Africa.
Wildlife managers and scientists must address the potential threat that humans pose to the
health of free‐ranging wildlife.
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The earliest writing describing the diseases of elephants in ancient literature said to be the
works on "Gajasastra" (Elephantology) written in Sanskrit by authors like Gautama, Narada,
Mrigacharma, Rajaputra and Vyasa. "Hasthyayurveda" a legendary book in Sanskrit written by a
safe Palakapya deals with some diseases, treatment, desirable and undesirable points of
selection, management practices and some mythological aspects on the origin of elephants. The
earliest book in English dealing with diseases of elephants seems to be that of W. Gilchrist "A
practical treatise on the treatment of diseases of elephants" published in 1848. Later Slym
(1873), Sanderson (1878), Steel (1885), Evans (1910), Herpburn (1913), Milroy (1922), Ptaff
(1940), Ferrier (1947), Utoke Gale (1974), Chandrasekharan (1979) and Panicker (1985) have
documented their findings on the incidence, etiology and control of diseases of Asian elephants.
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Oh, P., R. Granich, J. Scott, B. Sun, M. Joseph, C. Stringfield, S. Thisdell, J. Staley, D. Workman‐Malcolm, L.
Borenstein, E. Lehnkering, P. Ryan, J. Soukup, A. Nitta and J. Flood (2002). "Human exposure following
Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection of multiple animal species in a Metropolitan Zoo." Emerg Infect
Dis 8(11): 1290‐1293.
From 1997 to 2000, Mycobacterium tuberculosis was diagnosed in two Asian elephants (Elephas
maximus), three Rocky Mountain goats (Oreamnos americanus), and one black rhinoceros
(Diceros bicornis) in the Los Angeles Zoo. DNA fingerprint patterns suggested recent
transmission. An investigation found no active cases of tuberculosis in humans; however,
tuberculin skin‐test conversions in humans were associated with training elephants and
attending an elephant necropsy.
Payeur, J. B., J. L. Jarnagin, J. G. Marquardt and D. L. Whipple (2002). "Mycobacterial isolations in
captive elephants in the United States." Ann N Y Acad Sci 969: 256‐258.
Interest in tuberculosis in elephants has been increasing over the past several years in the
United States. Several techniques have been used to diagnose mammalian tuberculosis.
Currently, the test considered most reliable for diagnosis of TB in elephants is based on the
culture of respiratory secretions obtained by trunk washes.
Peloquin, C. (2002). "Therapeutic drug monitoring in the treatment of tuberculosis." Drugs 62(15):
2169‐2183.
Turenne, C., P. Chedore, J. Wolfe, F. Jamieson, K. May and A. Kabani (2002). "Phenotypic and molecular
characterization of clinical isolates of Mycobacterium elephantis from human specimens." J Clin
Microbiol 40(4): 1230‐1236.
Eleven strains of a rapidly growing mycobacterium were isolated from patient specimens
originating from various regions of the province of Ontario, Canada, over a 2‐year period.
Unique high‐performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and PCR‐restriction enzyme pattern
analysis (PRA) profiles initially suggested a new Mycobacterium species, while sequencing of the
16S rRNA gene revealed a sequence match with Mycobacterium sp. strain MCRO 17 (GenBank
accession no. X93028), an isolate determined to be unique which is to date uncharacterized, and
also a close similarity to M. elephantis (GenBank accession no. AJ010747), with six base pair
variations. A complete biochemical profile of these isolates revealed a species of mycobacteria
with phenotypic characteristics similar to those of M. flavescens. HPLC, PRA, and 16S rRNA
sequencing of strain M. elephantis DSM 44368(T) and result comparisons with the clinical
isolates revealed that these strains were in fact M. elephantis, a newly described species
isolated from an elephant. All strains were isolated from human samples, 10 from sputum and
1from an axillary lymph node.
Clifton‐Hadley, R. S., C. M. Sauter‐Louis, I. W. Lugton, R. Jacson, P. A. Durr and J. W. Wilesmith (2001).
Mycobacterial diseases. Infectious Diseases of Wild Mammals. E. S. Williams. Ames, Iowa, Iowa State
University Press,: 340‐361.
Davis, M. (2001). "Mycobacterium tuberculosis risk for elephant handlers and veterinarians." Appl
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Harr, K., R. Isaza and J. Harvey (2001). Clinicopathological findings in Mycobacterium tuberculosis
culture‐positive elephants (Elephas maximus) in comparison to clinically normal elephants.
Proceedings American Association of Zoo Veterinarians, American Association of Wildlife Veterinarians,
Association of Reptilian and Amphibian Veterinarians and the National Association of Zoo and Wildlife
Veterinarians Joint Conference 2001, American Association of Zoo Veterinarians.
Hecht, J. (2001). Telltale bones. New Scientist: 14.
Isaza, R. (2001). The elephant trunk wash ‐ An update. ProcElephant Mangers Association Annual
Conference.
Mikota, S. K., L. Peddie, J. Peddie, R. Isaza, F. Dunker, G. West, W. Lindsay, R. S. Larsen, M. D. Salman, D.
Chatterjee, J. Payeur, D. Whipple, C. Thoen, D. S. Davis, C. Sedgwick, R. Montali, M. Ziccardi and J.
Maslow (2001). "Epidemiology and diagnosis of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in captive Asian
elephants (Elephas maximus)." Journal of Zoo and Wildlife Medicine 32(1): 1‐16.
The deaths of two Asian elephants (Elephas maximus) in August 1996 led the United States
Department of Agriculture to require the testing and treatment of elephants for tuberculosis.
From August 1996 to September 1999. Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection was confirmed by
culture in 12 of 118 elephants in six herds. Eight diagnoses were made antemortem on the basis
of isolation of M. tuberculosis by culture of trunk wash samples; the remainder (including the
initial two) were diagnosed postmortem. We present the case histories, epidemiologic
characteristics, diagnostic test results, and therapeutic plans from these six herds. The
intradermal tuberculin test, enzyme‐linked immunosorbent assay serology, the blood
tuberculosis test, and nucleic acid amplification and culture are compared as methods to
diagnose M. tuberculosis infection in elephants.
Montali, R. J., L. K. Richman, S. K. Mikota, D. L. Schmitt, R. S. Larsen, T. B. Hildebrandt, R. Isaza and W. A.
Lindsay (2001). Management Aspects of Herpesvirus Infections and Tuberculosis in Elephants. A
Research Update on Elephants and Rhinos; Proceedings of the International Elephant and Rhino
Research Symposium, Vienna, June 7‐11, 2001, Schuling Verlag.
Elephant endotheliotropic herpesvirus (EEHV) infections and tuberculosis have emerged as
causes of illness and mortality in captive elephants. Twenty‐six confirmed EEHV cases are
documented. Since 1995, 7 have occurred in North America, 10 in Europe and 2 in Asia. A PCR
test was used to detect the virus in symptomatic animals; a serological test to identify carrier
elephants is under development. The African elephant is a potential source of the EEHV that is
lethal for Asian elephants. Fatal infections have also occurred in Asian elephants without African
elephant contacts. Three of 6 elephants recovered after treatment with antiviral famciclovir;
however, more research is needed to improve the usefulness of this drug. Asian elephants that
are less than 10‐years old and have been moved to another facility and/or have had contact
with African elephants are at increased risk for contracting EEHV. Animals traveling between
facilities with a history of EEHV cases may be at greater risk. All young elephants should be
monitored daily for anorexia, lethargy, body swellings and blue discoloration (bruising) of the
tongue, and be trained for blood sampling and potential oral and rectal treatment with
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famciclovir.
Since 1996, Mycobacterium tuberculosis has affected about 3% of Asian elephants in North
America. Most were from 5 U.S. States with some contacts between private herds. Mandatory
annual testing for tuberculosis by trunk wash cultures was established in 1998, and 22
culture‐positive M. tuberculosis elephants were identified between 1996‐2001. Fifteen were
treated with anti‐tuberculosis drugs and 7 that died or were euthanized were proven to have
tuberculosis at necropsy. Antemortem sera was available from 4/7 4 (75%) were strongly ELISA
positive. Tuberculosis is uncommon in African elephants but was recently associated with M.
bovis in the U.S. and M. tuberculosis in Germany. Conversely, M. bovis tuberculosis, apparently
unrecognized in Asian elephants, recently occurred in Germany. Management issues of elephant
tuberculosis will be discussed relative to its complex epidemiology and clinical‐pathological
correlations.
Montali, R. J., S. K. Mikota and L. I. Cheng (2001). "Mycobacterium tuberculosis in zoo and wildlife
species." OIE Revue Scientifique et Technique 20(1): 291‐303.
Tuberculosis caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis and M. tuberculosis‐like organisms has
been identified in a wide range of species, including non‐human primates, elephants and other
exotic ungulates, carnivores, marine mammals and psittacine birds. Disease associated with M.
tuberculosis has occurred mostly within captive settings and does not appear to occur naturally
in free‐living mammals. Mycobacterium tuberculosis probably originated as an infection of
humans, but from the zoonotic standpoint, non‐human primates, Asian elephants and psittacine
birds have the potential to transmit this disease to humans. However, the overall prevalence of
disease in these susceptible species is low and documented transmissions of M. tuberculosis
between animals and humans are uncommon. Mycobacterium tuberculosis causes progressive
pulmonary disease in mammals and a muco‐cutaneous disease in parrots. In all cases, the
disease can disseminate and be shed into the environment. Diagnosis in living animals is based
on intradermal tuberculin testing in non‐human primates, culturing trunk secretions in
elephants, and biopsy and culture of external lesions in parrots. Ancillary testing with
deoxyribonucleic acid probes and nucleic acid amplification, and enzyme‐linked immunosorbent
assays have been adapted to some of these species with promising results. Additionally, new
guidelines for controlling tuberculosis in elephants in the United States of America, and
programmes for tuberculosis prevention in animal handlers have been established.
Ratanakorn, P. (2001). Elephant Health Problems and Management in Cambodia, Lao and Thailand. A
Research Update on Elephants and Rhinos; Proceedings of the International Elephant and Rhino
Research Symposium, Vienna, June 7‐11, 2001, Schuling Verlag.
Boomershine, C. S. and B. S. Zwilling (2000). "Stress and the pathogenesis of tuberculosis." Clinical
Microbiology Newsletter 22(23): 177‐182.
Brown, J. L. (2000). Special Issue on elephant biology 19(5): 1‐184.
This issue focuses on elephant biology and includes the following topics: ultrasonography of the
urogenital tract in elephants Loxodonta africana and Elephas maximus (an important tool for
assessing female and male reproductive function); reproductive endocrine monitoring of
elephants (an essential tool for assisting captive management); ultrasonography of the oestrous
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cycle in female African elephants; review of a newly recognized disease of elephants caused by
endotheliotropic herpesviruses; tuberculosis in elephants in North America; how chemical
signals integrate Asian elephant society; elephant communication; social structure and helping
behaviour in captive elephants; a postcryogenic comparison of membrane fatty acids of
elephant spermatozoa; and first disclosure and preliminary investigation of a liquid released
from the ears of African elephants.
Larsen, R. S., M. D. Salman, S. K. Mikota, R. Isaza, R. J. Montali and J. Triantis (2000). "Evaluation of a
multiple‐antigen enzyme‐linked immunosorbent assay for detection of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
infection in captive elephants." Journal of Zoo and Wildlife Medicine 31(3): 291‐302.
Mycobacterium tuberculosis has become an important agent of disease in the captive elephant
population of the United States, although current detection methods appear to be inadequate
for effective disease management. This investigation sought to validate a multiple‐antigen
enzyme‐linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for screening of M. tuberculosis infection in captive
elephants and to document the elephant's serologic response over time using a cross‐sectional
observational study design. Serum samples were collected from 51 Asian elephants (Elephas
maximus) and 26 African elephants (Loxodonta africana) from 16 zoos and circuses throughout
the United States from February 1996 to March 1999. Infection status of each animal was
determined by mycobacterial culture of trunk washes. Reactivity of each serum sample against
six antigens was determined, and the linear combination of antigens that accurately predicted
the infection status of the greatest number of animals was determined by discriminant analysis.
The resulting classification functions were used to calculate the percentage of animals that were
correctly classified (i.e., specificity and sensitivity). Of the 77 elephants sampled, 47 fit the
criteria for inclusion in discriminant analysis. Of these, seven Asian elephants were considered
infected; 25 Asian elephants and 15 African elephants were considered noninfected. The
remaining elephants had been exposed to one or more infected animals. The specificity and
sensitivity of the multiple‐antigen ELISA were both 100% (91.9‐100% and 54.4‐100%,
respectively) with 95% confidence intervals. M. bovis culture filtrate showed the highest
individual antigen specificity (95%; 83.0‐100%) and sensitivity (100%; 54.4‐100%). Serum
samples from 34 elephants were analyzed over time by the response to the culture filtrate
antigen; four of these elephants were culture positive and had been used to calculate the
discriminant function. Limitations such as sample size, compromised ability to ascertain each
animal's true infection status, and absence of known‐infected African elephants suggest that
much additional research needs to be conducted regarding the use of this ELISA. However, the
results indicate that this multiple‐antigen ELISA would be a valuable screening test for detecting
M. tuberculosis infection in elephant herds.
Larsen, R. S., M. D. Salman, S. K. Mikota, R. Isaza and J. Triantis (2000). Validation and use of a
multiple‐antigen ELISA for detection of tuberculosis infections in elephants. Proc. AAZV and IAAAM
Joint Conf.
Lyashchenko, K., M. Singh, R. Colangeli and M. L. Gennaro (2000). "A multi‐antigen print immunoassay
for the development of serological diagnosis of infectious disease." Journal of Immunological Methods
242: 91‐100.
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Mikota, S. K., R. S. Larsen and R. J. Montali (2000). "Tuberculosis in Elephants in North America." Zoo
Biol 19: 393‐403.
Within the past 4 years, TB has emerged as a disease of concern in elephants. The population of
elephants in North America is declining (Weise,1997), and transmissible diseases such as TB may
exacerbate this trend. Guidelines for all elephants for TB, were instituted in 1997 (USDA, 1997,
2000). Between August 1996 and May 2000, Mycobacterium tuberculosis was isolated form 18
of 539 elephants in North America, indicating an estimated prevalence of 3.3%. Isolation of the
TB organism by culture is the currently recommended test to establish a diagnosis of TB;
however, culture requires 8 weeks. Further research is essential to validate other diagnostic
tests and treatment protocols.
Shojaei, H., J. G. Magee, R. Freeman, M. Yates, N. U. Horadagoda and M. Goodfellow (2000).
"Mycobacterium elephantis sp. nov., a rapidly growing non‐chromogenic Mycobacterium isolated
from an elephant." International Journal of Systematic and Evolutionary Microbiology 50(5): 1817‐1820.
A strain isolated from a lung abscess in an elephant that died from chronic respiratory disease
was found to have properties consistent with its classification in the genus Mycobacterium. An
almost complete sequence of the 16S rDNA of the strain was determined following the cloning
and sequencing of the amplified gene. The sequence was aligned with those available on
mycobacteria and phylogenetic trees inferred by using three tree‐making algorithms. The
organism, which formed a distinct phyletic line within the evolutionary radiation occupied by
rapidly growing mycobacteria, was readily distinguished from members of validly described
species of rapidly growing mycobacteria on the basis of its mycolic acid pattern and by a number
of other phenotypic features, notably its ability to grow at higher temperatures. The type strain
is Mycobacterium elephantis DSM 44368T. The EMBL accession number for the 16S rDNA
sequence of strain 484T is AJ010747.
Ziccardi, M., S. K. Mikota, R. B. Barbiers and T. M. Norton (2000). Tuberculosis in zoo ungulates:Survey
results and surveillance plan. Proc. AAZV and IAAAM Joint Conf.
Bhat, M. N., R. Manickam and J. Ramkrishna (1999). "Screening of captive wild animals for
tuberculosis." Indian Veterinary Journal 76(11): 959‐961.
The passive haemagglutination (PHA) test was used to test 109 captive elephants (Elephas
maximus), and spotted deer (Cervus axis), blackbuck (Antilope cervicapra) and common langurs
(Semnopithecus entellus?) (4 of each) for tuberculosis; 51 of the elephants and the 4 langurs
were also assessed by the tuberculin test. PHA titres of 1:16 or 1:32 were found in 4 elephants, 1
deer and 2 langurs, but all were apparently healthy except 1 langur that had clinical signs
indicative of tuberculosis. There were 4 positive reactors in the tuberculin tests, all elephants,
but these animals did not have significant PHA titres. It is concluded that the procedures and
reagents used for the diagnosis of tuberculosis in domestic animals are not reliable for testing
wild animals.
Biberstein, E. L. and D. C. Hirsch (1999). Mycobacterium species: The agents of animal tuberculosis.
Veterinary Microbiology. Maiden, MA, Blackwell Science: 158‐172.
Isaza, R. and C. J. Ketz (1999). "A Trunk Wash Technique for the Diagnosis of Tuberculosis in
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Elephants." Verh. ber. Erkrg. Zootiere 39: 121‐124.
Mangold, B. J., R. A. Cook, M. R. Cranfield, K. Huygen and H. P. Godfrey (1999). "Detection of elevated
levels of circulating antigen 85 by dot immunobinding assay in captive wild animals with tuberculosis."
Journal of Zoo and Wildlife Medicine 30(4): 477‐483.
Antemortem diagnosis of tuberculosis in captive wild animals is often difficult. In addition to the
variability of host cellular immune response, which does not always indicate current active
infection, reactivity to saprophytic or other mycobacteria is common and may interfere with the
interpretation of the intradermal tuberculin skin test. Furthermore, the immobilization required
for administrating the test and evaluating skin reactions in these animals may result in
unacceptable levels of morbidity and mortality, of particular concern in individuals of rare or
endangered species. Proteins of the antigen 85 (Ag85) complex are major secretory products of
actively metabolizing mycobacteria in vitro. Production of these proteins by mycobacteria
during growth in vivo could result in increases in circulating levels of Ag85 in hosts with active
tuberculosis. A dot blot immunoassay has been used to detect and quantify circulating Ag85 in
captive wild animals with tuberculosis. Elevated levels of Ag85 were observed in animals with
active tuberculosis as compared with uninfected animals. Study populations included a herd of
nyala (Tragelaphus angasi) (n=9) with no history of exposure to Mycobacterium bovis. Serum
Ag85 levels ranged from <5 to 15 uU/ml (median, 5 uU/ml). The other group included 11
animals from a mixed collection with a documented history of an M. bovis outbreak. Animals
with pulmonary granulomatous lesions (n=3) had serum Ag85 levels ranging from 320 to 1,280
uU/ml (median, 320 uU/ml). Animals with only chronic mediastinal or mesenteric lymphadenitis
(n=4) had serum Ag85 levels ranging from <5 to 80 uU/ml (median, <5 uU/ml). This assay could
provide an important adjunct to intradermal skin testing for antemortem diagnosis of
tuberculosis in nondomestic species.
Mikota, S. K. (1999). "Diseases of the Elephant: A Review." Verh. ber. Erkrg. Zootiere 39: 1‐15.
Anonymous (1998). "TB in elephants." Communique 18.
Dunker, F. and M. Rudovsky (1998). Management and treatment of a Mycobacterium tuberculosis
positive elephant at the San Francisco Zoo. Proceedings AAZV and AAWV Joint Conference.
Mahato, G., H. Rahman, K. K. Sharma and S. C. Pathak (1998). "Tuberculin testing in captive Indian
elephants (Elephas maximus) of a national park." Indian Journal of Comparative Microbiology,
Immunology and Infectious Diseases 19(1): 63.
Full text:Tuberculosis, an important zoonotic disease, has been reported in wild African and
Asian domestic elephants (Seneviratna and Seneviratna, 1966). Under this communication 25
cative Indian elephants of Kaziranga National Park, Assam, were tested for allergic reaction by
injecting 0.1 ml PPD at the base of ear tip. The thickness of skin was measured after 48 and 72 h
and an increase of 4 mm or more was taken as positive. Out of 25 elephants tested, 3 adults
were found reactors. Base of the ear was found more appropriate site as it remained protected
from rubbing against hard object due to irritation caused by the tuberculin and needle. The
trunk also could not disturb this inoculation site.
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Michalak, K., C. Austin, S. Diesel, M. J. Bacon, P. Zimmerman and J. N. Maslow (1998). "Mycobacterium
tuberculosis infection as a zoonotic disease: transmission between humans and elephants." Emerg
Infect Dis 4(2): 283‐287.
Between 1994 and 1996, three elephants from an exotic animal farm in Illinois died of
pulmonary disease due to Mycobacterium tuberculosis. In October 1996, a fourth living
elephant was culture‐positive for M. tuberculosis. Twenty‐two handlers at the farm were
screened for tuberculosis (TB); eleven had positive reactions to intradermal injection with
purified protein derivative. One had smear‐negative, culture‐positive active TB. DNA fingerprint
comparison by IS6110 and TBN12 typing showed that the isolates from the four elephants and
the handler with active TB were the same strain. This investigation indicates transmission of M.
tuberculosis between humans and elephants.
Montali, R. J., L. H. Spelman, R. C. Cambre, D. Chattergee and S. K. Mikota (1998). Factors influencing
interpretation of indirect testing methods for tuberculosis in elephants. Proceedings AAZV and AAWV
Joint Conference.
Serologic and other laboratory tests (such as BTB, ELISA, and gamma interferon) are often used
in conjunction with the intradermal tuberculin test to detect tuberculosis (TB) in animals. The
skin test is considered the "gold standard" in domestic cattle and humans, and the BTB test has
been highly rated for use in cervid species. However, these indirect methods for TB diagnosis
have not been proven valid in most exotic species susceptible to Mycobacterium tuberculosis
complex (which includes M. bovis) infection. In addition, many of the tuberculin skin testing
methods used in exotic species are not uniform in terms of tuberculin type(s) and sites used and
interpretation of the end points.
Whipple, D. L., R. M. Meyer, D. F. Berry, J. L. Jarnagin and J. B. Payeur (1997). Molecular epidemiology of
tuberculosis in wild white‐tailed deer in michigan and elephants. Proceedings One Hundred and First
Annual Meeting of the United States Animal Health Association, United States Animal Health
Association.
Binkley, M. (1997). Tuberculosis in captive elephants. Proceedings American Association of Zoo
Veterinarians.
Essey, M. A. and J. P. Davis (1997). Status of the National cooperative state‐federal bovine tuberculosis
eradication program fiscal year 1997. Proceedings United States Animal Health Association.
Furley, C. W. (1997). "Tuberculosis in elephants." Lancet British edition 350(9072): 224.
Tests on 171 elephants in zoos and circuses in the USA revealed that 33% were positive to one
or more skin tests and 11% were positive by ELISA. As there is no standard procedure for testing
elephants caution should be used when interpreting the results.
Malhotra, I., J. Ouma, A. Wamachi, J. Kioko, P. Mungai, A. Omollo, L. Elson, D. Koech, J. W. Kazura and C.
L. King (1997). "In utero exposure to helminth and mycobacterial antigens generates cytokine
responses similar to that observed in adults." J Clin Invest 99(7): 1759‐1766.
Neonates exposed to parasite antigens (Ags) in utero may develop altered fetal immunity that
could affect subsequent responses to infection. We hypothesized that cord blood lymphocytes
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(CBL) from offspring of mothers residing in an area highly endemic for schistosomiasis, filariasis,
and tuberculosis in Kenya would either fail to respond or generate a predominantly
Th2‐associated cytokine response to helminth and mycobacterial antigens (PPD) in vitro
compared to maternal PBMC. Kenyan CBL generated helminth Ag‐specific IL‐5 (range 29‐194
pg/ml), IL‐10 (121‐2,115 pg/ml), and/or IFN‐gamma (78 pg/ml‐10.6 ng/ml) in 26, 46, and 57% of
neonates, respectively (n = 40). PPD induced IFN‐gamma in 30% of Kenyan CBL (range 79‐1,896
pg/ml), but little or no IL‐4 or IL‐5. No Ag‐specific IL‐4, IL‐5, or IFN‐gamma release was detected
by CBL obtained in the United States (n = 11). Ag‐driven cytokine production was primarily
CD4‐dependent. Cytokine responses to helminth and mycobacterial Ags by maternal PBMC
mirrored that observed in neonates. CBL from helminth infected and/or PPD‐sensitized mothers
produced more Ag‐specific cytokines compared to CBL from uninfected mothers (P < 0.05).
These data demonstrate that the human fetus develops similar patterns of cytokine production
observed in adults and indicates that prenatal exposure may not lead to tolerance or altered
fetal immunity. .
Maslow, J. (1997). Tuberculosis and other mycobacteria as zoonoses. Proceedings American
Association of Zoo Veterinarians.
Mycobacterial infections are common among humans. Of theses, infection with
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (TB) is the most common and of greatest concern. Non‐tuberculous
species of mycobacteria may also cause infections in man, especially among immunosuppressed
individuals. Human TB is typically acquired by inhalation of aerosols carrying tubercle bacilli
fowwoing exposure to a person with active pulmonary infection; non‐tuberculous species of
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animal trainer, who was found to have cavitary tuberculosis, was probably the source of
infection. The conclusion was based on data available at the time. The isolates from Hazel
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and she died. Hazel's postmortem examination took six hours. She was an emaciated Asian
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